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Editors' Preface 

This volume contains the manuscripts of research lectures by 

the Fellows in the summer program, The staff guided the selection of 

topics with several goals in mind. One goal was to isolate that part 

of a problem which might prove to be tractable in an effort of eight 

weeks or less. The more important goal was to find "open-ended" problems 

which would continue to challenge the Fellow after his return to the 

university. Our success in so guiding a Fellow exhibits considerable 

fluctuation. This year only two of the manuscripts neatly compass a 

finite problem. The remainder describe first thoughts on rather vast 

enterprises. 

The degree of direction by a senior participant varied a great 

deal. In a few cases, there were frequent conferences and discussions 

about fruitful avenues of approach. In other cases, contact was limited 

to expression of interest and encouragement. The efforts cover a wide 

spectrum in originality also. Some of the reports represent a competent 

extension of research presented in the seminars others are highly 

original contributions which are being prepared for publication. 

Because of time limitations it was not possible for the manu

scripts to be edited and reworked. They may contain errors the respon

sibility for which must rest on the shoulders of the participant-author. 

It must be emphasized that this volume in no way represents a collection 

of reports of completed and polished work. 

We who took part in this eleventh summer of G.F.D, are grateful to 

the National Science Foundation for its continuing support of the program. 

Mary C. Thayer 

Willem V.R. Malkus 
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OVERSTABLE DAMPING IN A STELLAR SEMI-CONVECTIVE ZONE 

Jean-Luc Aure 

Abstract 

We show that, with a two-zone model and by an asymptotic treat-

ment of the linearized equation.s of perturbation, the overstability due 

to the region stratified in mean molecular weight is totally damped by 

the upper radiative region in a B star departing from the main sequence. 

Perhaps, however, such an overstability is possible in the layer of 

gravitational sorting of some white dwarfs, for higher g-modes. 

I. Introduction 

A local treatment by Kato (1966) has shown the possibility of a 

mixing by overstability in a medium stratified in mean molecular weight. 

Kato concluded that the temperature gradient in a semi-convective zone 

was reduced to its adiabatic value by the mixing 

(1) 

value adopted by Ledoux (1947) and Schwarzschild and Harm (1958), rather 

than taking the marginal convective value used by Stothers (1963) and 

Sakashita and Hayashi (1961): 

VT -= '\lTo.. + 4~r3 \1ft (2) 

where 

\J ::. (d Lei T ) 
Ta.. a Lo~ r adiabatic 

\l. - / Cl Lo~)A. ) 
jll- \;, lo~ 'p star 
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and ~ is the quotient of the gaseous pressure on the total pressure. 

In a recent paper (1969), Gabriel calculates the condition of overstability 

in a two-zone modeL Unlike Kato, he concludes that his model is over-

stable only if 

0 ~ 
\lp - \7ta- L E (3) 

V;u 

where \/f :: Cln~ P 7 
d~~ P star 

eLO~f ~ VPo.. ':: d ~ , 
3 P I adiabatic 

and ~ is very small (typically E ~ 0.0002). However, because the 

semi-convective region cannot be separated from the rest of the star, 

Kato's local analysis is not sufficient to conclude on this problem. On 

the other side, Gabriel's calculation of the damping seems irrelevant 

enough (arbitrary introduction of a singular point in the eigen function, 

and non-introduction of this singularity in the divergence of the flux). 

In this work, we calculate the overstable damping in two-zone 

models. We show that, as we could expect, the radiative damping in a 

lower zone is quite negligible, and in an upper zone it is very strongly 'I 

stabilizing. Our purpose is to show that the temperature gradient chosen 

by Kato, as well as Gabriel's gradient, are not right for building models 

of stars with semi-convective zones. We shall see that the overstability 

cannot occur in a B star departing from the main sequence. 
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II. Equations of perturbations 

In our work, we shall use two-zone models formed by a radiative 

zone (\7~ = 0), in which the perturbations are damped, and a semi-con

vective zone (~~ ~ 0) which excites the overstabilityo We have to state 

precisely that, in this work, the expression "semi-convective zone" is 

understood as a zone with ~)A # 0 and where the temperature gradient is 

between the adiabatic value and the marginal convective value, as several 

other authors have done. We make no assumption ~ priori on the properties 

of the semi-convection, and particularly on the way of transfer of the 

energy in this region. We only assume that the perturbations of flux are 

perturbations of radiative transfer. 

The models are plane and parallel. The gravity and the flux of the 

heat are constant everywhere at the equilibrium. We shall neglect the 

perturbations of gravity. The z-axis is along the gravity and turned to 

the upper bound. The medium is a compressible perfect gas. To simplify, 

we assume the radiative pressure negligible before the gas pressure; that 

does not change the results very much, and allows us to take polytropic 

models (if (3 # 1, j3 has to be variable in the semi-convective zone, and 

then no more can we find solutions analytically). According to this assump

tion, we choose: 

in both zones. 

\}Po. :: 0,6 

\]To. = 0.4 

(4) 

(5) 
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The radiative zone is a standard polytropic model. The polytropic 

index n = 3. 
\7f 

1- '1f 

H p = H ~D + (a - }~ ) (1 - \iff ) 

(6) 

(7) 

where Hp is the height scale of pressure. In the semi-convective zone, 

we assume: 

\J~ > 0 

V'T ::: \ITa.. + E \J~ 

\lp -= \7fa. + (I - € ) 'Vp 

with 0 ~ E ~ 1 

Afterwards, we shall assume \If ~ 1 (which introduces a mathematical 

singular case, and has no physical importance for our purpose). 

We write the perturbed quantities 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

where Xc is the equilibrium value, and X I the only function of t . 
In Eulerian coordinates, the linearized equations of perturbations are: 

Conservation of mass: 

(13) 

Conservation of momentum: 
2. 1 J pi 

() ~n. ::. r;- \f P + (.1. T 
~ 10"" 1. 10 

(14) 
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Radiative transfer: 

\7 Lf a I _ KG> fo F I _ ( K f)' F 
Y., T Q.. 10 T :; C r-' C ,,--0 

Conservation of energy: 

(15) 

(l+ d"~ dl.o't~o\_ r: (1-+ a2 ()lD~po \= - ~f3-1) V - F' (16) 
Po () ~}) 1 eo 0 d ~) A cr p., ....,.--

where the second part is corresponding to the non-adiabatic effects, 

Conservation of the mean molecular weight: 

(17) 

(The typical time of diffusion is very much longer than the period of the 

perturbation in the stars.) 

Equation of state: 

(18) 

pressure 

= density 

= temperature 

::: mean molecular weight 

displacement 

= vertical component of a~ 
......... # 

= gravity 

::: constant of radiative pressure 

= mean coefficient of opacity 

= flux of heat 

c = light velocity 
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rio = 

Introducing the new functions: 

F' 
A=~ ) 

Fjo 
and the new variable: 

with written It 

We obtain the following system: 

• fA k~ HrJO \ ]) ;: ('7? -1)] + \1 -~ B - c 

B = (\l)A - o-?- H po ).D - C 
\ ~ 

C ~ (1+ KjJ-)\7# VT1J+(l+Kp)'lr 8+ (1'\7-S) '7T C + A \IT 

where 

K)J- , K P and K'T are assumed constant in each zone. 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

Everywhere we assume H p, P , f and T f 0 According to this 

assumption and as we shall make an asymptotic study (0-~ 0) in which 

the number of modes becomes very large, the conditions at the upper and 

inner bounds will have a negligible influence on the eigenfunctions, The 

only conditions which we take into account will be the conditions of' 
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continuity of the eigenfunctions at the boundary between the two zones. 

(Let us remember that the equilibrium values of the physical parameters 

po ' Fo 'Po ' ~ ,~ are continuous at this bound.) In fact, 

we shall see that it suffices to connect the exponential envelopes of 

the eigenfunctions. 

III. Inner zones Quasi-adiabatic approximation 

Three variable coefficients appear in the previous system: 

VI ::: 
~'l..~ Hpo 

cr'" 

V2 := ~""H 'J-Pc) 

V3 :; 
a- eGl H eo 

F~~ 

with 
cr'2. He 

;:: 
v.,. 

~ 
V. 1 

When cr~ 0 we can separate a star into three parts corresponding to 

different approximations in our system. The constant coefficients are 

of the order of unity. Then we shall compare V I ' V 2 , V 3 at unity. 

Region I Region II Region III 

outer ----------------~I----------------------~--------------~~~ inner 
p 

l. 1-

V2 = k. Hp is everywhere smaller than one, for the first non-radial 

modes, (P2 or P 4) . In the inner region of a star, VI is almost equal 

to one for the fundamental mode. In our asymptotic treatment, we always 

take 0- small enough for keeping V I >- 1 in the regions II and I II. On 
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the other side, in the inner zone, p is very large and V3 » 10 In 

region II, p is small enough so that V3 ~ 10 In region I, Hp is very 

small and VI ~ 10 The limits of this region are strongly dependent 

on () 0 When u is tending to zero, the limit I - I I is going to 

the surface and the limit II - II I is moving to the center of the star 0 

In the regions II and III, the eigenfunctions are very sensitive at the 

non-radial character of the perturbation 0 In region I, they are less 

sensitiveo 

In regions I and II, where the pressure is weak and the optical 

thickness is small, the time of relaxation in temperature is smaller than 

the period of the pulsationo During its motion, each layer will be tend

ing to be in thermal equilibrium with the neighbouring layers, Then we 

shall be able to use an Eulerian quasi-isothermal approximation to deter

mine the eigenfunctions 0 In region III, V3 :>:> 1, and consequently the 

quantity between the brackets in Eqo l22) (non-adiabatic term) is very 

small. Then we shall be able to approximate the true eigenfunctions by the 

adiabatic eigenfunctions 0 

In the astrophysical cases, the semi-convective zone is most often 

situated in the region III. Therefore we shall study the damping in this 

region first 0 

Adiabatically, the system (19) - (22) becomes: 

n :;]) (\7p - VPo.. - 1) + B (V'fa. - Vi ) (23) 

:B: ] U 171' - \1f~) - ~ ] + 11 (lifo. - 1 ) (24) 
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As V 1» 1 we can neglect 'Vpo.. before V l' Then we obtain the second order 

equation: 

n + t +]) (( \) f - ~ ~ 0..) "l -* ?.H /' + (il p - '\J P a.) ( \Jpa. - \7 p T 1)) :: 0 (25 ) 

If (\lp - 'Vpo.. ) is very small, the eigenfunctions are exponential and are 

almost the eigenfunctions of the convective neutrality. This case is not 

interesting for our purpose, for then, as we shall see it, its contribu-

tion to the excitation of the overstability is very weak. 

If (I;J~ -\lea.. ) is not very small, the previous approximation obliges 

us to neglect k.~H: and (\7p~+l-\7p)( iJP-'Jfo) before V1(\7f-Vpa)0 

Then we obtain: 

(26) 

Introducing: 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

The equation (27) becomes: 

(30) 

(31) 

Following our previous approximations we have to neglect e before 10 

We shall obtain the solution: 
I 

~ :: k C~ ()( + y ) (32) 

which can be put under the following form: 
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(33) 

with 

(34) 

and 

(35) 

where the quantities with the index * are taken at the frontier of the 

two zones. Of course, the eigenfunctions are formally similar in both 

zones, but the different coefficients are not the same and we shall have 

to connect both solutions. Then we can write the adiabatic expression 

of C and B: 

c = :n (V'T- 'VTa..) (36) 

B'" K, m( ",' co) Slm ((I:\7p)? 1- rp) (37) 

with 

(38) 

0(' ::. 0<. + (39) 

Therefore, we can calculate the divergence of the perturbed flux, (the 

divergence of the unperturbed flux being null), 

Only keeping the terms of the highest order in ? 
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(41) 

We still must write the conditions of continuity of eigenfunctions at 

the frontier. 

.J)RCLd (? *.) ::. l\-c (~~) ( 42) 

.:DR(kci (J1'I-) - Ds-c. (~~) : . .D C~~)(Vf~ruL- 'Vps-c) ( 43) 

We obtain a system of transcendental equations, difficult to solve 

analytically. However, as we study the asymptotic behaviour of the 

integral of damping or of excitation, it seems a good approximation to 

connect the envelopes of the eigenfunctions. 

(44) 

The connection of the phases ~ , which would be corresponding to the 

second condition, is not important for we shall take a mean value for the 

oscillating terms (in cosines). 

IV. Integral of excitation Damping by the lower layers 

In the non-adiabatic problem the time-dependence of the perturba

tions has the form exp (-o.!t+ ..t..C'" t), where 0- j is given by (Ledoux and 

Wahaven 1958): 

(45) 

with 

(46) 

(47) 
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where a"T is the Lagrangian perturbation of the temperature: 

If we assume that the quasi-adiabatic approximation is relevant in the 

whole model: 

J :: il2_ K'l. ~ (\J -'V ) ~o \)TD-9 T To- H \l 
Zl P T 

where ~l.. and ~,2.. are the lower and the upper bounds of the model, d* 
being the frontier between both zones. We can separate J into its 

radiative part and its semi-convective part. The asymptotic assumption 

allows us to do this for cos 2 by its average value: 

Only one of the signs of J is interesting for us: 

if J ~ 0, the motion is damped and the model is stable; 

if J ~ 0, the model is overstable. 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

In this part, we assume the lower zone is radiative, and the upper semi-

convective. Taking into account the integral 

L= l"$p( 2 O(ro) d.} 

JD. [_ \]~.,+l _ V'f i1] 
L ~ 2 Hpe.¥fo ... 

~ )(b - X~ 
(\7p + 1) 

(51) 

(52) 

where X :: p / p ~ , and putting down 

K;o.d Hpo~ ~ 1 
we can write the condition of overstability: 
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where the index 1 distinguishes the radiative zone. 

We can overestimate the first part by taking X 1-> 00 

ducing into the second part: 

wi th X 2.:: ~ 1/'7f-

Typically, y can have two values: 

(53) 

Intro-

(54) 

- y = 0.4 (transition Helium - Hydrogen, for instance in a 

B star with a large semi-convective zone); 

- y = 0.25 (transition Metals - Hydrogen, for instance in the 

gravitational sorting zone of the white dwarfs). 

If y is given, the overstability is only dependent on two parameters: 

e and \If- . Introducing: 

t (E) 'V~) = ~ (E) \liA} • ~ (E I \7;A) (55) 

(56) 

(57) 

+\EJ\Jp ) is a function which characterizes the excitation in a semi

convecti ve zone of lower bound given. We have tabulated t ( E. j V',M-) for 

y = 0.25 and y = 0.4. The function is small depending on y, and 
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increases slightly when y decreases. These results are resumed in the 

two following figures: 

/ - -
-

\ 

/ 

o ~ 

Fig. 1: Curves of isovalue of ~(~l\7fl) for y = 0.4 

In fact, the astrophysical cases correspond to 0.1 <:: V p.. < 2 (\Jp. ~ 0.25 

in a B giant star, V)A ~ 1.5 in a white dwarf). This result clearly shows 

that the damping by the inner layers is almost negligible, as long as the 

quasi-adiabatic approximation is relevant in the semi-convective zone. We 

could expect this result ~ priori from the general aspect of the eigen-

function. But this case is interesting, for it makes conspicuous the be-

haviour of the excitation for the interesting values of \7~. Especially, 

let us note the big difference between our results and the previous results 
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£ = 0·35 

1 

Curve of largest excitation 
1.5 

of other authors. If the model were oVerstable, and if we adopted the 

theory of mixing by the overstability, then we should have to take for 

temperature gradient, the gradient corresponding to the largest over-

stability. Therefore in this case, the gradient would be. not 'VT -::::: \! i ~ 

as Kato chooses it, not 'VT -:::=. \ITrA.+ \l)J... as Gabriel has calculated, but 

\f: \7To...+E. \7M with about£~O.'3 for the interesting values of \l;.;-

We can observe also that a semi-convective layer, as thin as we 

want, will be able to be excited for the good values of £ , (if y stays 

constant) when the damping is only produced by the lower zones. 
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V. Damping by the upper layer 

Generally, however, the most important damping is produced by the 

upper layers. The condition of overstability CEq. 53) becomes: 

(58) 

where 11. is now the upper bound and ~1.. the lower. The radiative layer 

is upper, and the semi-convective layer lower. Then, we see immediately 

that the excitation is limited, whereas the damping is quickly growing 

when )(~ decreases. However, when the pressure is decreasing, the quasi

adiabatic approximation becomes improper. When the coefficient \j<<: 1 

we have previously shown that we should have to use a new approximation. 

Fig.3 Real damping in a star 

In the most external layers, a quasi-isothermal approximation allows us to 

calculate the radiative damping. Similarly we shall be able to estimate 
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the excitation in these layers. The real damping has a maximum value, 

between the fields of validtty of both approximations. We shall estimate 

the situation of this maximum by the equality of the quasi-adiabatic and 

quasi-isothermal dampings. We shall estimate the integral of damping 

by cutting the quasi-adiabatic integral at this value. It is a very 

rough approximation, but it seems sufficient for our purpose, and it is 

better than an arbitrary cut. Especially, we shall have the frequency-

dependence of the damping which we could not obtain in any other way. 

According to the quasi-isothermal assumption the equations of 

perturbation become: 

~ 

D= -D- (59) 

. 
B :: (60) 

Taking into account V2~<1 in this region, we obtain the eigenfunction 

(61) 

In the external zones, the first term gives the most important 

contribution to the damping. We shall use the approximate eigen value: 

(62) 

Then we obtain 

(~'f')= (63) 

(64 ) 

(65) 
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cr"'(OT - VT(). )2-

Fa \JT:: 
(66) 

We want to compare this expression with that obtained from Eq.(49). Then 

we have to connect the two eigenfunctions, choosing to give to them the 

same values at the point where the two dampings are equal: 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

Then the two dampings are equal when: 

_ \ +\7p 

't.. 2. :: (70) 

There would be other ways to obtain an estimation of the upper limit of 

the damping. For instance, we should be able to stop the integration 

when the coefficient V3 is equal to one; then 

xJ 2. - \If):: Fi \ITo,.. 
IT' po",," Hpo* 

(7l) 

Or we can estimate ('V. F ) I by taking into account that V 3 is small, but 

using the adiabatic eigenfunctions. We obtain: 

(72) 

These miscellaneous estimations do not give very different results 

in our problem. However they show the size of our approximations. We 

shall use the first determination which seems to be the less rough. We 

I e, 
I 
I 
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note the limit of integration of the damping is strongly dependent on 

the frequency. When U-----7- 0 ,x.!J' 't ~ 00. However, in fact, we are 
r.lml 

limi ted to the low values of v , if we want to keep a physical sense 

in our study. But it is surprising to ascertain the relative value of 

radiative damping before the excitation decreases with or ,unlike other 

cases. That is due to the fact that the excitation and the damping are 

the same mechanism, and are growing together when 0- ----7 0 , while the 

limit of integration of damping is decreasing. 

The expression (58) becomes 

(\},-Vfa.j(\7T,- 9Ta.)'lTo. [O"~E" I7T t~"" -1] <.. { (c) \lit) ~) (73) 

(Vp1;, 1 ) V'i
1 

R ~t) \lroJ J -'Ve) \7T ... ~ 

where :f. I ( E) \7#) ~) is the second part of (58) 

:f (E) \J,u ! ~ ) == ~ (£) 'Vf-} ~ I (t.) \7r~ J ~ ) (74) 

wi th ~'( £.) \7p.) ~) being everywhere smaller than one. We can overestimate 

i the excitation by replacing T by ~ (f.,J \/fJ.)' which has previously been 

tabulated. We see immediately that with the numerical data of our 

problem, if the quantity between the brackets is much larger than unity, 

the overstability always will be damped by the upper radiative zone. 

That means that if the semi-convective zone is not situated near the 

maximum of the damping, it will not be able to excite the overstability. 

With our numerical values, the quantity between the brackets has to be 

less than 0.3 (for a B giant star) and 4.5 (for a white dwarf) to obtain 

the overstability. We shall discuss these numerical results in the fol-

lowing part. 
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1 
Fig. 4. Maximum curve of ~ (£) 'iJp. ) . 

(The dotted curve is an evaluation of the maximum real 

excitation t(£}7,u1~) for y = 2.5) 

Before that, let us estimate the behaviour of the excitation in the external 

layers. 

In the same way the quasi-adiabatic approximation is irrelevant in 

the external layers for the radiative damping, it is not applicable to the 

external semi-convective zones. It is interesting to examine separately 

this case from the former, for, if in the inner region, the eigenfunctions 

are very similar in both zones, in the outer region the behaviour of the 

perturbations is very different in each case. 

That is a consequence of the behaviour of the Eulerian perturbation 

of the density: 

= f- = B- C -r: (75) 
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in a radiative layer. Now Band C are negligible before 0, and con-

sequently we should be able to obtain the approximate eigenfunction. from 

the equation (13) which becomes: 

(76) 

for the tangential term ( ~ VlB) becomes negligible in the external 

regions. The eigenfunction (which is the same as (62)) has an exponential 

behaviour in space in thlilse regions. 

On the contrary, in a zone where 'V;U-f 0, the behaviour of (/po is 

given by fA}~o which is of the same order as the displacement. Studying 

this case in region II of the star (V 3 <::: 1 and VI> 1), we obtain a good 

approximation of the eigenfunctions, which then have an oscillatory 

character in space. The system Eq. (19) - (22) shows that if we expand 

the eigenfunctions in series of 0- , and if we keep only the first term 

of each function: 

B """ cr 0 real real (77) 

C r-.J () 0 real real (78) 

A. ~ 0-'2..0 etc. lmag real (79) 

Then, in first approximation we can calculate the Eulerian isothermal 

eigenfunctions (C = 0). Then we obtain: 

(80) 

Using the same method as for the calculations of the quasi-adiabatic eigen-

functions: 

(81) 
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where 
~; Hy;!)\7p. 

crl. (82) 

(if \/T:: \ITa. ).~ ::? and we find again the quasi-adiabatic eigenfunction), 

C will be given by Eq, (21), where we only keep the most important term: 

(83) 

very different from C in the external radiative zone, 

If we take into account the perturbation of the flux, the eigen-

functions become complex. We obtain: 

(84) 

(85) 

(86) 

(87) 

Then we obtain: 

[1 -X (Pf+%)] 
(s - V'p + V',v- ) 

(88) 

if the lower limit X = 1. Then we see the excitation strongly decreasing 

S' :l.. 
wi th the pressure, and also with rr (as () K ). After connecting the 

eigenfunction with 

'0 J'~c.J. 
()~ 

that of the radiative zone, we obtain: 

(89) 

which shows, for a given pressure, the mechanism of excitation is very 

, 
-I 
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much weaker than the radiative damping in the external zone (when cr-7 0 ), 

because the oscillatory aspect of the eigenfunction in the zone with 'VJA =/=0. 

These results allow limitation of the quasi-adiabatic expression 

of the excitation, if the top of the semi-convective zone is in the 

quasi-isothermal region. Using the same method as in the radiative case, 

we see that we stop the integration when: 

X : Fa :~~P.~"1f v(V~ ~;lJr. \ (90) 

This value is a little different from that found for the radiative 

damping. Especially, this limit is in a--: ( a--'l, in the radiative zone), 

i.e. when 0- is decreasing, the excitation decreases more quickly than 

the damping in the external layers. 

VI. Some astrophysical applications 

The previous study has shown that generally the strong damping 

due to the upper radiative layers prevents the overstability. Equation 

(53) is conspicuous in that the damping, as the excitation, varies as 

a negative power of the pressure (that is due to the behaviour of the 

eigenfunction) as far as the quasi-adiabatic approximation is relevant. 

The only case where the overstability will be able to appear will happen 

when the semi-convective zone is situated at the maximum of the real 

damping (cf. Fig.3). 

If we apply our results to the B stars departing from the main 

sequence, in which a semi-convective zone has grown between the convective 

case and the radiative envelope, we obtain: 
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Excitation ~ 7'10- 3 in our unities 
max 

(The excitation is almost independent from the chosen model,) 

Dampingl ~ 1,4 1015. 0-:2-

for the model of 28,2 M0 by Schwarzschild and Harm (we have chosen the 

model in which the semi-convective zone is the most developed). 

Damping2 ~ 1,7 1014.()~ 

Damping3 c:::. 8 1013. C);:I.. 

Damping4 " . ..,., 1.1 1013 . ('):2. 

The models 2, 3, 4, respectively, have 62.7, 121.1 and 218,3 solar 

masses. For these stars, the frequency of the fundamental mode is 

about 4 10-4 5- 1 , It should be physically unreasonable to choose a 

g-mode higher than the thousandth. In the better assumption the damping 

is not less than 180 (24000 for the model of 28.2 M <:)). That clearly 

shows that the overstability never appears in these stars, The assumption 

of mixing by overstability. done by Kato, seems then to have no more sense. 

Likewise the explanation of the instability of ~ Canis Maj oris stars has 

to be forsaken in the same way, 

It can be interesting to state precisely why our results are so 

different from those of Gabriel, We have introduced no singular point in 

our system. Gabriel has introduced one singular point at the bottom of 

his semi-convective zone, for his eigenfunction. But he does not use 

the same expression for his eigenvalue and for his divergence of flux 

and then maintains in the integral J a singular point which has not a 

real existence. 
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Another application of our study concerns the layer of gravitational 

sorting of the white dwarfs. This zone is situated at the bottom of the 

atmosphere of the white dwarfs, and a very strong gradient of molecular 

weight exists in it. Following our knowledge of white dwarfs, it is possi

ble that, during their evolution, a frontier between a convective zone and 

a radiative zone crosses the layer of sorting which would become the zone 

of excitation. On the other side the gravitational sorting happens near 

the surface of the star, and we can hope that the radiative damping by 

the upper layers is not too large. Unhappily, our present knowledge of 

the atmosphere of white dwarfs is not sufficient to allow us to calculate 

a relevant result. Besides, if the zone of gravitational sorting is 

situated near the maximum of damping, neither the quasi-adiabatic approxi

mation, nor the quasi-isothermal, is utilizable. 

VII. Conclusion 

This study allowed us to eliminate the assumption of mixing by over

stability in a semi-convective zone, and also the assumption of this over

stability in r Canis Majoris stars. However, that does not exclude the 

assumption of destabilization by finite amplitude instability described 

qy Veronis. On the other hand, perhaps it is possible that an overstability 

is able to exist in white dwarfs. Our study does not allow us to tell more. 
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PERIODIC MOTIONS IN A SPHERICAL SHELL 

Terrance G. Barker 

The region between two concentric spheres of radii a and b, rotating 

together at a frequency JrL are filled with a homogeneous, incompressible, 

inviscid fluid. We wish to compute unforced, periodic motion of the fluid 

in that region. Several investigators have studied motions of infinitesimal 

amplitude (neglect of advective terms) in enclosed rotating regions. For 

the spherical shell, as Stewartson and Rickard (1968) point out, the lin-

earized governing equation for the pressure is hyperbolic in space, while 

the boundary conditions are of the generalized Dirichlet type (a linear re-

lation between the pressure and its gradient on the boundary) - see Green-

span (1965) for the exact form. This problem is not well-posed in a math-

ematical sense, so we are not aided by general theorems on the existence of 

solutions. Greenspan (1965) has obtained the result, applicable to all con-

tained rotation motion, that the eigenfrequencies 0J are in the range 
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For some special geometries (e.g. completely filled sphere and ellipsoid, 

and coaxial cylinder) the equations and boundary conditions are separable 

under suitable coordinate transformations. For the spherical shell, no 

such transformation has been found. Malkus (1968) has found a set of 

solutions which have zero radial velocity and which satisfy the full non-

linear problem. By neglecting radial motions, Longuet-Higgins (1964) com-

puted global solutions to the linearized equations (essentially the Laplace 

tidal equations). In a later paper (1965), he relaxed the condition that 

the outer boundary be fixed and studied the effects of the free surface on 

the solution. Using the Laplace tidal equations (for lack of a better 

name) as a starting point, Stewartson and Rickard (1969) wrote the solu-

tions as coefficients of a series expansion in a gap width parameter 

n..-b 
Y)= 

\v 0..+ b 
OJ The higher-order terms possessed singularities on the circles cos 8 = :L.1l. • 

At these points, the characteristics of the governing equations were 

tangent to the inner boundary. The following study was motivated by the 

feeling that the singular behaviour of Stewartson and Rickard's results 

were due to the neglect of advective terms. 

We begin by writing the equations of conservation of momentum and 

mass for a homogeneous, incompressible, inviscid fluid. In spherical polar 

coordinates (..Ii , e ,SO ), these are (in the rotating frame) 

L<t + (~ ~ Y') u. t f- ( U ?of uf) - .1 .fL AWn e w + Ph == 0 (1) 
-..; 

(2) 
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where the velocity ~:. (U.A +V~ +W~) 0 e is the co-latitude and 'f is 
,..,. 

the azimuthal angle. The pressure 10 includes the gravitational and 

centrifugal body forces. Subscripts indicate differentiation. 

The variables are now scaled. Since a starting point will be the 

solution for a very thin shell, our expansion parameter in thickness 

will be 

- I tc ~t 

lL-::.~'2TJ ; 

Jp:;:ltP, 

a..- b 
tt + b 

v =-V 
(5) 

The choice of ~ ... , rather than l' , in scaling the radial velocity U, 

is made in order that the continuity equation is two-dimensional (does 

not contain 11 ). In these new coordinates, equations (1-4) are 

l(~w14 + +(g'IJ)~1.1J - C(j+~R) bLflJ '+ W")-2D. Mn e w? t?ft(!+1f<)fr~\ -:: 0 (6) 

tA>~+ i-(Q'~)V+ ~ (1+Y)~r'(~"1JV-W~ e)-2n~ eIN+ Pe ::(') (7) 

(9) 
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where 
d -I d W a 

( Q .. V)=.nV-+(I+YlR) V-+-,--
.- I d R \.' / (7 e AJj'(l e d<f 

2 = (rtv,\!; w) 
Write the dependent variables and the frequency to as functions 

of ~ x ~ X (~L t~ 7) 
w = w(ry) ) 

where X is one of lJ , V :W , p. Express X and W as Taylor 

series in 

(10) 

We follow the procedure shown by Millman and Keller (1969) to compute the 

coefficients of the series. 

Consider first the problem for infinitesimal gap width. Set 7: 0 

in equations (6-9). An inner expansion in terms of an amplitude parameter 

E is needed. Write 

and construct a Taylor series as in (10) for E. Differentiate with 

respect to E the equations (6-9) with "1 = 0 and set E = o. The state 

about which perturbations in amplitude are made is one of rigid body 

rotation v = V = W = P ::: 0 . The result is 
• 

"PI( = 0 

w Yr - :L.o. ~ e W + fe :: 0 
• I • 

wwt+2n~eV+~e Pcp.: 0 

(V ~ 9)e" Wi( -: 0 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 
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d $ 

where ac ( ) = ( ). The two-dimensional form of the continuity equa-

tion (14) lets us write a stream function ~ , defined by 
• I fe V :: Alms (15) . 

vi :: --ft 
Cf 

Eliminating :P from (12) and (13), we have 

_O_V:L~ + ~n ~ :;: 0 
at h 'f (16) 

where iJ:l. I '0'1.. I d (. 0 ) 
Vh ::: .<Wn2.e () 1.f2. + IiAmG ~8 1.ll/t19 ae 

is the horizontal Laplacian operator. 

This equation is studied extensively by Longuet-Higgins (1965) and 

its solutions are 

(17) 

Differentiate (6-9) twice with respect to e to find the first contribution 

of the advecti ve terms. Set E ':.?:: O. Only the hori zontal momentum 

equations (12,13) change, and are 

-.:' . .. ., - 4 [f.' () W d)' · ~ J wv;. - :LnCflQSW+ Fe :: C \V oG + ~e 'Qcp V -W iJ;,'t ~ 

w'Wt+~~~av+ ~et= -~ [~o~ +:f:e ;cp'rW-WVctn1 
(18) 

(19) 

The term in brackets on the right-hand side of (18) is equivalent to (in 

terms of the stream function) 

(20) 

and the bracketed term is (19) to 

I I 8 (' .... ''2..) I • 2. ~ 
3:- ~fI ci</lt:Jm'4e 'f'~ -+ Lf'e -t- Mm 9 '+'9' \)h lj.J (21) 
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But according to (16) and (17) 

Then, upon defining 

and setting 
-p'l = p"_'pI

) 

P
I, .. 

the form of equations (11-14) remains unchanged, replacing 1? Thus, 

the stream function ltinm is a solution to the non-linear problem. The ad-

vective terms only add to the dynamic pressure. 

We now increase the gap width, i.e. consider terms of first order 

in ~ . Differentiate (6-9) once with respect to 1 and set 1[ = 0, and 

find (using O~? ( '* ) :. ( ») 
~; :! H (e; cp) (22) 

()J*Yt+W~t ~(V o~ + %9 o~),V+~[U o()R -R(V c;Or;; +;:;9 ':cp~V+ 

(23) 

(24) 

V R -I- ~e [CV.<Wn 9)e+ W'PJ ~ 0 (25) 

where 
H (8) tp) := - ? + W\ ;LSl..<Wn e IN 

is a known function of the solutions for infinitesimal gap width. Observe 

that the continuity equation (25) indicates that we no longer have radial 

non-divergence. U appears nowhere else in set (22-25) and the continuity 
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equation must be thought of as an equation for U. 

The radial momentum equation (22) can be integrated immediately. 
1/' 

1'= H(e,Cf)"R+I(e;Cf) 
f is as yet unknown. 

J'=i+t(WW+VV) 
Let 

and 

We do this to remove from the equations the terms that can be incorporated 

into the pressure. Equations (23 and 24) become 

(26) 

(27) 

These equations cannot be attacked by linearizing in amplitude as 

was done previously. This is because the linear solutions contain unac-

ceptable singularities and the iterations would merely carry them through 

to higher order. Towards solving (25-27), let 

where 

v = 0., ( $, cp) R + ~, (e /f) 

W = CI..;2(e,Lf)R +~:.(e)Cf) 

VR: Q..; R + -€3 

, I 
~3:' - ;j.mG-

,c3::' - ~e 

[( Cl.,iUm e)$ + a.l~ 
[ (~, ~ e)9 + ~~~ 

Using the boundary conditions 

(28) 

. , , 
1 
j 
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we have 0.. J :: CIJYIJit. 

The functions b l , b2 satisfy the same equations as U and V (oth order in 

'I. ) and these solutions have been presented. The equations for the a IS 

are more difficult. They satisfy 

(B- ere o'aCf) 0.1 + (w a~ + eX () aGle din e) ~2. = - ~e H/ (29) 

(w adt + c'::oe od'f )0..,+(-'8 - c~e 'Ode .ivn e)o..7..=- -H~ (30) 

2. '({1.0.. 
where .B = If + 1,n ~ e w 
This is a linear second order system with periodic coefficients. Time did 

not permit further investigation of these equations. 

Some further information about the problem may be obtained from the 

method of characteristics, We would like to know whether the inclusion of 

finite amplitude effects produce any changes in the characteristics de-

scribed in the linear problem by Stewartson and Rickard (1962), In that 

case, the characteristic curves are tangent to the inner sphere at the 

circle ~ e = w;i..n. . 
Now, write the dependent variable in the original equations (1-4) 

as functions of a characteristic parameter, ~ , 

II- I V) \AI) O't P :: I {f. JI.} ) t) . 
Along a characteristic, across which there is an abrupt change in the veloc

ity-pressure field, derivatives with respect to S will be large very near 

the characteristic. Then, in that neighborhood, we may write 

(31) 

where X. is one of /t , e , \'" and t . Writing equations (1-4) in matrix 
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form, and using (31), we see that the characteristics satisfy 

(\I'!t( tt ~t= 0 

However, it is the term (\}'e,)'""= 0 that gives rise to the characteristics of 

Stewartson and Rickard. It appears, then, that the finite amplitude terms 

do not change their features. (Note: these results were obtained at a 

late stage in the investigation, and have not been thoroughly checked.) 

One might conclude from the preceding that singular behaviour is a 

feature of inviscid, incompressibleshellular flow. However, Malkus (1968) 

has found well-behaved solutions (as noted earlier) to the finite amplitude, 

arbitrary width problem. It is not clear what role they play. Solving 

equations (29) and (30) should shed some light on this point. 

The Laplace tidal equations are often de fenced on the basis that 

density stratification inhibits vertical motion sufficiently to justify 

neglect of u. It may be that reconstructing the problem with a variable 

density field included may lead to tractable results. 

However, we still do not know the answer for a constant density, in-

viscid fluid. 
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PENETRATIVE CONVECTION IN A ROTATING FLUID 

Joseph M. Buschi 

The object of this study is to discover techniques appropriate to 

the analysis of penetrative convection in a rotating stratified fluid con-

tained between two plane parallel boundaries, The phenomenon of penetra-

tive convection occurs when an inversion or unstable density stratification 

is set up near the lower boundary of an otherwise stably stratified fluid, 

When convection occurs in the unstable region it tends to penetrate into 

the stable region above. One system which exhibits this phenomenon con-

sists of a layer of water with boundary temperatures of OOC at the lower 

boundary and;> 40 C at the upper boundary. The resulting temperature and 

density profiles for the stable regime (before convection sets in) is shown 

in Fig, L 

The maximum density fo occurs at a height d where the temperature 

To is 40 C. This system has been studied in detail in the non-rotating 

case 2,4, In this paper we consider the case in which we assume that the 
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L 

1 
d 

T 

Fig.l 

system described above is rotating about the z-axis with constant angular 

veloci ty ..fL . 

The Boussinesq equations for this case are the following: 

d-if 1: ~,..;", A -=- +-tr. 'Vv + in. R '/.. N"_ = --\l P - Cl_r_1.. + "M~ ... at - - Po d Po f'(. v v ~ 

dT .,v.\7T -.; KU~T at· . . V I 

~ = t; [I - Q( (T - To )~J 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

where ~ is a unit vector in the z-direction, K and )) are the thermal 

and viscous diffusivities respectively, and ~ is the maximum density of 

water at the level where the temperature is To = 4oC. Equation (4) is 

an adequate approximation to the equation of state in the neighborhood of 

the 40 C point. 

Let Q (z) be the horizontal average of a quantity Q and let <Q> be 

the overall (horizontal and vertical) average of the quantity Q. Q is 

a function of z alone in the non-convective regime. In particular, let 

T = fez) + 8(x,y,z,t) where e = o. (5) 
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If we take the horizontal average of (3) taking account of (2) and integrate 

the result with respect to z we obtain: 

-K ~: + wT = H;: constant 

A 

where H is the heat flux and w = 1C' k. 

Upon taking the vertical average of (6) we obtain: 

- K 6 d
T + < u.r r> = H 

(6) 

(7) 

where 6 T = To - T~ = To = 40 C and d is the height at which T = To' If 

we now subtract (6) and (7) and integrate the result with respect to z 

we obtain: 
- I (r:_ 
T - To = - ~ T +;9 'l' + K)o (AT T 01. ~ (8) 

where A '= 6T _ <w-T> 
"'- d K 

(9) 

Now using definition (5) we may write the equation of state (4) as follows: 

(10) 

where T - To is given by (8) and (9). Then if we set: 

p = p - 9 fo J~ [I - Q( (f -To tJ d 1: (11) 

o 

Eq 0 (1) becomes: 

(12) 

Finally, by differentiating (6) and subtracting the result from (3) taking 

account of definition (5) we obtain: 

(13) 
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Equations (8), (12) and (13) are the relevant mathematical equations in 

our study. They maybe reduced by standard procedures to the following set: 

~-2.n dW _)l\71.~ =-1 
at de 

(;t,-'Vvj'i/W+:2f1. ~~ '" 2~C>t\f-To)\I~e+~0( \}I ... S .... + J 

de +w elT _ K \]~e :: -'n 
at cL~ 

~ 

i - lCi '" - b T + f3 ~ + +-i W'T al z 

'- d 1) (:l. 'C/"w 0) ow \Tt-)) \7 \71 LL + axa~ + 2fl. o~ae ::: M 

( 
() 0 2 ) (n~ 'O?-()J' ) d~w- N 
~-)) v VIIV' + O~o? - 2.n 0)( at :: 

where 
a'" d2. 

\7~:: ()X 2 + Ol~" 
/.\ 

r::: w.~) ~ :'V'f..)£ 
,) 

and I, J, h, M, N are non-linear terms given by: 

where ~ and ~ are the x and y-components of ~ respectively. 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

If we 

assume for convenience that the boundaries are free we obtain the following 

boundary conditions: 
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()..T :: 0 

oW::: 0 
,h:~ 

dU = dAl' =0 
O~ a i!-

Next we introduce the following parameters: 

cr - L:: 
K 

Prandtl Noo 

A = 
l.. 

T 

T< - 2. Ali a Q( (t:. Tt J 3 _ \ .. " 
K Y CI - 2." " Rayleigh No. 

T= Taylor No. 

where L is the height of the water layer. 

A convenient scaling is given by: 

r :: L r.'f<o 

t L~ "" 
:: -t 

K 

)[ = ~if L -

B.C. (1) 

B.C. (2) 

B.C. (3) 

B.C. (4) 

B.C. (5) 

P (1) 

P (2) 

P (3) 

P (4) 

S (1) 

S (2) 

S (3) 

S (4) 

If we introduce the above scaling and parameters into Eqs. (14) through 

-' L r.r 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 
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(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

where we have dropped the asterisks. The boundaries are then at z = 0 and 

z = 1. 

We shall employ the method of Malkus and Veronis (1958) and expand 

the velocity and temperature fluctuations in a power series of small ampli-

tude factor E. We also expand the parameter ~ in a power series: 

~ 
11"'= £1(0+ £-¥,+'" 

8= € e t c2.e + .. 
" c; , 

(33) 

. . . 
If we now substitute (33) into equations (27) through (32) and equate the 

coefficients of each power of £ to zero we obtain a series of ordered 

sets of equations in Ali , 9,' ,and 'Rt'. 

Linear analysis. 

If we look at the first order equations (found by equating the 

coefficients of £1 to zero) we find that they are linear in the fluc-

tuation quantities. They are: 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 
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(38) 

The first order boundary conditions are: 

u;;; =0 B.C.(l) 

a2.wo 
==0 

a"i!~ B.C.(2) 

d U" dAJo -0 ~ 
::> 

~ 
... at z = 0, 1 B.C.(3) 

"0 ::. 0 B.C.(4) 

aT" 0 
~~ = B.C.(5) 

Any disturbance that satisfies Eqs. (34) through (38) and the boundary con-

ditions can be expressed uniquely in terms of a complete set of orthogonal 

modes at which one may be written: 

(39) 

(40) 

where a is a characteristic value corresponding to the mode, and represents 

the scaled horizontal wave number of the fluctuations. Substitution of 

(39) and (40) into equations (34), (35) and (36) and boundary conditions 

(1), (2), (4) and (5) gives: 

[; - ( .D ~ a.") J 2 - <T Y:a. D W ~ 0 

[~ - (D'"'-a.~J (D~ a:)W + TV,. Dr:: 0:-(1 - ~ r)~ 

[ s - (D).-a.~J ® + RoW~ 0 

and the boundary conditions: 

(41) 

( 42) 

(43) 
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w = 0 
..... 
DW~ 0 

GJ =- 0 
at Z = 0, 1 

D~::.. 0 

The object is to solve for the eigenfunctions Z(z;a), W(z;a) and 

B.C.(l) 

B.C (2) 

B.C.(4) 

B.C. (5) 

@ (z;a) 

in terms of the wave number a and to obtain the characteristic value equa-

tion for a in terms of Ro and T. We restrict our attention to the mar

ginal states corresponding to Re (s) = 0 . In general the marginally stable 

states fall into two physically distinct classes corresponding to Tm(s) = 0 

and 1m (5) '.:f O. In the first case we have S = 0 and we have what is known 

as exchange of stabilities. This means that instability sets in as sta-

tionary convection with cellular structure. In the second case 5:::.s I 

where SIc ~(5) F 0 , which means that instabi Ii ty sets in as time-dependent 

oscillations which grow exponentially. This is known as overstability. In 

this paper we examine two methods which, taken together, will yield suffi-

cient information regarding the behavior of the system when instability 

sets in. 

Method 1 

We begin with Eqs. (41) through (43) with S 1= 0 Let F ::. 02 - a 2 , 

Then elimination of Wand Z in these equations leads to the following equa-

tion for @ 

( 44) 

It is customary in stability problems to introduce the following 

defini tions: 
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Let 
l. ~ := TT ':loo( CI.. 

;r~ =~ 

S 
,. 

;: IT P 

""RQ 
.'l;\ lT~I.j"R1 

0 
(45) 

~ = lTYo(Y T' 

] =~ - ot~ 

F 
d..... "2-_ ---01... 

:: tL~~ 

Then (44) becomes: 

(p-F)(: -FrF®+o(4T'(p-F)D~®+ "R~o<~(; -F)(I- ~ ~)®=O (46) 

The appropriate boundary conditions for this equation may be deduced from 

(41) through (43) and B.C.(l) through B.C.(5). They are: 

® ;; D),@ = D Y (!jJ = Dt..@ = 0 at $ = 0) iT . B.C.(6) 

The method now consists essentially of taking advantage of B.C.(6) to 

expand @ in a Fourier sine series: 

(47) 

Substitution of (47) into (46) yields (after some computation) the follow-

ing infinite set of equations for the coefficients An: 

r~l,l) ... ( 48) 

where 
2. I./T' o(~(I- ~ )R~ t (r(\) :: 1+ 

'f\cX brn == c<2- + h1 
?-

bft\ (; + brn y- bt(l ( p+ b'l'\)(: + bft\) ~ 
(49) 

and 

3tlf\, r) = ;~ 
b'R' If /11 'r ~ . h.,.;: IX:I. t 'f' 2- (50) 

by(p~br)(; +br) (r~-IYI?)-:I. 

In order for these equations to have non-trivial solutions we must have: 
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JJ { h (tn, to)}",- 0 

) h ( Il't) "..) == + ( '\11) J 11 r + 1- ~ (1'), r) [( -/ t.,. r - IJ . 
(51) 

where 

This is the desired characteristic equation which must be solved. The sub-

sequent procedure is suggested by the observation that the matrix elements 

h(1'V1,I") decrease in magnitude as Ii'! and r increase. 

We first approximate ~t {h (~'r)) by the I X I determinant h (I) I), 

Thus we set 

This gives us a cubic equation in p 

where 

A 

B 

c 

(52) 

(53) 

} (54) 

We then take a given solution fo of (53) and set f::: po + P, where f,« po 

in the next approximation: 

(
h (Ill) 

det [h ('(1\ 'r )];; ~t h (2)1) (55) 

and reduce this to a cubic equation in PI We solve this and repeat the 

procedure above for the next approximation and so on. We can also examine 

the criteria for the two kinds of instability discussed above at each stage 

of the approximation and obtain successive approximations to the character-

istic value equation: 

(56) 

for the case of exchange of stabilities. 
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Method 2 

In this method we seek asymptotic solutions in closed form with 

respect to the large parameters Ro ' assuming that T is comparable to Ro 

for the case of convective instability (s::o) . We again begin with Eqs.(4l) 

through (43) with S ;: 0 and eliminate Wand Z in these equations. After 

some manipulation we obtain the equation: 

(n"'_a..lt) [(..D"-o..2.)\B)+j"D~@to..~"Ro(I-~~}~J=o (57) 

with the boundary conditions: 

® ': D2
<8J :: ]'1(0 "- ])I.®:O it r:: OJ I 

1 

Let G == (rr"-03) 8 -+ T .D~e + a:'lRo(I-A e)®, 

Then (57) and B.C. (6) yield: 

(D':a:)G:O 
with 6:" 0 at t = 0; I ) 

B.C.(6) 

(58) 

(59) 

This implies that G:: O. Thus we must find asymptotic solutions for: 
:3 

(J)~-a.~)@ t'T])?o@ t 0..'" Ro(I-1I ~)® ~ 0 (60) 

with the boundary conditions: 

@ :: D'2..® :. D"I® :: 0 a:t ~:: OJ I . B.C.(7) 

We now let: 

and assume that 

We also set: 

I<z Ip :. (La R" 
'Ro -- T ........ 0..1{ • 

The object is to find solutions of the form 

tC\ (\ U~4>('S.) 
I:J.I= u ?:.)e 

correct to the highest powers of k. 

By substituting (63) in (60) and equating coefficients of the highest 

powers of k to zero we obtain the following six solutions after some 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 
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computation: 

(64 ) 

where 

cpf· "+ ~ 1: [ni(~'l+toLi' (65) 

and -XJ 
tit::. c[(neftl-b) (hltl)'tt-.] ..erIf ~'Y1~ (66) 

where C is an arbitrary constant and 2* is an arbitrary point between 

o and 1 and 'r\: (L :1)2/:3) are the solutions of the cubic equation: 

'r13 + j b Y) + ~ A : 0 

where .l A: -/ + 3 [c ( I - ) e-) + b ] . 

These solutions are given as follows: 

where 

n,l: -(5- R) 
Yl2. ~ -t (S .. R) + ~ ~ J3 (S + R J 
'rl3::i-(S-R)-±iJ3 (S+R) 

r /b~ .:px:l ~ 
S= LA+ \ ~+A) J 
R a [-A fa (b1 t A<)~J Y.J 

(67) 

(68) , 

(69) 

(70) 

(7l) 

(72) 

(73) 

Examination of (64), (65) and (66) reveals that the solutions are in 

general singular at 1'2t': 0 and at the turning points l1i = -/, By examin-

ing the solutions h:z. and 113 we find that n f and 1'J2,. are 0 or -1 only 

if b = 0 and A = 0 We exclude these singularities and turning points 

by restricting our attention to the case h.> O. We also find that Pi,:: 0 

only if A = 0 This is equivalent to the condition: 

2! = t+ ~c (b-#) (74) 

In terms of parameters, this means that f{/ :: 0 in the fluid only if 

(75) 

We exclude this case by restricting our attention further to Taylor 
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numbers such that -+ (b-i) lies outside this range (cf. Fig. 2 below for 

the case). = 2. ) . 

c= .!1. 
3~ 

:2. 

Region of singularity 
at 'Yl/ :; 0 

Region with no 
- singularity at n,::o 

Region with turning point 
in the fluid 

4 
-l 
~ 

Region with turning point ~ 
outside the fluid h= _J_ 

3o..If 
Fig.2 

We are left with the expected singularity at the turning point ~I~-/ 

which corresponds to the point "l" given by A 7:0 :. J - ---±- . 
3c 

(76) 

+ 
We see from (76) that the solutions ®~ have a turning point in the fluid 

only if C> ~. We also note that the position of the turning point is in

dependent of the Taylor number. Since we have restricted our attention to 

cases where the singularity at 111 = 0 does not occur in the fluid and (as 

we shall see) to cases where C > ~ , we find that A > 0 which implies that 

11, L 0 for all points in the fluid. Then by examining (65) we find that 
+ 

the solutions @7 :1. 
have exponential character when - TIl ~ I or ~ ~ > 1- .3 C 

and oscillatory character when -hi> I or A=-':::: /- 3~' A graph of too vs. C 

and a typical profile of the solution are given in Fig. 3 for the case 

A =.2. 
-+ 

As we have noted above, the solutions ® I have no turning point 

in the fluid if c.c: ,; In this case it can be shown that we cannot 

satisfy the boundary conditions with the solution ®~ (L -= IJ 4./3) Thus 
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@ 
L-----~~~ __________ ~_~====~======~--~~--C 

2. 

Fig.3 

no solution to the problem exists for c ~ ~ and this gives us immediately 

a lower bound for Ro: 

We assume in the sequel that c > j . 
+ 

(77) 

Now the solutions ®~ are not valid near the turning points. In-

stead of employing the usual procedure of matching solutions in the two 

regions below and above the turning point by appropriate connection formulae 

it turns out to be more convenient to obtain uniformly valid asymptotic 

+ 
solutions which reduce to ®~ away from the turning points. We proceed 

as follows: 

Let )J, -= - 'Yl, and ~ = I -..u.. 
-+ 

®~~ :"[~:-bw(~ti)7;bfV:::FQ(~ J e - 4~J 
2::* 

Then 

(78) 

where we choose +q in the region above the turning point and -q in the re-

gion below the turning point jJ. "" I (~=. 0). We now look for a second order 

equation which has the same asymptotic solution as (60). It can easily 

be verified that such an equation is given by: 

Jt@ + f D@- Gt"'~ ® + [~ p+ + * f~] ® = 0 (79) 
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where 

(80) 

(81) 

and substitute in (79) we obtain: 

(82) 

Two independent uniformly valid asymptotic solutions of (82) can be found 

and they are given by: 

\fo = (D lV r~ A L [O-'t'~ 'I{' ] 
V'l.= (]\Vr~Bi [o.."I~iVJ 

[+ r~ Jr']'" 
o 7':3 

-[+t'i d~~ 

where 

(83) 

(84) 

(85) 

and A~ and BL are the Airy functions. The solutions Vo and Va are given 

approximately by 

i"'I< etp [- a. ( "f: cli!~ ~>o r >20" 

'Vo'V ~o 

[-tr"'""" [ "t ~-I! d..' ~ ~ J 9r-L. 0 i! <. 'i:" 

(86) 

and 
'f I/q ex.p [ Q. irq cl ~IJ ~>o i! '> r-o 

v.~ 
c, 

. Vo; 0 
.2 hlr COO [0. f q ,h' + ~] cr;~O ';!. ~ =0 

j/. 

(87) 

away from the turning points. 

Thus we can replace the solutions (78) by the solutions: 
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(88) 

(89) 

+ 
Of the six solutions ®o , @1. ,® ~:3 ' the latter four have no turning 

) 

points in the fluid and one can show that they cannot be used to satisfy 

the boundary conditions. Thus we must satisfy the boundary conditions 

B.C. (2) with a solution of the form: 

(90) 

Since @(O) = ®(I) = 0 we obtain the condition for a non-trivial solution: 

where 

:,[:"h :'.(O)J : Tt [ a."'1/i (I~ '\ (91) 

B, J 
which is the desired characteristic value equation, 

(92) 

Solving for A, in terms of Ao we obtain: 

A,. ~ - Ao TL [a:/3 1jJ (o)J (93) 

Then the solution: 

(94) 

where 

can be shown to satisfy the boundary conditions D'2(fjl =' 0 and ])/{$ = 0 1 
i 

asymptotically. 
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INSTABILITY OF THE SOLAR CHROMOSPHERE 

Richard J. Defouw 

The kinetic temperature of the solar chromosphere is an increasing 

function of height so that one would expect this layer of the atmosphere to 

be extremely stable. However, observations indicate that jets of gas called 

spicules are continually ejected from the chromosphere. The problem is 

therefore to explain the existence of these jets in a temperature inversion. 

The solution which I propose is based on the concept of thermal in-

stability. If we define the heat loss function ;t as the energy lost minus 

the energy gained per gram per second, Parker (1953) showed that thermal 

instability results when 
L... O. (1) 

Weymann (1960) and Field (1965) pointed out that density (p) variations 

will accompany changes in temperature (T) owing to the tendency for pres-

sure equilibrium to be maintained. The resulting criterion for thermal 

instability is 

(2) 

If we subject a thermally unstable medium to a gravitational field, 

buoyancy forces occasioned by the density perturbations will result in 

convective motions. An elementary parcel calculation shows that the growth 

rate of the vertical velocity of a parcel is ;[' [J!. 'L -& I ~ 16..-
h = - :2.Cp ± . I-/cp .... - T l (3 - f3a.d1 ' (3) 
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where 9 is the gravity, ~ is the temperature gradient, and~Qd is the 

adiabatic temperature gradient. We see from (3) that a sufficient con-

dition for instability in a gravitational field is that (2) be satisfied. 

However, if there is a sufficiently steep temperature inversion, (3) in-

dicates overstability. 

Unfortunately, the criterion for thermal instability is, in general, 

not as simple as inequality (2). By considering a partially ionized hydro-

gen gas assumed to be optically thin in the Lyman continuum, I have shown 

that the correct condition for thermal instability of a uniform medium is 

( ;j X - ,: X t e ) ( .f. T - ~ -ee) -( X T - ~ t e) (-e x - J fA y.e) <. 0 ) (4) 

where;t is the heat loss function defined above and ~ is the number of 

ionizations minus the number of recombinations per gram per second. The 

subscripts denote partial derivatives and X is the fraction of atoms which 

are ionized. The main simplification used in obtaining (4) is the use of 

a model hydrogen atom possessing the ground state and the continuum of a 

real hydrogen atom but with no excited bound states. If we assume that 

ionization is collisional and recombination is radiative (the free-bound 

radiation being the only radiation from the system), we find that inequal-

ity (4) is satisfied only when T > 17500 oK. 

When this treatment of thermal instability is incorporated into 

standard linear convective stability theory, we find results similar to 

those expressed in (3), namely, that thermal instability can lead to in-

stability in a gravitational field, even if there is a temperature inver-

sion. In a sufficiently steep temperature inversion we find overstability 

as before. However, the following modification is introduced: even when 

1 

-1 
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(4) is satisfied, there is stability for certain ranges of f and P-;9~d' 

In the solar chromosphere these ranges are not encountered and we there

fore expect instability. 

In regions of magnetic field, a sufficient condition for monotonic 

instability (as opposed to overstability) is that (4) be satisfied. Since 

spicules are known to occur in magnetic fields, we apparently have a pos

sible explanation of these jets. 

VIOLENT TRANSITION IN A ROTATIONALLY-CONSTRAINED FLUID 

Roger F. Gans 

1. Introduction 

When a container of length L and diameter 0, filled with a fluid of 

small viscosity, is rotated about its symmetry axis and precessed about 

the normal to that axis, its behavior is observed to be a strong function 

of the ratio L/D (for constant viscosity) and a weak function of viscosity 

(for constant LID). In the approximate range, .5 < L/D<: .95, the most 

spectacular observation is a violent transition from a quasilaminar, quasi

steady flow, whose steady characteristics are predictable from a linear 

theory, to an ordered turbulence which appears to possess mean circulation 

and which is dissipating vastly more energy than the laminar flow. 

One can measure the dissipation by measuring the change in the 

torque required to maintain the basic rotation state. Figure I shows a 

schematic plot of torque vs. precession rate. 

The two critical values A and B are observed to be functions of 

LID. In the range of interest they are both increasing functions of 
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i 

I 

B A 

p'f'eces.sion ya.,te. --.. 
Fig.l: Observed torque vs. precession rate 

1 - L/D, and they are different functions. The flow domain I has a strong 

resemblance to that predictable by linear theory; the flow domain II is not 

understood. 

In this paper the point of view that this transition can serve as a 

model for other possible geophysical transitions is adopted, and this pro-

vides a geophysical motivation for attacking a problem which is interesting 

in its own right. 

The observations lead me to seek a mathematical analysis in which 

viscosity is unimportant and which will lead to a forced transition. A suc-

cessful conclusion to such an analysis would be the prediction of the up-

transition point 

precession rate, 

A as a function of L/D. Thus a relation between..o.. , the 

Yj. 
and < C(;- , ?t:> , the magnitude of the departure of the 

fluid from solid corotation with the container, will be sought, of the form 

C I ) C2 > 0; n > 1 (1.1) 

Figure 2 shows a schematic of such a relation. As Sl increases beyond A 

there must be a transition to a flow state not on the diagram, and so one 

can identify the point A in Fig.2 with the point A in Fig.l. 
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.n..~ 

Fig.2: Schematic amplitude curve 

The problem is complicated by the existence of resonant modes 

which can be driven by the preces~ion. For 

J::.. ::. J3 1")') + I 11 Y\;:: 0) I) '1. > ' • • (1. 2) 
]) ki, 2. 

V the amplitude of the response, <9;1q,.7~, computed on the basis of a linear, 

inviscid theory, is infinite. Here {~} satisfies 

-k-eJ\I(he)+1.J, (it.e) = 0 (1.3) 

where J
1 
(~i) is the first order Bessel function of the first kind and the 

prime denotes differentiation. The set fAt:} forms an infinite monotone 

increasing sequence asymptotic to the zeroes of Jo {~f1' and the right

hand side of (1.2) can be made arbitrarily close to any LID by proper 

choice of nand 1. This means that in any physical system the possibility 

of resonance must be taken into account, and in the analysis to follow it 

will be supposed that there is some pair ~,n for which (1.2) is satisfied. 

The analysis will be carried out using a modified perturbation tech-

nique based on the method illustrated by Millman and Keller (1969). Both 

.9.. and 1l wi 11 be supposed to possess expansions in powers of 6 , which 

will be identified with the nondimensional resonance response, this being 

the natural parameter in the problem. It will then be shown, after proceed

ing to terms of 0(£.3) , that for k.e. sufficiently large, the nonresonant 

response is dominant, and, that by going to third order in the nonresonant 
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response one can arrive at Eq. (1.1), with(~)9r>\4. being the nonresonant 

magnitude, n being 3 and C2 an integral of the resonant mode times non

resonant nonlinear terms. 

The computation of C2 is very tedious and summertime was too short 

for completion of this computation, however the nature of the explicit 

dependence on LID is presented. 

The method depends on the effects of viscosity being small compared 

to the nonlinear effects. A complete discussion of this point is beyond 

the scope of this paper, but will be part of a fuller exposition of this 

problem to appear later. The only place in the current analysis where this 

causes any trouble is the double-periodic (in the azimuthal direction) flow, 

which can be written as a function of the nonresonant response. If one 

substitutes the nonresonant response given by the inviscid analysis into 

the function, the doubly-periodic flow cannot be made to satisfy its bound

ary condition. However, if the velocities put into the function satisfy 

no-slip boundary conditions, then the double-periodic flow· will satisfy 

its boundary condition. Since the velocities put into the function differ 

from the true velocities only near the boundaries, the interior representa

tion given of the doubly-periodic response is good. It is only necessary 

in integral, and so this is acceptable. 

The remainder of this paper is divided into three sections, pre

senting the formulation, the calculations as far as they have been carried, 

and some discussion of the results and the experiments, 
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2, Formulation 

Consider a cylinder of length L and diameter D rotating about its 

symmetry axis with angular velocity w k and precessing about an axis at 

right angles to the symmetry axis with angular velocity J).. i~ , fi lled with 

an incompressible, inviscid fluid, If one nondimensionalizes as 

'( :: D~ r' . ..." I'.t. ..,.; , 

the equations, in a coordinate system rotating with SL~ , are -
If . \j I/' + 1St. r. )( V- -t \J V : 0 - - ,...., "...." 

\/t£::.O 

if ,,(\ :. 0 0"Y1 S ,.,... ...... 

(2,1) 

where the primes have been dropped, S is the container surface and n 

a unit normal to ~ . 
. . 

The vectors L • I 
.-v- - -(J'-' 

and k are unit vectors in 

1'. "-
the x, y and z directions, and 'OJ and rp are unit vectors in the OJ and ...... -.. 

c.p directions, where ro and cp are defined by 

x :; ttl cos cp y :::: 1'J:J sincp . 

Solid corotation can be separated out by putting !{ =: ~ 'I-.! +.$ and 
2 

V;; 1.. (1\.1-'r) + Q, The set (2,2) can then be separated into linear and :L ___ ..... 

nonlinear terms driven by an inhomogeneous term 2 SL ~ X (i Yo. '1 ), Sym

bolically one may write 

(2.3) 

where L is a linear operator, N a quadratic operator and f a known function, 

This problem is to be solved using a modified perturbation analysis 

in which Q::. ~(E) and .fL :. .n (f:). The appropriate initial solution is 
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Q(o):::.O=SL(o) The sequence of problems making up the modified 

perturbation analysis is generated by successively differentiating (2.3) 

wi th respect to E and setting e ::: O. A quantity which has been differ

entiated n times with respect to E and evaluated at E.: -=- 0 will be indi-

cated by putting an n over the symbol. For example 

[ ~t Ql :: &. 
o E.'fI j 

6""0 
The initial differentiation produces the problem 

L (
I, 1 
GI)::: Df 

There is no contribution from N because it is quadratic. 

function ~ such that 

L({f) ::: 0 

(1' ~ <p) :: 1 

<p,f) i:O 

(2.4) 

There exists a 

(2.5) 

Because of the last property the solvability condition for (2.4) deter-
, I 

mines Sl.::O and Q:::A f. One can define 

(2.6) 

and by differentiating with respect to E , 
(2.7) 

show that A = 1. 

Differentiating a second time produces the second order problem 
:l. ~ I I '2... 

L(a)+N(QQ)=-D.f (2.8) 

It can be shown that < if:) N ( 6 Q) > ::; 0 and so.J.~ =:: O. Because of the 
.2-

definition (2.6) Q has no resonant (homogeneous) part and the operator 

can be inverted to give 

(2.9) 

The third differentiation produces the problem 
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and for (2011) satisfied the operator L in (2010) can be inverted, and 
~ 

one can write q in terms of a set of orthonormal functions \f' y\ as 

> fn 
< cp~ ~ '(\ I: O. The functions If' clearly have the property that 

'" ~ 

Making use of the definition of E and the expressions for Sl. , 
~ 

Q, 
, J 

and Q allows one to write Q correct to 0 (IE) as 

q:: (<E,Q>p =f -'I c'{N (Q Q)} < P, q>2 + 
.2. • 

+ _, c: (~ N(Q Q )'> (Ph ,f> <;!; Q)3 IT) _ 

~H ~) (~)f) '1:' '!h 

(2.10) 

I 

Q, 

(2013) 

and, if the projection of the nonresonant mode on f is much larger than 

the projection of the resonant mode on f, it is possible for the nonreso-
J :3 I 

nant part of Q f. to be larger than q E. The condition for this may be 

written directly from (2.13) as 

<~ )f> «;h f; (A Q) (P Qt 
<~)+> 1, U( ) 

(2.14 ) 

It is easy to show that the left-hand side of (2014) goes to zero 

as the resonant wave number goes to infinity 0 It is not obvious, however, 

that (2014) can be satisfied. It will be stated without proof that for 

any precession rate Jl one can find some resonant wave number K such that 

(2.14) is satisfied for resonant wave numbers k.e. > k. (It has been shown 

(Gans, 1969) that for precession rates small enough so that viscosity is 
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important, resonance is unimportant for resonant wave numbers ht> (w.Djly v)!1, 

where V is the kinematic viscosity.) 

find 

fied 
3 

11.. . 

where 

To compute the modification of SL required by (1.1) one needs to 
~ ~ 

the largest N(QQ,D.Q) such that<~)N).f:O < If (2.14) is satis-
q 3 

this will be that part of N due to the self-interaction of Q and 
"I 

The modification of Sl is SL and this particular component is 

+ 
n~ = 

< ~ ,NCQQ )51Q) 

<~)f> 

Q == - Cl {tV ( 6 ty)~ n)} 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

in direct analogy to (2.9). 

In the following section calculations leading to the determination 
q 

of nt will be pursued. It is a three-step process which may be summarized 

as follows: 
,$ 

1) Q -: 
:3 

n< ~,f)if' 
/, 

2) Q :: 

\ 
3) .rr :: 

- C
l 

{ '" ( & Q)n O)} 
'I .3 ~ :l (, <P JV(QQ,uQ) 

< iF,f> 
(2.17) 

q t 
When one has arrived at step 3 and wishes an explicit result for ~ it is 

:J -3 
permissable to replace~ by 316 Jl and so one does not need to work out 

all the nonlinear homogeneous terms. 

3. Calculations 
3 3 

In this section q is given explicitly. The series for Q is trun
b 

cated after the first term and q is calculated using the truncated set. 
~ 

The axisymmetric part of Q is given explicitly and the doubly-periodic 
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part in terms of indefinite integrals over the radial coordinate vcr ; 
., 

Finally an expression for SL is given in terms of indefinite integrals 
;] II 

over combinations involving q and Q 

The general equations for Q and q are obtained from (202) by direct 

substitution, and are 

"k x! . V % + 1r' \J (1t)( 1") t \] Q + ~. \J ~ + .2. U i ~ ~ = -2 Q k k x ( fl.1-;; ) 

\7. ~ ~ 0 

%--:Q= 0 0/12: 
I 

(3.1) 

One can seek solutions proportional to e lmrp , and, for m:j: OJ?" one can re-

write (3.1) as 

~mP- ~).m~e= -\1"11/::/+ ~?o~.Jj:-t~ 6.,·\lx mli 

l' : - -k. N ... n. Qj am I crYi i! =- ± !-jT"l 
'WI -: - fl\ ~ .IJ 

where dMlis the Kronecker $ , and 

'l.ii 

'Y'fI P = "l ~. f e tYntp Q cirp 
",",1/ 

tV -= ~I)J2. ;-t'm~ ( CL' \l Q... J,..2 n L. XCt} riff 
m ...... 2 'I l V . -IJ - ,~ 

~ . 
The components of q can be defined in a similar way as 

l.iT 
I f ~m If) 1\ cL 

'm U = 2iT e- T %-' fg cP 
a 

r
:<TI " 

trf\1f:. ~ e-imcp 
Q • r;. d rp 

. !tIl "fr 
d 

ur -= _I f'-i! c; - ('rflfI () • It d.1iP 
M ~~ ~ ~ ~ T 

" 
and wri tten in terms of -mP and N as 

l'Y\ 

(302) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 
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(3.5) 

The expansion parameter E and the spatial coordinate cp are in

dependent and so one can differentiate (3.2) - (3.5) with respect to E 

without changing any of the definitions, hence all the definitions also 

apply to the quantities at any order. 

Step one solutions: 
3 

Step one requires the finding of Q Because of the nonresonant 
3 J 

condi tion Q can be expressed in terms of ,? to the required accuracy, 

rv3 
and" is negligible. The appropriate equations are 

3 , 

Ii \1' - 4 ;t':ec :: 0 
3 ::; 

\ 1''0:1 +;;' ,"P = 0 O"Y\ o::J::. 1 
.:l 

r~=-n:O':" OYli:::.±'V:o (3.6) 

The orthonormal functions {IPe 1 appropriate to (3.6) are 

{,Y!e.l: C(k.e.1 J, (~~w)Wn ~ e (3.7) 

where 

and 

If the resonance condition (1.2) is satisfied, then there will be 

some {: L such that the third of (3.6) cannot be satisfied. The resonant 

term ts thus a member of the set (3.7) and 4J is 
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The parameter itL will be called the resonant wave number . 
.) 

Now one can express I P in a sum over -t.t: L of the functions Llfle.) 
and then compute the velocity components using (3.5). This representa

tion will be truncated after ID in order that one can form higher order 
I':! I 

nonlinear terms which will fit on the paper. This does not introduce 

a serious error as 

(3.9) 

Step two axisymmetric solutions: 

As noted above m = 0 is a special case and one must work with 

(3.1) directly. The nonlinear term 
, :l.i1 

00£: !l~ i [~p \7~ + ~Qi xkJ df 

~ / 3 :3 .3 _ \ f 1>1 )3 j\ ,J p# ) I J '* J * ar~). ( ) ? J _) 
-l,t.L;/v)/w)"\7 "LL11lJ)l w /+ \}A':l'V 11 V\l.Ll/u" Ui + 

(3.10) 

and (3.1) can be written 

(3.11) 

1'\ ~ 

as q; • () t;!. ::: o. The axisymmetric solution has only an azimuthal component 
...... 

given by 
b I f 6 A (, 

o(J=- h· N d..-r-J..ca· N :L -- 0-'0:1 2""" 0_ 
(3.12) 

There is an arbitrary function of VO associated with the indefinite 

integral, and there is no boundary condition available to determine ito 
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It is chosen so that 0(;.. vanishes on the curve where -h i-1: + ~ vanishes 0 

This makes the "retrograde" rectified motion occur with respect to the 

actual axis of no motion rather than the original undisp1aced axis of no 

motion 1Xf ::. O. Doing this gives 

where the indices of ,'PI and *-, have been suppressed and 

A 
_ J3 J I (f{,) 
- h?tH.l(~ ~) 

I r=r J) 

Step two doubly-periodic solutions: 

Again it is necessary to work directly with the equations (3.1). 

The nonlinear term is 

,& 0 >~ (~-'if[ %. 'l~ + 2n£, iJ dtp (3.14) 

and the equations are 
,~ b A It 

," .. "0 N 2. I ,u. - 2. ,i.!" -t l,'a,- = - w· 
.<.,#. ~ ;).--

(3.15) 

I. " Viewed as inhomogeneous equations for a~ and ~if the first and 
. 

second equations differ by a factor of l , and here is a solvability con-
I. 

dition for 2P , namely 

I> .2 /. 1\ t. " " l"P ...... + - f ~ -'0:1. N + l (9. N (3.16) 
<N 1::t1' a. ...... 2. '" ;.. ~ ....; 

This can be integrated directly for rrr" ),-p) to give 
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.p ~ - "-'-- Jwf IV·w -l N'~J cL-at .. w'l L --- _'V 'l. '"V --

and the third of (3.15) gives ~JT as 

(3.17) 

.h" -2~'f1l11&' ~ -, ,!y' ~l 01."", i i~·1i 
• ')..3:>. 

~ t~ ~ [8 Pw~t 1<'(~P'P~- ~PP*"+ i(l- ~a:r') P'i- tJ:lar }-, 
_t A~'" {/2 fur' ::. p. w~"'p} (3.18) 

The fourth equation of the set (3.15) can then be rewritten as an 

" equation for 2. t,A.. , namely 

t. I" ,,' '~j 
LA.. - - u. + .L ID. N -+ 1:.1 P - -:2. ar Ct1?:" - 'fJ:! r. ,. __ 1JJ 'l. Z ,. 

b 
which can be integrated for ~ 2.LA... 

1J..::U7 J... .!.. ~. tv -t..L (., ~ r' /p' .2. (N).. ..... ~..--~ 2. 

r,. ~ 
and, given ,.u" we can find ;;,..1/" by substitution. 

An exact integral for the right-hand side of (3.20) has not yet 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

been found. The various functions can be approximated and an approximate 

value of the indefinite integral can be found. This has no place here 

and will be performed in a later, more complete exposition of the work 

begun here. For what has been begun here it is enough to give the z-

dependence of the step-two solutions. These are 

otr = ~b (to) Wn1. A ~ +:b (ro) ~ ~ ~ + ~b Cw) 

2. tt -= let,. ( to) ,s,ltn" ~ r + :&..CI. (tit ) CtX1~ l' + .30-(00-) 
2. u:t. r3" 

'J.'\r = ~b (tV) s1rn~ Ii 7: + ~ b(m) CA)'t ~ c + ~ (w) 

:J..t'tre ~c.(tiJ)sim ~ 'it e~ ~ ~ +:c (m)s.trn ~ ~ (3.21) 

where the functions of ocr are in principle known. 
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Step three problem: 

The part of the step three problem which is of major interest is 

that for which 7n = I. One can use the representation (3.2) as the basic 

model, and .tiT 

~ I f -ill [ '). 3 3 ,10 .31 J IN= 1iT- e tSl..!:.)(~~+%·\]%+%-·~~ J ~r (3.22) 
o 

The solvability condition can be derived by multiplication by p~ and 

integration by parts using the boundary conditions (e.g. ,Greenspan, 1964), 
q 

and, after some manipulations one arrives at an equation for n.t , viz., 

3 iA+ji'~afdW= 3i J,&~ {to!! QlJll!+1~i~~ ~i 1",& -~ ·,&}:l.H 

tJI (~'·~CI{J'/OiU;.N~2i N· $)l+ -'-1$~~-2it5J. N)-3'k·N. JDJdw dr (3.23) 
) w L \ .... 1",,- ''''"' _ w ,_ I.... .-- 1- - I-i 
-~ 

Time does not permit an explicit solution of (3.23). One can, 

however, take advantage of the representation (3.21) to exhibit at least 

the form of the LID dependence. Doing this gives a four-term expression 
~+ 

for Jl , namely 

and the dependence on LID occurs both explicitly in the cosine terms 

and through AL in the coefficients. 

4. Discussion 

(3.24) 

The novel feature of this work is the interaction of resonant and 

non-resonant responses. The linear response, and, in fact, the entire 

response up to the transition point, is dominated by the non-resonant 

velocity, and yet the transition point is a resonance phenomenon. If there 

were no resonant mode p then there could be no transition. 

Figure 3 shows experimentally determined transition points plotted 
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/ 

.q . f3 ·7 
~L/D 

Fig.3: Transition point vs. L/D - W = 900 rpm. 

against L/D. Unfortunately (3.24) predicts too complicated a dependence on 

L/D for comparison without finding the coefficients An C ~L ') . 

Experiments were also done with glycerine-water mixtures to inves-

tigate the question of the dependence of the transition phenomenon on vis-

cosity. The effect is small. At an L/D of .87 the transition point 

changed by a factor of 2 for a change in viscosity of a factor of 1000. 

This is a tentative observation since the character of the flow before 

and after transition is quite different at these high viscosities and the 

transition was observed by the author watching the change in character of 

the flow, rather than measuring the torque. This observational technique 

works with water since the author was able to reproduce data originally 

recorded at U.C.L.A, using torque observations, at Walsh Cottage using 

visual observations. 

There is a further experimental observation which the analysis in 
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this paper does not touch, but which is interesting. In a range of pre-

cession rate between the linear region and the transition point the flow 

exhibits time dependence in the form of vortices. These can be observed 

by putting small, slightly buoyant particles into the fluid. Figure 4 

shows schematically the position of these particles in the linear range 

.. ' 
.......... _ 9 

" 

, ..... ,,--
,., ... 

Fig.4: The linear response. 

of precession. 

The vortices are thrown off 

by the central curve, which represents 

Cl :; 

the locus of % + ~ = 0 move to a 

position about halfway out, stay for 

tens of seconds, which is hundreds 

of rotation periods, and then collapse 

back into the central curve to be re-

generated. At any given time there may be up to four vortices present. 

The vortex generation process is very different from the violent 

transition process. Not only are the vortices a time-dependent phenom-

en on , but they are more dependent on viscosity and less on geometry than 

the transition phenomenon. Vortices have been observed for LID = .87, 

which has a well-defined transition, and for LID = 1, which is the pri-

mary resonance. An increase in viscosity of a factor of 100 is suffi-

cient to prevent vortex formation. This leads one to believe that the 

vortices represent an interesting stability problem, perhaps related to 

the Ekman layer instability. 

There are two things to be done in the future. One is to finish 

this work: put numbers into (3.24) and deal explicitly with the viscosity. 
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The other is to look at the analytic aspects of the vortices. At the 

moment they seem inaccessible, but one ought not to neglect spontaneous 

generation of vortices in a laboratory setting since these do have geo-

physical relevance. There is the meteorological question of tornados 

and hurricanes, and even the question of the Great Red Spot of Jupiter. 
/ 

On that note of future hope this work ends. 

I wish to thank Willem Malkus, and especially Joseph Keller, for 

helping me to translate my intuitive feelings about the o~~~ring process 

in the light of resonance and nonresonance into what I hope is a coherent 

and consistent structure. If it is not, it is my fault; if it is, their 

help was indispensible during its construction. 
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WAVES IN A ROTATING, STRATIFIED FLUID OF VARIABLE DEPTH 

William D. McKee 

Introduction 

This work is concerned with the propagation of waves in a strati-

fied rotating fluid of variable depth. It deals with the modification of 

waves by a slowly varying bottom rather than with waves actually produced 

by the combined effects of rotation and bottom topography (Veronis, 1966; 

Rhines, 1969). 
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Previous analyses of the problem have been based on a perturbation 

approach or the use of characteristics. In the former (Cox and Landstrom, 

1962) it is assumed that the depth is everywhere close to some meaningfully 

defined average depth and the analysis proceeds via Fourier transforma

tion. The latter approach (Magaard, 1962) is based upon the hyperbolic 

nature of the go~erning differential equation but requires special assump

tions regarding the density field in order to obtain manageable character

istics. 

Here, we explore a third avenue of attack: namely an asymptotic 

analysis based on a "small wavelength" assumption. The basic idea is 

quite simple: if the wavelength is much smaller than all other horizontal 

length scales, we expect the waves to behave locally as if they were in 

water of constant depth. This defines a local dispersion relation and we 

trace the progress of wavefronts by means of rays. The wave amplitudes 

are found by solving a certain ordinary differential equation along the 

rays. 

The theory is a straightforward generalization of the work of Keller 

and Mow (1969) for the non-rotating case, although an interesting new 

effect appears when the direction of propagation is oblique to the depth 

contours. Non-linear effects and viscosity are ignored but the theory 

makes no special assumptions about the density structure or the form of 

the bottom topography. The Boussinesq approximation is not made, nor is 

the motion assumed hydrostatic. 

If the Boussinesq approximation is made it is possible to obtain 

"exact" solutions for waves in an infinite wedge if (1) the system is not 
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rotating, or (2) the waves are normally incident upon the "beach". It 

is shown that the asymptotic theory agrees with these exact solutions 

near the apex of the wedge provided the angle of the wedge is small. 

It is also possible to apply the theory to obtain the eigen-

frequencies of trapped waves in various geometries much as Shen, Meyer 

and Keller (1968) have used Keller's (1958) asymptotic theory for waves 

in a non-rotating, unstratified ocean for this purpose. 

Basic Equations 

As is customary, we take the z-axis vertically up and the x-, y-

axes horizontal. The rotation vector is (0, 0, ~f) and the equation of the 

bottom is z = -h(x,y). (It is possible, with some increase in algebraic 

complexity, to treat the case of oblique rotation.) The basic state is 

one of no motion with a density field po (t) and a free surface}"'" 0 

We consider small time-periodic disturbances for which the velocity is 

The density and pressure changes are 
lwf iwt 

~ e and l' e res -

pectively and the equation of the free surface is 1 = r (1-) ~) e i w;f. 

Neglecting diffusion, non-linearities and viscosity the basic equa-

tions are 

po (-L w 'U. - i v-) '" - fx ) 
Po (~wv -t ~ LA.) :0 -fd > 

fa tWW :: -1'J--f~ ~ 

lAx. 1" Vd 1: ~ = 0 

I wp +W~o, :: 0 

From these we find 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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v = Po (~a _ ~") ({ w f~ - ~ 1'):) , 

w ~ .t w.ip~ (u./- Po + ~ Po~fJ. 

The linearized free surface conditions are 

twr(tc)1j)=''W(X.;~)o) , 

"P c~) ~) 0) -::. ~ fa (0) r ex) ~) , 
which imply 

The bottom boundary condition is 

-ur-::u-h1- +v~~ o.t~ '" -t(~)~). 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Eliminating all other variables in favour of the pressure, we find 

\7'-1' + fo (u/>-f) [f, (~ Po~ t W ~Po 'f'J = 0 (12) 

_ ( Po (0) w <l..) -I- _ % 
.p~ - p,iO) + --r 1> C\.A.. ~ - 0> (13) 

(wl.-r)'P~=-(Wl.+~r~aIPo)("l~i'2''p~;,.t~.~~ )(\71» a,t~::: -~(x)~)) (14) 

where 'l=(~~);~iO);\l'J.=\q.'2 ,~:'(O,o,1) arrJ. 't= ilw' 

Usually, the problem is formulated in terms of the vertical velocity 

~. If the bottom is flat, the two approaches are equally convenient. 

However with variable topography, the bottom boundary condition (11) in-

volves u, v and wand it is more straightforward to work with the pres-

sure and use (14) than to use wand perform various integrals to obtain 

u and v. We shall see an example of this when we treat the problem of 

a wedge. Should any of the boundaries of our flow domain be vertical 

walls, we require 

(15) 
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on such a wall, where(n)~) are the normal and tangential directions at 

the wall, measured in the same right-handed sense as (x,y). 

Equations (12), (13), (14) (or their counterparts for w) have been 

extensively studied for regions of constant depth. (See Eckart, 1960; 

Phillips, 1966; Krauss, 1966,) We define 

N ~(~) = - Lfu. 
Po 

d:: w'j.-N~ = -c-~ 
w"'-i~ 

(16) 

(17) 

~ N'" .... p'4 If W::> and W > IT then there exists a freely propagating surface 

mode. If d> 0 at all depths, this is the only freely propagating wave, 

(so that there are not any waves for w <. t and ()J LtV) • If d ~ 0 for some 

range of ~ , there are also freely propagating internal wave modes. 

The analysis for these may be simplified by assuming the upper surface 

to be rigid. Equation (13) is then replaced by 

-f~ = 0 ern d:: 0 (18) 

~ j'a. 'I. l. .... ~ ':1. 
We note that 0 <'0 requires"D" < w< N, or N « w<~ . Only the first of 

these is oceanographically relevant. We also note that ~ <.0 implies (12) 

to be hyperbolic in space. 

Solutions in a Wedge. 

Recently, Wunsch (1968), (1969) has considered internal waves in 

an infinite wedge with a rigid top and bottom (Fig.l). Assuming an expo-

nential density distribution, making the Boussinesq approximation, and 

neglecting rotation, he obtained exact solutions for normal incidence and 

approximate solutions for oblique incidence (the approximation being based 

on the slope of the wedge being small), Here, we reexamine his problem 
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/' and find exact solutions for all 

angles of incidence if f = 0, 

and for normal incidence if f ~ O. 
,£ 

A factor e t ~ is assumed through-

Fig.1 out. 

If the density is po(~)::; Pcro..e;x.p(- ~), the quantity d in (17) is a 
(' -'2. 

constant. Putting d:: -c with C)O and making the Boussinesq approxima-

tion we reduce (12) to 

(19) 

With 1'=f('X~a)e,{'t~ we see that the characteristics of (19) are the lines 

~ = ±C"X. We assume the bottom to be given by ~:-E.X with 0< E < C • 

The only possible singularities are then at the origin and at infinity. 

Following Wunsch, we introduce the "pseudo-polar" coordinates 

(
,. ? .... )\I, +. L'l" 

J1 : X -fr 2. and ¢ = MCLatn ~.. Equation (19) then has the solutions 

e)l(.tll.) e' t' 'V ¢ where -ev is a modified Bessel function Iv ' I _)} or K)) . 

n ±)l ,'v¢ 
If -t::= 0 these are replaced by /1. e . 

Because of (18) we take the solution 

.p:G'" (efL)CIn(lJr/J).-e_ [e (:(~- ~)~l- [~{lJtn (~:;f)le i~~ . (20) 

Then we find 

~fu ~l .p I (0 ) .()) C X J) ( ) e- elf} = c~nGy -'l h. ~))~ + c'"lt~ -G~ 1.11. !Jim v¢ 

e-Ll~fx:: -e:. e~ (Dt) eM)J rf; - 1.c~~} tv UIt);Wn ))¢ 

Clearly, ?~ :: 0 at J :: O. At J = -E 'X, (14) becomes 

- C 'l.~ + £ 1>" - i t z 1'~ :: 0 at ,;:: - E X 
This requires: 
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Hence if '('1 f 0 we cannot obtain an exact solution in this way 0 If 

'11.=0 (Le. no rotation, or normal incidence) the solution is 

-i 1\1.fm ( ~: ~ ) :: m If , ( 22) 

where m is an integer, If £. is small, we might expect (22) to provide 

an approximate solution when '( J... '* O. 

Wunsch (1969) gave the solution -1)J= e,'.fiJ-elJ(ln.).o:vn).l ¢ but was 

'unable to apply the boundary condition (14) exactly. He gave (22) as an 

approximate solution for E. <:<:. loWe have shown (20) and (22) to provide 

an exact solution for the case he considered, namely f = 0, provided E 

is less than the critical slope C . 

Except for m = 0, the index ~ given by (22) is pure imaginary. 

The solutions I±~ are unbounded at infinity whilst the Kv are exponen

tially small there, Now IlJ(iJI) ..... (~"4I)/r())+I) as 1f!-?O if)) is not a negative 

integer. Hence, for}) pure imaginary both I ~ and I -)) are bounded at the 

origin. Since K)) (V) = ~ Tr 
I_'J (VI) - I ).lvI) 

~v is also bounded at the ,wn viT 

origin (in direct contrast to the case F(g,(V)fO). The solution given by 

(20) and (22) with e)J:: 1<.)) is therefore bounded everywhere and exponen-

tially damped at infinity. It represents an "edge wave". However it has 

infinitely many oscillations in any neighbourhood of the origin. The 

corresponding solution for ~ = 0 is bounded but still oscillatory at in-

finity, 

It should be remarked that the assumed exponential density distribu-

tion is quite unrealistic at large depths (as is the Boussinesq approxima-

tion). Nevertheless, the solutions might be expected to have some 
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validity near the apex of the wedge.* In particular the K~ solution 

decays exponentially at infinity and so the unrealistic nature of the 

model might not be of importance for these modes. 

The Asymptotic Theory. 

The fact that exact solutions are available (even when the Bous-

sinesq approximation is made) only for very special bottom profiles forces 

us to seek other methods. Here we will develop an asymptotic method valid 

when the wavelength is small compared with all other horizontal length 

scales. The analysis parallels that of Keller and Mow (1969) for the non-

rotating case. 

If ,eo is a typical horizontal length scale we non-dimensionalize 

(23) 

The basic equations (12), (13), (14) become: 

j3'1.lr ,(/'_ C£ fo)' p' ] + fJ \7 '2-1' = 0 (24) 
ap" 

Ip'-J(I-Y?')-y.> = 0 trYL ~: 0 (25) 

!3f'+ d[5Z i1. 2'P -i t~. 2 ~)( "lp]:: Od'Yld=-~(X)~) , (26) 

where asterisks have been dropped, a dash denotes ~ and d, 't are as 

defined previously. Without any loss of generality at all we may write 

the pressure field as: 

fJ(X)~.~)rB)::R ~1~1~)(3)~(~; x\~)e~/.3J(',(J~) , (27) 

where ~ is a solution of the eigenvalue problem: 

(¢/'- ~;~~I ¢1)-n?(;t.,~)J q, ~ 0 1 (28) 

¢/-C/-Y"')J~ =0 (J"(j d:: 0; (29) 

* 1. e. where N~~ « 1 • 
~ 
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(30) 

At each point (x,y) we have an eigenvalue n2(x,y) and an eigenfunction 

¢ (~; XI~) corresponding to wave propagation in water of uniform depth ~ (XI ~). 

Should we wish to make the Boussinesq approximation, the term in ¢' is 

dropped from (28), and should we wish to have a rigid rather than a free 

upper surface the term in ¢ is dropped from (29). Equation (29) serves 

only to fix the dispersion relation and is not needed again. Hence the 

theory equally well applies to fluids with a rigid top. Note that ~ 

and 11 depend on (x,y) only because It does. 

The crucial step in the analysis is that we pose, for large j3 

the asymptotic expansion: 

To lowest order, all the explicit variation with depth is contained in 

the eigenfunction ¢ We assume that a and Y. are 0 (I) quanti ties 

with respect to J1 
Substituting (31) into (24), (25), (26) and using (28), (29), 

(30) we find by equating the coefficient of each power of f3 to zero: 

(31) 

7-6· '7,d:': Yl .... (x.~) , (32) 
, 

~R~- (~~-2f)R~=S r2-J·Y(~Rm-0+~Rm,,\]?~+~l(~Rm~)J ~ (33) 

I 

Am::: o !Tn a = O~ (34) 

~R~: dAm,,~ [2A' ~ ~-l t1i.\?h ~ 'l1t d [~~ . '1 (Rm_l¢)-t't~. ~~)( 'i (Rrn_l 
~)J . (35) 

We have defined Rm= 0 form <: O. Equations (33), (34), (35) are identi

cally satisfied for m :0 since Ao is independent of } . 
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Equation (32) is the ei anal equation of geometrical optics and 

can be solved by means of rays. These are the orthogonal trajectories of 

the wavefronts 4 = constant and are the solutions of the ray equation 

~(n ~~)=~h (36) 

where 0- denotes arclength measured along the ray in the direction of 

propagation and Jl(cr)::; (xCO'"')J~(())) is a general point on the ray. Along a ray 

A [X(o-)l~«J)J =~[x(oo),~(cr-;~ +rh[;r(o-')~(o-')J cl.cr'. (37) 
<r,; 

We now follow the steps of Keller and Mow (1969) to solve the trans-

port equations for the Am. 

dence of these quantities on 

we find, using (34): 

For simplicity we will only show the depen-

~ . Multiplying (33) by : and integrating 
Po 

~ I 0 

cP ;m(d) = _ ( £ [2YA.2(~Am)+ ~Rm_I\7:O + \]:;(~Rm-JJ d.~ (38) 
Po Ja 

We multiply this by ~: and integrate again to obtain 

~J 0 

A",I)) = A"J~) -1 :: l t.l l l14 'IJ( ~ Am_,H Rm.,lJA + \7 '( ¢ Am) \ di d ~' (39) 

From (39) and (35) we find 

¢~~; (y -8 ·':zlt - itt ''1f.' 2-<1)+ ~t~ [)'J.. 'l \ ~(-h)Am; (-hl}-

-itH~'\1( H-~)R ....... (-t)}] = {tr 'l;'\'1l (~A")t$Arn <1-:0 + I)'(~A",_,~ d.~ (40) 

Substituting this into (39) we obtain 

~;!) R",l-t) (,?,o'2 4, - i t~. 2~ , 2 <I 1 +[ t. ; 2 ~ <\. \1 ( ~F\.. (-h))+.p Ai' tJIJA 1 'y 8m _, > ( 41) 

uAwu Btll-l?CI~)=- ~t~~ [2~ '2 «t+h)Rm_, (-h)) -Lt~. 21>)< 2 (c/l(.h) Am) -~))} -

-[~ f '-'lA·'} (~1m_,) + q, 1M " 17:& + 1J'(~Am_' l} J..~ , (42) 
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and TTY\-! '" Am (~) - Am (--t) is given by (39). 

Defining 
( 43) 

we can reduce (42) to 

11' Q,l. \lAm t-~)TRyY\ l-1-I)2~ . ~t\Y-tRll1(-h) [\¥~lA - ~~tP!7{ ~ . Y h X 2,oJ = Ijf--t Bm_, . (44 ) 

Now, along a ray 2-d ·2 ;::. '(\ to- so (44) becomes 
.... 

!2n d.~ [RrJ~)'4I~+[R~(-h)1f4[\7~"& - ~~~~~r) ~. ~-h X 'l,Q] = V-V'-Sm_1 (45) 

( 46) 

where ~ is an arbitrary point on the ray and 
(~ ',/rj/( ~) 

G(rrl IT') = Up f-1) \7~" \ e"t-~ &'2~)(2'& clrr'j 
0- ' 

(47) 

It can be shown (Luneberg, 1964) that 
.L 

.JJt..b {-l- r"V,-,& der'l = { YI ((5;) ol~(Ob)},. 
r :2. '(I J 'fiea-) d..a.(o-) ( 48) 

0-; 

where is the limit as the strip width da.. (0; ) tends to zero of the 

width of a narrow strip of rays at 0- to the width of the same strip at 

~o Hence the solutions diverge as we approach a caustic because 

then d.CI.(CT) ~ 0 
d.GllOO) 0 

The solution is now complete since Eqs.(39), (42), and (45) form 

a system for the successive determination of the A m starting with 

A : A ': O. The most important term is Ao which is given by 
-2, -1 

(} (cr-)=A (00) ['I'(cr;;)n(croMo.(ao)l~ U. jcr"" 'f¢~t-~)~·£~x2~ J(f"I) (49) 
flo I.: () t '\((0"') Y'I (0-) d.a. (0-) f t 2. 'h "IjI Po (- ~) 

a-; 
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The exponential factor in (48) is a new effect due to the rotation. 

It arises from the fact that rotation introduces a new term into the 

bottom boundary condition Cll). (We recall that this new term caused all 

the trouble in the wedge solutions discussed earlier.) The factor repre-

sents a slow phase change along the ray (slow because it is not multi-

plied by P ) and disappears if the ray direction is parallel to the bottom 

slope as will happen, for example, in the case of waves normally incident 

upon a beach whose depth is a function only of distance from the shore. 

Behaviour at Walls, Coastlines and Caustics. 

At a vertical wall, we have seen that the boundary condition is 

(15). When a "wave" "P=R~e.;,BA, meets a vertical wall -e there will (in 

'(3~ 
general) be a "reflected wave" p:::: B ~-e (. ':I.. With the expansions 

<;itO _YY) 

A '"'"' Ro(xl~) + ~ It(3) Am (XJ~)a) 7 

B -- BoC'"X.)~) t ~ (i prm 
By,.J x,~)~) 

we find from (15), equating the term in f3 to zero 

U wAin t i ~'t) Ro -e i Phi '= - (l w~:"1'1 t ~ ~!l.'t) 80 e t~..8~ ern ~ I 

where rL and i' are the normal and tangential directions introduced earlier. 

Thus we see that -O,:')) .•. JJY1-e and so,o,t"",A:l.
t 

O'Y) -e. Since2~,'Y''o1 =?~2·2..&2; n~ I 

this implies J; :: -,6~ C!Y) -e. (The + possibility implies ,..j, ::4,2. everywhere; un-
'rI 'lI 

less of course ,'wA,'f'\ +~Jlt:=' 0 O"r\.e , in which case no reflected wave is 

needed. Such a solution is the well-known Kelvin wave.) The amplitude of 
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At a caustic. or a shoreline a ray will also be reflected in such a 

way that the phase ~ is continuous and the amplitude is changed from Ro 

A -'IITk 
to 0 e (this is indicated by (49)), 

An Example, 

It is clear that the success or otherwise of the asymptotic method 

depends on our being able to solve the eikonal equation (32) for the phase 

function ~ , For an arbitrary topography h (x,y) it is clearly not possi-

ble to obtain an analytic solution, We must use numerical methods for 

obtaining the rays and hence tracing the progress of the waves, 

For purposes of illustration, it is convenient to consider a one-

dimensional topography hex), If the density is assumed to be exponential 

and the upper surface rigid it is possible to obtain very simple expres-

sions for the quantities of interest, 

In the non-rotating case, the theory has been worked out by Keller 

and Mow (1969), The solution for f ~ 0 is similar and is quoted here, 
N'l 

If (in dimensionless variables) the density is po (3): p~ e -,;;; ~ and h = hex) 

then 'C .... '" 

where 

If .,.o~:')J -= constant, 

~ '- [ml.Tf'l. N't 'J.] 
,Ax::; c: ~ + 11 w? - ~ . 
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'4 
Now, if~~ >0 the waves are progressive, otherwise they are exponentially 

damped. The different regions are separated by caustics at which ~~~ O. 

We will illustrate the theory by considering a wedge. Now, a wedge 

has no natural length scale. What then are we to use for our "typical 

length" -eo ? Our asymptotic theory requires some large parameter. We 

therefore consider wedges of small slope ~ and define {o implicitly by 

saying [(3 = 0(1). Thus, if the dimensional wedge is defined by '} =. 0 , 

n ~'C..X , the non-dimensional one will be 3 ~O, ~=ex where 0 :; 0(1). We 

then 

For ::1..<'<1 , ..d =:=: ± m~c:.. tn X. For X» 1) .-0 ~ ±. kc'X. 

have progressive waves at infinity if -k 0. > O· 

Thus 

As a 

with 

To obtain the 

For small X this is 

pressure, we have also 

'ust .JJ'I...p [1.·e&/.J-x I.. 
J m iTwC" ) 

We therefore 

Had we made the Boussinesq approximation, the above calculations 
?.. 

would have been altered only by the fact that all terms in ~~ would have 

been missing. (In particular, k2 would have been negative, implying that 

all solutions are either exponentially increasing or exponentially decreas-

ing at infinity in agreement with the exact solutions obtained earlier.) 
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For X <<. 1 , the pressure becomes 
'{Y\ ± i# ~ i(j#~ i¢ 1>"'" constant cos e~~:X: .e.e 

irrespective of whether the Boussinesq approximation is made or not, 

Reverting to dimensional variables and putting e :: (3 g , ..e = PIA we find 

Ip ..... constant 
.J. lmTIc I~ ',/, 

'((Iit~ X OJ. E nl('~ .e-t...,. 
cos EX -c:: 

We wish to compare this with the exact solution obtained earlier for 

a Boussinesq fluid, Of course, we require the wedge to be shallow, Exact 

solutions were obtained for (1) f = 0 or (2) normal incidence, In both of 

these cases the term in -e /'¢ does not appear. (1) The exact solution is 

given by (20) and (22). Let us put 1Ix ::-0<: where 0 ~ c..t. S; C. « c 

'2.IYrlnimiT£ 
Then V = tn( C+E) "'-J 1: 

, c'-£ 

(.1. )±v 
Now, as J1. ---70 I (fl) ~ :; 11 

'T);/ r(/±))) 

and O_(C+-<) vn c-~ .-...,; 

for all V Hence as X~O 

solution (20) in dimensional variables behaves like 
± irniie V'fI1TO< ..e U~ 

p.- constant X t ~ Eo 

in agreement with the exact solution. 

the 

(2) The exact solution is (x2-_!)±'V/~CtJO(~iv.tn (~~~)) which again agrees 

if E «C. Furthermore, if the water is homogeneous N2 '" O. Then k2 = 0 

i ± mne 0 and ..0 :::-y-VY'I X for all X. The two solutions therefore agree, not only 

for small X , but for all A (provided of course £ ~ <: C), This is the 

case of inertia waves in a shallow wedge. 

We have therefore seen that the asymptotic theory gives correct 

answers in a case where it is applicable, namely a shallow wedge. Further-

more, a basic deficiency of the Boussinesq approximation applied to this 

geometry has been observed it predicts that all solutions are either 
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exponentially big or small at infinity. The non-Boussinesq solutions 

permit a range of y wavenumbers for which this is not so. The trouble 

is, of course, due to the fact that if the depth goes to infinity, then 

so does the density, and so what are we to choose for our "mean density" 

in the Boussinesq approximation? 

The situation may be improved by assuming the depth to be a linear 

function of :x. for:x. <. L" and constant for X >Lo and matching up the solutions 

at X=- L/). Here we make an alternative assumption, namely that the depth 

is given by 

.P~ £X where E.c:..< I ' -n = I + EX I Ho 

For XL< I , ~ ""-' £X; for X;;>'? I , ~ ""V Ho. The solutions reduce to plane 

waves (or are exponentially damped) at infinity; for X<-< \ , they are iden

tical with the wedge solutions. If N~?-" «I it is immaterial whether we 

make the Boussinesq approximation or not. 

Wave Trapping. 

Shen, Meyer and Keller (1968) have recently used the ingenious 

asymptotic method of Keller and Rubinow (1960) to determine the eigen-

frequencies of waves trapped by bottom topography. Keller and Mow (1969). 

have indicated that its application to a stratified fluid is quite straight-

forward and routine. Likewise, it can be applied to a rotating stratified 

fluid. The crux of the argument is that the amplitude of a ray reflected 

-iiTh. 
from a caustic or shoreline is~ times the amplitude of the incident 

ray. We see from (49) that this is still true in the rotating case. Hence 

the results of Shen, Meyer and Keller (1968) can be applied to the rotating, 

stratified case as well. 
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Appendix A. A note on the Boussinesq approximation 0 

We consider a non-rotating cube of side 1\ units filled with strati

fied fluid. With Po (~).=Foo .Qr,tpl- ~\ 1 Eq. (12) becomes: 

N'" N'J..:2 
~~2 + T ~~ + (I - Wi") \l 'P:: 0 , CAl) 

with the normal derivative of p vanishing on all faces of the cube. Since 

we are trying to solve a hyperbolic equation with elliptic boundary condi-

tions, we expect trouble. Nevertheless, the problem has some physical 

meaning. The solution is: 

~=R(*f).I(3t71)_ ~2. .R"~{}+jj))~ \'OX Ch'J.Ytci 

"'\ :l.. Nl- 1 (I 1:1:) ('l. ~) where "1>2 are the roots of .A + TI\- - Wl m +Yl = O.The boundary con-

ditions imply 

(1_ ~~)(m~+~2)=~?-_ ~: CA2) 

where m)YI 1..0 are integers and A =i: O· 

Consider first the Boussinesq problem. The term ;~~} is dropped 

from (AI) and the term :: disappears from CA2) , If (I - -[£") is irra-
~ 

tional, there is no solution. If it is rational, there is a solution, 

If (1- :::(2. is rational there is also a solution. The possible frequencies 

are therefore dense in (-N,N). Furthermore, each possible mode is infin-

itely degenerate since if (YYl,r'/,h) is a solution then so is Cq:m ,tv) ,'/,A) 

for any integer q. (There are also degeneracies due to the geometry e.g. 

if m~.,. Y\,l. = Yr\~ + Y\~ then W (m I ) \"i" .0):: W (Yr\2 \'r1l).o) , c. f. the vibrating 

membrane problem.) 

Viscosity can of course be invoked to make the frequencies complex 

and damp out the higher modes but we shall show that part of the trouble 

is due to the Boussinesq assumption. We therefore return to the full 
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Eq.(A2). As before, the frequencies are dense in (-N,N) but the above-

mentioned degeneracy has been removed. There may, however, still 

eracies other·than the "geometrical" ones referred to earlier if 

is rational. It becomes a problem in number theory! 

Appendix B. A Wave Trapping Problem. 

be degen-

~ 
4- ~t. 

Longuet-Higgins (1967; 1969) has shown that hydrostatic surface 

waves may be perfectly trapped around an island (submerged or not) only if 

the frequency of the waves LV is less than the inertial frequency ~ 

Here "trapped" is used in the sense that there is a finite amount of energy 

associated with the wave motion. 

Stern (private communication) has suggested that stratification 

might change this. In particular, it might be possible for thereto be 

trapped waves around a submerged circular island in a two-layer ocean with 

w) G· If so, the island would be able to extract energy from the tides 

continually wi~hout it ever leaking away (in an inviscid model). Stern 

felt that such motions were most unlikely to exist, but that the point 

needed checking. 

In order to investigate this problem we use the simplest possible 

model viz. a hydrostatic two-layer model with a rigid top and a circu-

lar island. The situation is depicted in Fig.2. The displacement of the 

r t wi" . 
interface from its equilibrium position is denoted by ~ e and the undls-

turbed depths are HI' H2. All symbols have their previous meanings and a 

subscript refers to the upper layer and a subscript 2. to the lower 

one. The equations of motion and continuity for the two layers are: 
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Fig,2 

l W lA, - ~ V; = - 7- fx ) 
I 

~WVI + f 1).1 :: - i- f~ ) 

\1, (u.IJ: i-'Vi d) = iw! ) 
, t J a6P 
I,. WI).,.'" \) 1ft. ;: - P2, -Fx -~ r X 

i. wv,-+ ~ lJ-~:: - f:;..p~ - J ~: ~ ~ ) 
Hj.(u..lX+V~~)::' - i w r ) 

where D.f = F:L - ~ , 

From these, we find 

r :: f, (:~-r') \]1.f :: - p,.c1~~) [V~ 10 + ~ ~ P \J ~ r J I 
\/-.>+ /w'--r) (1i-+ f,..),::: 0 

\ ~6p HI H2. 

i.e. \)~[9~ + (~~;~?)( t + t)] f :: O. 

Forl\<:.Q., HI' H2 are to be replaced by hI' h2 respectively. 

The motion therefore separates exactly into barotropic and baro-

clinic components, This is because the upper surface is rigid, Had we 

considered a free upper surface, separation would only have been possible 

to order ~ 
~ ( 

w"- fr ,. ) (f, f.... ) _ \ I 1. j 
Let us put ~L1p T. + ~ - r-,. If W> T' X > O. If 

there is to be finite energy outside n = Q , we require the baroclinic 

component to be absent (if w '? t ) . ? 
We therefore have ll"> Q: 'iJ p = 0 ) 
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At JL ':: 0 the pressure and the normal component of the mass trans-

port must be continuous in each layer, Since we are using a hydrostatic 

model this implies 
R a:1ml::: Ba1m1t c Jr'r) (Xo.) 

R -\mH 0 Iml- I+ C'>< -r I (\) ) 
>- Q :: v \-m \ a J W'I " 0 

C Jrn ('t\Cl) : 0 

Now C -:. 0 ;: ) R :: B :: 0 Hence Jrn (Xa) ':: 0 The frequency is fixed by 

this relation 
'l. fA 6. P dt 

W'l.::. { + II a", 
Q1-(.1L + P~) 

-hI f;~ 
where jm is a zero of J m. This relation is independent of H2 , It remains 

to see if there are any values of H2 for which the final condition (con-

tinuous normal mass transport in the lower layer) is satisfied, i.e, 

H a (i W ~r\ + f 1'e) : P!:2. (! W frr + {- ~a) + ~.t ~ 6. ~ U uJ r" + 4: fe) at It == a 

Substituting, we find that this implies 

1..-fJ 1 -h'a.l ~ + .fJ:.) w = (H2o - ~~) (- W t 1- /.)Cyn m) 
~ ~t ~2 

Thus H2~ 0 and so no such motions are possible. Stern's conjecture has 

therefore been verified. Of course, "almost trapped" motions with Jw~>f 

may still exist with only a very slow leak of energy to infinity (c.f, 

Longuet-Higgins (1967)). 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC TORQUES ON INTERSTELLAR CLOUDS 

Pedro Meszaros 

I. Introduction 

The prevalent view on how stars are formed is that they are the 

result of the contraction into several stars of an originally extended, 

diffuse cloud of interstellar gas. The initial parameters of a cloud near 

the point of gravitational instability are reasonably well-known, and so 

are the final parameters of the resulting young stars. What happens in 
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between, during the period of roughly 106 to 107 years that the contraction 

(or collapse) takes, is not exactly known. However one thing has been evi

dent for some time now, and that is that angular momentum has to be lost 

in the process, in some way or other, if one is to satisfy observations on 

the final and initial stages. 

Of the several mechanisms that have been proposed for getting rid of 

angular momentum, the two most promising are a) gravitational torques act

ing between the several protostars into which a contracting cloud sooner or 

later breaks up, and b) electromagnetic torques, either acting on the whole 

cloud before break-up occurs, or after the break-up acting on the individual 

protostars. The first mechanism has never been studied, mainly because very 

little is known about the break-up process, and similarly electromagnetic 

torques on the already broken-up photostars has been considered intractable. 

However, some estimates have been made on the transfer of angular momentum 

between the whole cloud and the exterior medium (Ebert et ~., 1960; Mestel, 

1965; Spitzer, 1968). These estimates have been done for highly idealized 

models, since an exact solution of the hydromagnetic equations is extremely 

complicated, but results indicate that this mechanism might dispose of the 

necessary amount of angular momentum in a few times 108 years. This would 

mean that the formation of stars would take at least ~ 5xl08 or so, which 

seems a rather large time. 

In our present work, we intend to improve on these estimates, by 

taking more realistic models and by making use of some already-known solu

tions to similar problems (Bullard, 1949; Bullard and Gellman, 1954; Parker 

1966), that had not been up to now utilized in the astrophysical context 
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of star formation 0 It will be shown below that these new, improved esti

mates strongly suggest that magnetic spin-down can occur in a time of 106 

years or less. 

110 Delineation of the Problem. 

We shall work on the hypothesis that magnetic spin-down occurs while 

the cloud has not yet broken up, and that the cloud is near the point of 

collapse, but has not begun it yet, or else that it is proceeding very 

slowly, so that changes in radius can be neglected. 

A fairly realistic model of the situation consists of a spherical, 

highly conducting mass of gas, imbedded in a more tenuous, but also more 

conducting, gaseous medium, both of them pervaded by an initially uniform 

magnetic field, anchored at infinity 0 Reasonable initial conditions are 

hard to guess, but it seems that we can safely assume that initially the 

cloud rotates as a rigid body with angular velocity GUo , in the presence 

of a homogeneous, uniform field Ho , and we shall assume that before this 

initial instant t=O, no appreciable loss of angular momentum has been 

experienced by the cloud. Present ideas on how clouds themselves are 

formed, and how they reach the point of gravitational instability (Field, 

1963; Mestel, 1965; Spitzer, 1968; Field, 1969) seem to justify this. So 

this is the model whose behaviour we ultimately would like to know, for 

which however a complete solution of the hydromagnetic equations would be 

required. We shall instead, proceed in several steps of increasing com

plexity, at each step utilizing a sub-model that emphasizes one or more 

characteristics of the problem, and finally treat in an approximate way 

the model itself. The parameters that enter the problem are: 
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1) Cloud's initial mass, radius and density: 

M = 103 M o ' 10 = O. 48xI'0-2l v!3 
2) Initial angular velocity (taken comparable to the differential 

rotation rate of the galaxy) 

Wo = 10-151\U..C.-1 

3) Conductivity of the cloud OJ = 10- 11 (e .m. u) 

of the exterior medium (e.m.u) 

4) Magnetic field (initially homogeneous) 

Ho = 10-6 gauss 

(Observations suggest that in dense clouds it might be higher, so we 

shall also explore the possibility that H~ = 5xlO-6 gauss.) 

Additional assumptions are: 

a) Leakage of field lines will be neglected (frozen-in fields) both inside 

and outside. 

b) The cloud rotates as a rigid body. This simplifies things, but is dif-

ficult to justify, so we shall also explore what happens if we relax 

this restraint. 

III. Conducting Sphere Rotating in an Infinite Conducting Rigid Medium. 

In this sub-model, we take account of the fact that both the cloud 

and the exterior intercloud medium are conducting, i.e., currents can flow 

in both. We do not however take into account the fact that the exterior is 

gaseous, that is, we neglect the fact that angular momentum can be trans-

mitted, through the field lines, to the material outside, since this is 

taken as infinite' and rigid. Rotational energy is dissipated in the form 
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of currents, which practically only flow within a thin magnetic skin layer 

at the edge of the sphere. This problem has been treated by Bullard (1949) 

and Bullard and Gellman (1954), in an exhaustive study aimed at geophysical 

problems. 

Two minor inconveniences, which however are not serious, is that 

Bullard takes both interior and exterior conductivities as being equal, and 

that only steady-state solutions are used for the torques. A greater in-

convenience is that the torques are calculated assuming UJ = const., and 

not as a decreasing fUnction of time as we would like to have it. We shall 

however circumvent that difficulty later in Section V, eliminating by the 

same token the problem that he considers only steady-state solutions. The 

basic equations are the usual Maxwell equations, neglecting displacement 

currents, which is astronomically justifiable. The electromagnetic fields 

are expanded in a series of poloidal and toroidal fields, 
---? 00 --'> ---"" 

1-\ ::. t\~=o (Sn Yn + T'(\ 'ffi ) 
> 

(1) 

and then solutions are calculated for any kind of exterior (inducing) 

field. In particular, steady-state torques are calculated in the presence 
~ 

of a (stationary) exterior poloidal field FSnm of any order, (where F is 

the strength of the field) by means of the expression 

r ~ fff r3 -Wn~9 (Ie H,. - It H9) d.e d. ~ d r (2) 

where integration is over the sphere. The result of interest is that 

(3) 

where, if one calls b the radius of the sphere, and in the limit of large 

magnetic Reynolds number Rm::' 4 iT cr bl. W l 
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'Y'(/~n(2.h+l)(n+m)J b Fa 
4l Y'\ + 1)('Vl -1) \ (1. rr c:r W ) Vl. 

1I'l.(Yl+:2.)(n-'ffi+1)(ntYl'l+ 1) 1 'b'l..F~ 
L/ ('1'1+1) (~M3)(I1-m)! YrI'A (:2. iitrw)VJ. 

(YI-l)YI('Yl+rn)! (n~&m\) b""F" 
4 (:l.l'l-1)(n -m) 1 m~:a. (loTTo-w) v~ 

(4) 

We are interested mainly in the case where is homogeneous at infinity, 

~ ~ ~ 
and uu is parallel or perpendicular to Ho ' i.e., in the Sll and the t lo 

(5) 

where for m = 0 we have taken twice the value in (4), due to certain terms 

that appear in the integration but are null when m i O. A plot of these 

torques is 

0.3 
/'t1=1 (w II Ho) 

/ m::O 

0·1 

Fig.l 

Since for our parameters the Reynolds number is of the order of 1014 , it 

is obvious that the 10 will be very strong, but the 11 very small. 

Assuming now that the expression for the torques does not change whenU) 

is varied, and taking the moment of inertia of a homogeneous sphere as 

~M~~, we see that the angular velocity must obey the equation 
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(6) 

~ 

When H() 1. vJ, taking a mean value of cr between O"'j and a;. as "-' 10-9 , 

and noting that since we are interested in U) decreasing from U>Q= 10- 15 

to say 10-17 we can take a mean Km-;:: 1014 -: const., then from (5) and (6) 

dw :; _ 3,1- X 10-'10 H: 
dt M 

lNc;.to 0 ::: - 1 :; - 3. '+ 't 10- '+ ~ t 13.L 
Mwo 

giving a perpendicular brake-down time 

t -- 10 40 ~ (7) 6J. 

obviously uninteresting. (Remember only steady-state fields were used.) 

However when ·~t II L00 , again from (5) and (6) 
I/. 1 

~ d. w = _ 0, 84 () 140 ~ 
w di: M 

the solution of which is 

W -= Wo u.;p ~ 0.84 o-~~ t) 
In order to reduce LV by two orders of magnitude, the exponent must be 

roughly -5, so 

teu= 5"/'11 :: 
Q. Z'tcr 1-1: b3 

or 

(8) 

which-is a couple of days. The model seems, indeed, to be much too good to 

be true, the reason being the rigid exterior that provides a strong foot-

hold for the torques to act on the sphere. The result however is very 

suggestive, especially so since only steady-state fields were used, where-

as transients, which are to be expected when one changes uu in a true 

scale smaller than the attenuation time, should be stronger by a factor 

RmYa as will be shown later. If the axis were oriented arbitrarily in 
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~ 

respect to Wo since we can always decompose into II and.l components 

(Maxwell's equations being linear), we only have to replace in t ell the 

H;i. :l. 2- ~ ~ 

factor 0 by Hoem S, S being the angle formed by Ho with Wo Even 

in the extreme case of S = 890 89' (i.e. Wo almost 1 
-'> 

1-10 ) we have 

~2.S ::: 9xlO- 8 and -tall = 1012 sec = 3xl04 yrs. 

IV. Conducting Sphere in an Insulating Infinite Medium 

This is our next sub-model, and the characteristic it reproduces to 

a certain point is the tenuous-gas behaviour of the exterior, in that the 

field lines outside are distorted out to a great distance, as they are en-

trained by the sphere into which they are frozen. The difference with the 

actual case is that these deformed lines will carry with them the exterior 

material, to which they are frozen, whereas they do not in the sub-model. 

This discrepancy is not very serious, since the outside gas is very tenuous. 

Where information is lost, however, is in the boundary conditions, since 

no currents can flow outside. 
-? -'I> 

For the case Wo 1140 homogeneous at infinity, the initial value 

problem where the sphere has been accelerated instantly from rest up to 

UJo , remaining thereafter constant, has been treated analytically by 

Parker (1966), with the purpose of studying the reconnection of field lines, 

with geophysics in mind. That is, he calculates the magnetic fields for 

all space coordinates, time and Rrn , by solving the Maxwep equations 

without displacement currents, but allowing this time for slowly decaying 

transients. In polar coordinates, if one takes ~ -:: 0 along the field at 

infinity, the result is 
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(9) 

where in terms of Bessel functions, S is 

Sc:: ~ Ho(b\)V~{ -% 7>A(LKR~)~'P) -f3H t(b\'{?" .vt:1?(-lwt.'\)."jj?-Wt /1(m) J'h('\.1iTr/~) 
2 JR~ JIi (i%Rm V'") ", .. 1 Q /IA-~iF(i+ M~ii71'lm) Jx. (""'Ii) 

(10) 

From here on we have to calculate the torque ourselves, for which we use 

1:~= jf£{JK Xi Tjf'IA,ed.s = 4i-li(-Hr)(X(Hj-XjH;)d.S:- :~ f)HrHtWn~ededo/ (11) 

S S S 

From (9) and (10), taking r~b and using properties of Bessel functions 

(12) 

upon taking real parts and making the product, one gets (using just r: 
for the sum) 

Hr H",= '8H:sime[Cftj?~ 1-_1_.+ ~_~t r.+~t I+CAnwtivnwt(~)i"I-
'f' L 4 Rm J.~ 2. RY'tI v:l. 1'\11\ ~ J 

- stm~~r~+ _1 + ~wt <" + ~wt ('" + '3imwtt.f)'l.wt (2:)il} 
~~~ 4~ ~~L ~ ~ 2 J 

we can safely neglect the terms in (~)"J. , and those in ?:.j/R"M ' and we 

are left with 

(13) 

inserting this into (11) and integrating over angles, one finally obtains 
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The term in brackets is the steady-state torque, and the rest is the tran-

sient torque. It is interesting to note that the first term in the series 

for the steady-state torque is of the same form, and only about 40% smaller, 

than what we obtained in (5) for W 1 i=f. That it would be smaller was to 

be expected, since in (5) we had a conducting, rigid exterior, with field 

lines practically locked-in. The next thing to notice is that the tran-

sient torque can be approximately written as 
'3 ~ _ lowt 

T ~ ~ 6 H Jim wt e Rm 
tr 3 0 

(15) 

That is, the time scale of decay of the transients will be very large, of 

the order of 1028 sec. Furthermore the transient torques are larger than 

'1~ .., 
the steady-state torques by a factor R'M ~ 10 T, so we can calculate spin 

down using only the transients. If We insert again (15) into (6) neglect-

ing that UJo is not constant, we find that (since the exponent is very 

small) clw ::. _ :f. H~b s.i.m wt (1 - 10w t) f: -..f.. re- b .wn w t 
d.t. 6 M R.'ff\ b M 

Furthermore we are interested in time scales of t ~ 1014sec ., so wt« 1 

d..w ~ _ £ H:b (wt _ (wt)3+ ..• ) t;::: _ 5' H~b wt (16) 
oLt- 6M 6 - 6M 

whose solution is 
w = Wo.vxp (_ ,; ~b t?) (17) 

For W to decrease by '"'-' 10 2 

giving a 

SPin~:;~: t[~~r= [1'1~~~~~,~"r: [z,q, !D
30]'" 

t8~r:: 1.5 '/..10'5 s,U" '.: 5 't.l0?-1rs. (18) 
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--:l- -+ 
Thus whereas the steady-state torques were useless in the UJ~ Hocase, 

the transient torques seem fairly effective. 

V. Discussion of the Two Sub-models. 

We have now studied the torques for the case of an exterior medium 

that is rigid and conducting, and for one that is rigid and nonconducting; 

in the first case for both Ho 1\ Wand Ho 1 u.) , steady states only, and in 

the second for Ho~w ,both steady states and transients. The difference 

between conducting and nonconducting exteriors does not seem to be signifi-

cant, the latter being somewhat smaller. The nonconducting exterior seems 

to be physically nearer to the actual situation, and the torques found are 

lower limits, since in the actual case the exterior mass will be entrained 

with the mass, thus enhancing angular momentum transfer. Remains the 

problem of the initial condition (jump from 0 to Wo ) that Parker has used, 

and which is not equal to ours. We have initially UUo , and at t = 0 it 

starts decreasing. For every change d W in the frequency, one would ex-

pect a transient of roughly the same order of magnitude, and functional 

form as in (15), in particular, with a similar decay rate. Thus at time 

t we will have present all the transients excited between t = 0 and 

t = t, one could take something like 

<- '\. I \ 3H:4 1 rW . I -

Ltrl Z! TOo W-wo).wn w t e 
vJo 

10 't 
cR M

W clw' (18) 

where t is a parameter. Making again. the approximation of small LUt , 
this becomes 

(19) 

There might be some discussion as to what the exact form of (18) is, but 
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it seems fairly reasonable that it is not very far off, and that the 

torques present due to the deceleration process will be something 

resembling Eq. (19), at least in order of magnitude. Solving again Eq.(6) 

we have this time 

clw ___ 1 'oH; (w+t.u)t:. d(w+uJo);; cu: - 15 M 0 a± 
"2-

n: n .vx.p (- ~t"Jo\ 
~\4;+'''' 30M ) 

We()Jo (~ e - 30M -1) (20) 

and making eN = 10-2 W we obtain o 

J.. Ir q. 
t ~ 2.1'110 .Q..U=1-xI O W14. 

8'\;\," 0 
(21) 

If Ho had been SxlO- 6 instead of 10-6 , the time would have been 107 yrs, 

and if also b had become somewhat smaller, even better. 

The conclusion is that in this model (nonconducting exterior), 

which seems to be physically very close to the actual case, perpendicular 

torques can decelerate the cloud in times ~ 107 yrs, and parallel torques, 

judging from the example of the conducting exterior model, should be even 

better. 

VI. Rigid Conducting Sphere in a Conducting, Gaseous Exterior. 

We finally would like to see what can be gleaned from the full model, 

without solving outrightly the hydromagnetic equations. It has been 

pointed out by Ebert, von Hoerner and Temesvary (1960) that if one takes 
-7 ....;. 
W II H, as the sphere rotates the field the field lines will become 

twisted, and the kink in the field lines will travel outwards in both 

directions along the field with the Alfven speed VA' which for us is 

-106 em sec-I. (see Fig. 2). The material outside will be accelerated 

--, 
! 
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i
VA 

up to uU , and neglecting electromagnetic terms 

they find that 

~ Mb: =-ifP!1-~b4W 
gives a spin-down time 

However, the neglect of electromagnetic torques 

is a mistake (obviously the spin-down time ob-

t A 

tained this way is too long), and We shall try 

to include it. The easiest way to do it would 

be to say that (neglecting now inertial terms, 

i.e., acceleration of outside material) all the 

loss of kinetic angular energy of the sphere is 

due to ohmic losses, which presumably occur only 
Fig.2 

in a thin magnetic shear layer along the walls 

and the tops of the cylinder, of depth AJ ~. The torque would then be 
vr:J'.J..w 

given by 

(22) 

The currents might be estimated from 

I ~ IV4~~ I ~ Ho _ 
JRt.{ii - (23) 

and we wi 11 have 

~M b'); d..uJ = - _1_ [_ H: 2 if b'l.-dR + H; 'i Ii b ~t J ;j:: H:- b'" (1 + 2~+\ 
5 olt o-W t~Tia..cSR1. lbTf~JR?.):\ ~TI.J(j"wb/ 

Since we are interested in times of say 1014 sec or so, we can neglect the 

1 and get, roughly 
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(24) 

This is even worse than the deceleration obtained from inertial terms, and 

we are forced to the conclusion that electromagnetic effects are not con-

fined by any means to simple ohmic dissipations. In fact, it has become 

obvious from the example of the two previous sub-models that 

a) rotational energy goes also into stretching the field lines, giving 

terms like(I=1.~) H , and this should happen throughout the cylinder; 

b) transient toroidal current systems must be set up by the decelera-

tion of the sphere, and these presumably are not confined to a thin skin 

layer. 

A treatment of these effects seems to be feasible, and it will be 

undertaken in the near future. 

VII. Conclusion 

The estimates presented above represent an improvement in previous 

ones, in that the models utilized are more realistic, and that torques have 

been calculated from actual solutions of the field equations in the presence 

of rotationo The expression for these torques is quite unlike the order 

of magnetic expressions that had been uti Ii zed up to now, the result being 

that (especially for the parallel torques) we are strongly led to believe 

that electromagnetic spin-down of rotating clouds is possible in times of 

rvl06 yrs or less. The main qualitative difference with other estimates 

is that, whereas the prevalent view was that the available magnetic energy 

density 
H 2-

o 

81T 
would be much too small compared to the rotational kinetic 
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energy of the cloud tb be able to stop it, we find that the magnetic energy 

is increased at the expense of the rotational energy, distorting the already 

existing field and setting up new fields and currents, and this transfer 

of energy is enough to slow down the clouds. 
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THERMODYNAMIC AND STATISTICAL ASPECTS OF NON-ISOTROPIC CONVECTION 

Jean Perdang 

Abstract 

In the first part 0'£ this paper the method of irreversiblt? thermo-

dynamics is applied to the problem of non-isotropic convection, and the most 
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general form of transport coefficients is derived. In the second part a 

statistical description of turbulent convection is given, using the Bous-

sinesq approximation. This approach allows a specification of the corres

ponding heat transport coefficient, and reproduces the well-known R't3 -law 

of the Nusselt number. 

Introduction 

In most of the astrophysical situations where convection is thought 

to be of importance, one hardly thinks of a complete hydrodynamic descrip-

tion of the convective processes. What is needed is a sufficiently simple 

mean description, that may be incorporated in a numerical program. This is 

the reason why, in the past, the only theories of astrophysical interest 

have been mixing-length formulations. 

The aim of the present paper is to formulate a consistent scheme, in 

which the convective transport phenomena are described from a point of view 

of irreversible thermodynamics, and taking account of the symmetry proper-

ties of the problem involvedo The approach adopted is somewhat similar to 

that of the description of thermal diffusion by J. Meixner (1941); as a 

full specification of the processes is too involved, we limit ourselves to 

a phenomenological description, in which, however, we try to take account 

, of a'maximum of information avai lable from general principles 0 

Releasing the constraint of isotropy, we show that coupling effects 

arise between the different irreversible phenomena, which are excluded for 

usual gases: thus a concentration gradient leads to a contribution of the 

Reynolds stress tensor, and, conversely, a velocity gradient is coupled 

with a diffusion flux. If we assume an idealized isotropic convection l 
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state, our formal expressions for the fluxes coincide with those of the 

usual mixing-length theories. 

In the second part of this paper an attempt is made to go beyond 

this first step towards a macroscopically useful description, adopting a 

statistical viewpoint to allow for a complete specification of the unknown 

parameters involved. Although in this paper this problem is treated in the 

framework of the Boussinesq approximation, it is likely that a generaliza-

tion to situations of greater astrophysical interest is straightforward. 

Part I. Themodynamic Formulation 

1. Basic Equations 

If we consider a gas G, made up of n species of particles, we picture 

the state of convection as the presence of an additional gas Q of "quasi-

particles". Physically, the latter be conceived for instance as the ex-

citation of collective modes in G; in the naive picture of the mixing-length 

formalism they would correspond to the turbulent eddies. Both systems G and 

Q give rise to a heterogeneous mixture M. 

The most general hydrodynamic equations governing G may be written 

with 

f = (fl .l f" ) ... ) fYl) 
~ (~ -? -4 \ 2 = J, " J~) ••• J J'YI ) 

I:: (r.; ) r~ ~ ••• > r", ) 

set of partial densities 

diffusion fluxes 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

partial rate of production of particles of 
each sped es 

(l.l) 
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P::fE-t, the pressure-tensor, "G the stress-tensor 

1).., internal energy per unit mass 

r , heat flux 

C:p> rate of energy production per unit volume 

The other symbols have their usual meaning. 

With C. Truesdell (1957,a) we adopt the principle (principle 1) 

that the equations of the mean motion of a heterogeneous mixture are of the 

same form as those describing a simple medium (*). 

We conclude from this principle that Eqs. (1.1) remain valid for the 

mixture M, with suitable definitions of the diffusion fluxes, the pressure 

tensor, as well as a suitable definition of the mean motion. As a provision-

al definition of the latter we may understand a mean over a time sufficiently 

long as compared to the time scale of interactions of the quasi-particles. 

A precise definition will be given in the statistical part of this paper. 

We now establish a "caloric equation of state" for M, generalizing 

the line of reasoning of C. Truesdell (1957,b). We start from a postulate 

of existence of a caloric equation of state for each constituent of M, in 

the form 

ui ' internal energies per unit mass, Si entropy per unit mass. In this ex

pression 1L is a set of other parameters whose specific nature is not of in-
..--

terest here. The total internal energy,u, and entropy, S , per unit mass 

are then defined by 
Y\ 

* 

U. -= z: uL ci + u q ) 
i.;1 

(1. 4) 

"Ie equazioni per il movimento medio coincidano con Ie equazioni che 
reggono il moto de un mezzo semplice." 
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where ci represents the concentrations C{:: ~~/f' In usual thermodynamics 

one then introduces a caloric equation for the mixture M by 

u. =u (5) f) 1£) 
As is well-known, such an equation only exists provided all the components 

of the heterogeneous mixture have the same temperature, the latter being 

defined by 

(l. 5) 

In the problem under consideration we have no reason to suppose that 

Ta = Ti ' whereas we may assume Ti = Tj ,i,j = 1, ... n (local thermal 

equilibrium between the components of G). Thus the relevant caloric equa-

tion of state for M takes the form 

u.=. LL(; (SCi ,.e:rr)t LtQ (SCf1flrr) (1. 6) 

Solving (1.3) with respect to Si' the second relation (1.4) similarly 

allows us to write 

S:5t:i(U.Glfl1!)+Sq(u..QI fl~)= S(U.tllt)..Qlf)~) (1. 7) 

One also notices that the temperatures may be defined equivalently by 

Tj :: (~u.J/~S)f)1r1 u.,'" /J..J-1 I..Ll+l··· l.lnl.lQ (1.8) 

Equation (1.7) directly leads to a generalized Gibbs equation: Assuming 

(1.7) valid along the line of mean motion (principle 2), the application 

of dldt on this equation leads to 

with the usual definitions of pressure and chemical potential 

(1.10) 

and with the definition 
. -jJ~I'~ -=(as~/ait) 

"..... .- L..l P c I )_ 
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Multiplying (1,9) by f ' and taking account of (1.1) (interpreted as mean 

motion equations), we find 

.l pS + ~. [pvS t J s] = 0-
at \ dft 

(1.11) 
-7 

where JS and () are the entropy flux and the entropy production respec-

tively, given by ~ ~ 

-. (1 r.) J =- ~+.:R. -
.s 16 TQ 

-4 -4 

- _ ";G .1....'1"' _ 1=Q. d T _ -J l(YG ~) (bQ '0G-).'£"-
!T- T: ort 'G T; o5t cr _. 'On Te;;- Te;. -t TQ 1- Ie; • ortV+ (1.12) 

-:I- (Ef)G+EQrT ·f (£P)rr E!¥(; _ p (g, + Iki.. ~. du _(.-YG+ NG.). r-
IG ", TG Tc;. T<1) oct Ir; '"TQ -

where EQG is the rate of energy conversion (per unit volume) of internal 

energy associated with the quasi-particles, into internal energy of the 

material gas. 

Equations (1.12) coincide with the usual results of irreversible 

thermodynamics in the particular case of absence of quasi-particles at a 

different temperature, TQ, from that of the gas, TG, 

To introduce the entropy flux 1s and the entropy production 
0- , we have separated the heat equation (obtained from (l.lc) by 
subtracting the kinetic energy in the usual fashion) into two parts 

(1.13) 

such that (a) ;- (b) corresponds to the usual heat equation. 

Up to this point, we have left the variables if unspecified. As 

an important effect which we did not attempt to describe, we essentially 

think of the process of creation and destruction of quasi-particles, which 

may be symbolized by a chemical reaction of the type 

ry;;i!V 
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Q being a quasi-particle and V the ITvacuum". If we associate an affinity 

AQ and a degre~ of advancement t. Q to this process, the relevant term in 

the entropy production is written 

(1. 14) 

This term allows for describing the effect of "convective relaxation phenom

ena", in the same fashion as the usual chemical term 4$- . .r accounts for 

chemical relaxation processes (Meixner and Reik, 1959), 
~ 

Let us mention that the diffusion fluxes 1 and the reaction rates~ 

as defined in (1.la) are not independent, but satisfy 
\'l -+ > \"I 

.[ J.::O 2. r·::O 
'~"::1 L '~"1 L 

where both conditions are expressions of mass conservation. To get inde-
~ 1'1-1 ~ 

pendent diffusion fluxes, we eliminate J ::.~ J L ,in which case we have 
'Y\ «..:1 

3.~ (& + &.)= ~ J .. ~ ()J.Gt -"u6'l1 + }-tOt -PgY\) 
- an TG TC¥ L., L an: TG 'G:/ 

A similar procedure allows us to get rid of the dependent reaction rates. 

As usual, the entropy production now appears as a sum of independent 

products of "forces" and "fluxes" 

(}=)<..J ~o (1.15) 

According to the second principle of thermodynamics (which is assumed 

to apply to a.heterogeneous mixture of two gases at different temperatures 

,(principle 3) cr is non-negative. 

The thermodynamic fluxes and forces are defined by the following 

(1. 16) 
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and similar definitions are used for ~ in order to have independent forces 

and fluxes. The energy generation 

(E p)G 1- E~G :: _ ~ ~ 
1 1" G 

r; G 

rates are written in the following way 

(1.17) 

where V G and V Q are rates, and YJG- and ~~ correspond to energies per unit 

mass. 

Remarks. 

Although up to this point our treatment is fairly general, it bears 

on one implicit assumption: Rigorously the laws of conservation of mass, 

momentum and energy (1.1) should be supplemented by an equation of conserva-

tion of angular momentum (see for instance, de Groot, 1961); if one splits 

the latter into an external and an internal part (a spin associated with 

the particles), the rate of variation of the internal angular momentum is 

proportional to the antisymmetric part of the stress tensor. This implies 

that a conservation of internal angular momentum is equivalent to a sym

metric stress-tensor, b(i ': ~G' a situation which is meaningful for usual 

gases. As far as the gas of quasi-particles is concerned, this situation 

may cease to be significant, as one easily may imagine a transfer leading 

to variations of angular momentum, from the mean flow to the convective 

motions. To describe this mechanism one separates P into its symmetric 

partt('YtJ)and its antisymmetric part~(?'-.:p), and writes the conserva

tion law of total angular momentum. This leads to an additional term in 

the entropy production (see de Groot, 1961). In the formulation given here, 

we exclude this angular momentum mechanism (assumption 1), which implies, 

for the mean flow, that the 0q stress-tensor, just as the 06- tensor is 
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symmetric (*). A generalization to include this effect would be straight-

forward. 

As a second point we note that the present formulation agrees with 

the usual technique of introducing certain mean quantities by writing 

q = <Q) + q (L 18) 

Q being the velocity, the density, ••• , and substituting into Eqs.(l.l) 

(for details in the case of absence of diffusion and explicit description 

of reactions, see Ledoux and Walraven, 1958). This leads to formal expres
~ 

sions of Iq , 0~, pq , t..lQ , as well as EQ B. The physical interpretation is 

however slightly different in both approaches: whereas in our description 

the convective irregular motions are considered as "microscopic effects" in 

the same sense as the individual motions of molecules, we only make use of 

one thermal energy equation (sum of (1.13a and b)) whereas in the usual 

technique one has to deal with an equation of convective energy and an 

equation of thermal energy of the particle gas. 

2. Formal Constitutive Equations in the Frame of Irreversible Thermodynamics 

To obtain expressions for the fluxes, we start from the following 

principles: 

a) Brillouin's principle of equipresence: A quantity present as an 

independent variable in one constitutuve equation should be so present in 

all (principle 4). 

b) Curie's symmetry principle: If certain causes give rise to certain 

effects, the symmetry elements of the causes must occur in the symmetry 

(*) The possibility of an antisymmetric part in the turbulent stress-tensor 
has been stated explicitly by V.Bjerknes, J.Bjerknes, H.Solberg, T.Bergeron 
(1933) "Ob man bei der Turbulenzreibung diese drehende Spannung vernach
lassigen kann, durfte aber fraglich sein". 
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elements of the effects (principle 5). (Curie, 1908; a recent discussion 

is found in Finlayson and Scriven, 1969). 

c) Linearity of the constitutive equations (principle 6). 

d) Onsager's reciprocity relations (Onsager, 1931; Casimir, 1945) 

(principle 7). 

Principles a) and b) supplemented by the requirement of dimensional inva-

riance provide the most general basis for a non-linear treatment (in the 

thermodynamic sense) of transport phenomena induced by convection. We will, 

however, limit ourselves to the linear domain, in which an additional con-

straint is imposed by Onsager's reciprocity relations. The set of princi-

pIes (a)-(d) defines the range of "irreversible thermodynamics". 

According to principle (a) the most general form of the constitutive 

equations is provided by 

with 

J = J (X) 

O=-J (0) 

(2,1) 

where J and X are given by (1.16). Expanding (2.1) in a Taylor series 

one obtains 

J=L·X+X·M·X+·· . (2.2) 

The linearity requirement (c), which is significant provided the second-

order term in (2.2) is negligible (sufficiently small forces)(*) allows 

us to limit (2.2) to 

J = L' X (2.3) 

Substituting in (1.15) we have 

C*)It is a well-known result that this assumption does not apply for the 
usual nuclear reactions of interest in the energy production in stars (in
dependently of convection). For ionization and dissociation processes it 
is significant. 
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(2.4) 

The latter condition implies that, provided all the forces are indepen-

dent, the symmetrized matrix L of the phenomenological coefficients be 

non-negative. 

Excluding the presence of magnetic fields, and the description of 

the system in a rotating reference frame, the Onsager reciprocity condi-

tion implies that 

(no summation) (2.5) 

where c; == 1 if X L is invariant under time reflection, and Ei.= -1 if X ~ 

changes sign under time reflection. The only thermodynamic force in (1.16) 

displaying the latter property is the tensor olaA V . 
Before entering into the details of the constraints imposed by 

Curie's principle, we would like to emphasize that Luikov(l966) has 
proposed the following generalization of the phenomenological rela-
tion (2.3) J L v D '3 J 

-::. • t-. + . at 
D being a diagonal matrix. This form has been suggested by Vernotte 
(1958) in the particular case of diffusion, to take account of the 
possibility of relaxation. However, this extra term is not needed 
to get the relaxation effects, provided the latter are described in 
the entropy source ~ through convenient internal variables (terms 
AIr· d.1I I d.t of the form (1.14), which playa part similar to 
chemical reaction terms. The usual technique of the treatment of 
these effects by irreversible thermodynamics (Meixner and Reik, 
1959) allows us to avoid an extra term in (2.3). Applying the lat
ter method to turbulent isotropic diffusion, one finds (Perdang, 
1969) the Goldstein diffusion equation (Goldstein, 1951). It should 
be mentioned that Luikov's paper contains the first attempt at des
cription of turbulent diffusion by methods of irreversible thermo
dynamics. 

To apply Curie's symmetry law, we have to specify the symmetry group 

of the configuration we have to deal with. As far as the gas of material 

particles is concerned the relevant symmetry group is the full orthogonal 

group ~ooh' A discussion of the relevant geometry for the gas of quasi-
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particles needs some remarks on experimental and theoretical results on 

convection. Consider first the absence of a macroscopic velocity field. 

In that case gravity imposes one preferred direction in the problem of 

convection. Without entering into all the details which have been pub-

lished in a large number of papers we may say, roughly, that the onset of 

convection is characterized by regular hexagons(*). As the Rayleigh number 

increases, the cellular structure becomes less regular, and goes over to a 

disordered appearance, as the Rayleigh number becomes sufficiently large 

("turbulent convection"). At that stage, the configuration may be con-

sidered as essentially isotropic in the planes normal to the axis of grav-

ity, at least if we are interested in mean values over time scales which 

are large as compared to the time scale of turbulent fluctuations. 

To cover some aspects of the steady state, as well as the turbulent 

state, we adopt a rotational invariance around the direction of gravity of 

angles 11 /Yl ? rt ~ 2.. (This covers the case of a square and a hexagonal 

plan-form.) As far as our problem is concerned, this will be shown to be 

equivalent with invariance under rotations of any angle e In addition 

we assume invariance under reflections on planes av going through the 

rotation axis. The latter symmetry elements are suggested by the figures 

in Stuart (1964) and Chandrasekhar (1961) (see Figs.6, 7b and 8, pp. 

50 and 51). Invariance under reflections on horizontal planes 6h is not 

assumed, as the velocity field is not invariant under Oh. The relevant 

C*)For exceptions and more precise statements we refer to recent papers 
by Davis (1967), Koschmieder (1967), Palm (1960), Palm and ~iann (1964), 
Krishnamurti (1968), Schluter, Lortz and Busse (1965). 

. J 
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symmetry groups are thus -gJ./ 1i ,~ "IF and ~OO1f • 

We would like to point out that these symmetry groups under con-

sideration are essentially different from that considered by G.K.Batche10r 

(1946) and S. Chandrasekhar (1950) in the study of turbulence, who assume, 

in addition, a ~ plane (roooh group). 

This approximation seems to be significant in the case of 
mechanical turbulence. One notices that our problem differs from 
Batchelor's and Chandrasekhar's in the sense that the latter are 
interested in the discussion of correlation tensors, whereas the 
aim of this part of our study is the determination of the general 
structure of the transport tensors. 

In the presence of a macroscopic velocity field ~ , we limit our

selves to the case of turbulent convection. The direction of 1/J at any 

point P of the medium defines a second preferred direction. Both preferred 

directions reduce, in general, the relevant symmetry group to a single 

plane C'v defined by (~) V) (or Px.~ -plane). We are thus left with a sym-

c ().' v 

Fig.l Symmetry elements 
in the presence of a velocity 
field. 

tion of gravity. 

metry ~ k. However if V is normal to 

~ J 
g, a second symmetry plane cry appears 

(P~} -plane), so that the relevant group 

becomes fh x it"". If 1J- coincides with the 

direction g, the previous G'co V' symmetry re-

mains unaltered. 

The following table gives a summing 

up of the different symmetry configurations 

involved. tr, and ~ respectively denote the 

components of the macroscopic velocity 

field iT parallel and normal to the direc-
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Table 1. - Symmetry Groups in the Presence of a Velocity Field 

VilV'j\-f. 0 'Lil10, V;;=O 1{=O, Vii pO 1!l.=O; Vii =0 

--&h ..gh x -ehl ~OOV' -800", 

Though we do not discuss the case of the presence of an additional rotation 
-. 

field we mention that an arbitrary direction of the rotation vector Jl leads 
-+ 

to the destruction of all the symmetry elements. If Jl coincides with gt, 
f) -'I ~ 

the relevant symmetry becomes looo' If Sl is normal to g, the symmetry 

group reduces to a single plane Oh· 

It seems physically reasonable to adopt the groups listed in the pre-

vious table as the characteristic symmetry groups of the gas of quasi-parti-

cles (assumption 2). 

3. Explicit Requirements Imposed on the Phenomenological Coefficients by 
Onsager's Reciprocity Relations and Curie's Symmetry Principle 

The gas G being isotropic, it is well-known that fluxes with sub-

scripts G in (1.16) (*) can only couple with those forces which have special 

tensoria1 characters. The following couplings are allowed: 

scalar-scalar, vector-vector, tensor-tensor, tensor-scalar (3,1) 

We do not enter into the details of the forms of the couplings (3.1) for the 

isotropic gas G, as these forms are discussed in any book on irreversible 

thermodynamics. 

As far as the gas of quasi-particles is concerned, we have, in addi-

tion to (3.1), the following couplings: 

tensor-vector, vector-scalar (3.2) 

C*)An exception is V~ which involves properties of the quasi-particles. 
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We now determine the specific forms of the coefficients of the Onsager 

matrix L in the case of the symmetries listed in Table 1 and for the dif-

ferent types of covpling (3.1) and (3.2). 

To do so, we introduce the following matrices 

1 

(31 (COS e 
R (e)= -s~ne 

sin e 
cos e 

sin2e 
cos 2e 

-sine cose sine cost) 

1 
1 

1 
1 

-1 
-1 

1 
1 

1 1-1 
R(b): -----1------
x~ 

1 
cose 
sine 

-sine 
cose 

1 
-1 

2sin9 cose 
-2sin8 cosS 

(3.3) 

R
(3) R(3) 

where '11{/ and ~:x: are 3-dimensional representations of the reflection 

operator on the Ox~ and O~~ planes (the axes are defined on Fig.l), and 

R(~(e) is a 3-dimensional representation of the rotation operator around 

(I,) (10) (w(, ) 
the O~ axis. R"X.~,"R.~.x and R l.t1 are 6-dimensional representations of 

the previous operators, The latter coorespond to the group elements of 

Table 1. The 6-dimensional representation is introduced for the follow-

ing reason: the tensors of interest are symmetric, so they may be written 

as 6-dimensional vectors, according to the rule 
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til tl.2. 't13 
t'l 
'C,~ 

t,2. In, ~ 
t33 

(3.4) 
'Lj3 

\ t1~ t2.' t'3 
t,2. 

To fulffil the Curie symmetry, it is clear that if 1:::. (G l , G2, ... ) is the 

symmetry group of the quasi-particle gas, any coupling matrix L defining 

one of the couplings (3.1) and (3.2) must be invariant under the transforma-

tions of the group 1 ' or 
-1 

G. L GL' = L L ~ 

We now discuss the different possible couplings: 
I 

a) scalar-scalar (S =rs ) 
always invariant under (3.5) for any scalar L 

~, :'t 
b) vector-vector (V::.)) V ) 

(3.5) 

V is a 3-dimensional symmetric matrix, thus (3.5) should be ful-

filled with GL being 3-dimensional representations of the group 

elements of Table 1. 

en: 
R(3) 

V 
'R ,,) = ).J 

~x. loX 

r" ~" ) v= . V.2~ 

~hX 'h': 
(3) "R (a) ))'3 V33 

R.):~ )) = J) 
:.t~ 

(V" J j): . Y2':1 

A (3) 
. 

~oOlf(*5: ~CJ~B))) 1? ($)=)) 

v=C J Ci 

(*)Instead of taking e arbitrary (leading tO~ClOif) , we could have taken 
71:/2 or TI"/3 . 
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Taking account of the conditions of Table 1, we see that the most general 

vector-vector coupling is described by the matrix 

(3,6) 

In this expression 9 and.4 are independent of the velocity whereas the 

other parameters may depend on it(**). 

c) tensor-tensor (r':: T 't ) 

l' is a 6x6 symmetric matrix. The Gi are thus 6-dimensional repre-

sentations of Studying successively 

one finally obtains 

r ' I I V 1'fTl1 ~ p' "..11 a.t vl/Q+l'11 T+V"t+VJ,.llI.~ 

'Vi F 0 j 'Vi) ": 0 

11i :: 0 

y I 11 '1''''' t:r t v" G + VJ. ~2. ()..+ V,I a. + Vol u 
~ .. 

VII~ 1\. 
, V F"'l'I" e+ "'Ie + .L 13) 

1"= 
e + \.{, e' + \fT.t'l. 

33 ~,VJ. r,~ 

11 

VII VJ. 1"31 
3J 

VI1 VJ. ~3 

'. .. 

a, f, e, b, care independent of the velocity. 
,~-+ 

d) scalar-vector (S = v· V ) 

The most general form of the coupling is given by 

W. :: ( 0 ~ ~ \{ W J VI + ~, 'VV'" '-+- V..l. 1Af'1/ ) 

W is independent of the velocity. 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

C**)v\\ and V..l. are the moduli of the macroscopic velocity components in a 
dimensionless form (for example divided by the square root of the mean square 
velocity of fluctuations), 
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, ®e) scalar-tensor (S = HI...) 

The coupling tensor g) is represented by a 6-vector. Thus the sym-

metry requirements (3.5) become 

RCt,,) ® = ® 
'J:l: 

RM @ = @ xy 

RCIY(E1)® :t ® 

1Jijt'=o) Vj",O 

1{,:-Oj 1Ji+ O 

1.ll: 0 

It follows that eEl must have the form 

®= (cp + VII ,/' + ~ ®11 l q> + \{I cP'+ I.{ ®~~ 1 '1-'+ V,11.jJ'+ V1 ®3} ) V;\ VJ. ~3'L1 OJ 0) 

cp and \.f' independent of the velocity. 
-11 

f) vector-tensor (V:= k'C ) 

(3.9) 

The coupling matrix K is represented by a 3x6 matrix, whose form is 

determined in a similar fashion as in the previous cases 

t"VlK .. 1.{\16. Kl.u ~,I;{ K", • '( 't y'v., + ~ K'31 

~, v,.·K"J K:: • ¥+i~,+V1K.t.32: 
(3.10) 

\O<f""V+~K o<+/X'Vn+ '{ ~22. ~+~\r~ 1<333 • ~ ~ 1'<331 • / II 311 

0(, (3 and '( being independent of the velocity. 

The following table indicates the number of free parameters involved 

in the coupling matrices for the different coupling types, and the different 

symmetries: 
Table 2. - Number of independent parameters in the coupling matrices. 

type of cou~mmetry 
a) scalar-scalar 

b) vector-vector 

c) tensor-tensor 

d) scalar-vector 

e) scalar-tensor 

f) vector-tensor 

1 

4 

13 

2 

4 

10 

1 

3 

9 

1 

3 

5 

1 

2 

5 

1 

2 

3 

i 

! 
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Condition (2.5) finally implies the following inequalities: 

a) L 4 0 

b) 9'?> ~O 
v" I \)1:1) ))33 ~ 0 

))11 »:33 ~ »1; 
c) For t~nsor-tensor coupling we only mention the most 

important cases 

a.) & J C ~ 0 

0- ~~ 
e ~ /M;i-fJ ~ f 1= Q.. 

e arbitrary if f = a 

(3.11) 

From the previous results we conclude th~t the explicit form of (2.3) 

is given by 
-4 

~ * * *' 0 0 

X2. i13 0 K, 

* ::t2.'l V3.i 0 K1 

'Gt;. 0 0 0 * '* 
ttl 0 - ~k -K 

"I ,..., 1 2. *T 

o 
. 

o 0 0 0 

Ps - - ,.., o ~ 'W;2. '* -®~ ~'.z 2.~1.~' 2:.,,"1 

o V;!;, ~2. *' -$3 2:rl ~2J '2:.3; 2: '3 '1 

%it (y,,) 
rat (YTQ) 

~it(JtG + ~(3) 
TG- T(il 

(3.12) 

- A,,/TQ 

-1c;I'tT 
-~G.tf Cil 

In this expression the symbol * means usual isotropic coupling 0 The other 

symbols are defined by (3,6), (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10). Subscripts 

are used to distinguish the different coupling matrices of same nature. 

The stress-tensors 04' and 0G- as well as the rate of deformation tensor 
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--k( a/iin 1r+ a/oit ::;;.) are assumed to be written in 6-dimensiona1 vector 

form according to (3.4). 

Equations (3.12) give the most general constitutive relations com-

parable with the principles and assumptions formulated in Sections 1 and 2. 

In most of the usual astrophysical situations one is concerned with 

turbulent convection processes, which are by far more efficient than the 

corresponding "molecular" (i.e. radiative) effects. In addition one is 

mainly interested in the heat transfer, and sometimes, in stability problems, 

in the turbulent stress tensor. If the star is chemically homogeneous, we 

similarly the stress-tensor is a sum of five components 

0 Q = ~GI;;t. ~ "roG(rq + ?DQA~ + (PQ ~G + ~Q ~<.¥ 
The different components are given by 



L_ 

I 
Q. d'llisd ~v-~ -te d~ 

ox o~ 0L G -6)1.((h~ ~) a.. :2 'Ch: o~ 
tel ( d~ + d1Ji) 

.2. dX 03 

+v.~' ~ +{' d~+e' dV1-) 
1/ 'ox 'Ott O} I 

+ V. ((L'-n.!. ( ~ + d1J"~c) 
II .2 'Ox ~ 

I.( I I (d'l): C)1r.<) 
+ It lC ~ aX. ~ + ~ 

V, [CT.11 d'lf~ :t' av~ ~" d'lf~) 
[ , 

V ~'3 1. (dV'h ovg) V. tr.l~1 (au aVit )+ + 1 11 ih. + 2.2 d ~ -+ 33 '0 1 + 1. 122: ClX~+'aif + 1 13 2. ax ClJ 

\/,1:" I (~v.: dVX) + II ~I~ 'C)x~+ ~ I V r:1J.L(~+ ~~ 
II 12:2. ~, o~ 

(' 115 :r,:'-()V1 '3 dV~J 
-4 VII 1;, Ol.x + n ~~ +~3 Gl~ 

1- - -

6 &)1.(~ C)VX) a.- 2 x + 0L ~ ~'VX ()"'i e d ~ aX. +Q. ()~ + 'Ol~ 
1.. (d'lT~ + d'li~) 

/C 2. 0';1 O} 

V ~ l-r)J.-(~ + dVX) 
I' +11. (f dUi:, + a.' chr~ + e' aU; ) I I (11~ d1r'S) 

+ II a. :2 I3x ~ +v"iC'2: o~ + ~~ 
~(3.14) 

...... 

o -J..I 1/ Ox a~ <;); N 

qt - 'T'/V 
VI 

VLr.'~J..(~ ~) t 1 12:2 'Ox + 0'ij 
r( 11 ali:: ~ ~ ihr. 1'-... d'll: ) 

+ 'vi 7;2 a~ + 1';.2 ~ -+ 33-? ,.. x ~ ~ 
V [T~) 1. (~ + ~ ) + 1 2.3 2. a~ ~ 

V. T.~' (C>~ + :;,v:)] v. T.l.2. 1 Cav} 'oug.)] I 1:2
'3 1 (dv' d~)J 

-+- 11 I:> ~ O} ~~ + " '3"2 .~:x. + a~ + 11" 12 'i ~+ d~ 

~~(;:~ + ~L) 
I - - -

1 (~ OV~) o'VX C>u.& dllj 
",c?l x+~ I e ?iT+ e 7:J~~ + ~l 

• 1 (dV~ d'lix) V. '1 (~ ~) 
I v.. ( I 'Ov.t /aV~ .e-' dtr~ ) +v,,~ i OX +~ I + 1/ IC 2: dlJ +"0;' + /I e oX -+- O';J + o~ 

~n1(C)~ ()~) + v! 13 2" o:i+if r.~~1 (5 ~) + 'It :13 ~ 0';/ ~ d} 
[" '011 r"Ll. d'll." r,33 ~V-1 

+ VI 133 [) x + 3J ~ + 33 c:>~ 

( /1 d'VJt rn 1"-C)V:: 3~ ~V}~ 
+1/" 1" ()X -1'113 i?" -t'l;3 a~ "L~ 1 (Gl1l"~ .j- d'lix ~ 

+ \1,/1"; 2. ~ -~x dV~ II. r." t (~ Olr~)J + 11 13 2: oX + d} 
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bQ~::1': __ _ I (3.15) 
I 

(t + )' \.{rt \{ K'21) ~,"&?t r ~~km~Tt9+ 

+(I!+~/V.I+\{ K:m) ~ T~ 

(3.16) 

In particular, in a medium with a small velocity field (for example in the 

linear theory of stellar oscillations or stability), only the underlined 

coefficients should be taken into account. 

4. Comparison with Previous Approaches 

A relation of the type (3.6) (withV.L:V\{O) between vectorial fluxes 

and forces was first obtained in the context of turbulence problem by H. 

Ertel (1937), starting from a mixing length approach. In the linear rela-

tion between the stress tensor and the rate of deformation tensor, Ertel's 

method leads to only two independent parameters. Similarly, Wasintynski's 

(1946) treatment, and more recently Els~sser's (1966) discussion do not 

introduce the largest number of "eddy viscosity coefficients" compatible 

with the symmetry of the problem. 

In addition to the larger number of phenomenological coefficients, 

our treatment shows the possibility of scalar-vector and vector-tensor 
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coupling which are entirely absent from previous approaches. Thus the 

present formalism allows, for example, for a heat flux even in the ab-

sence of gradients, 

We also notice that the dependence of the phenomenological coef-

ficients on the macroscopic velocity field is in accordance with experi-

ment (A.P.Ingerso11). 

Finally, we may point out some analogies with situations occurring 

in crystallography: If ~l:' Vl.= 0 the tensor-tensor coupling (3.7) has 

exactly the same form as the matrix of the elastic coefficients in a 

hexagonal crystal (Sneddon and Berry, 1958) (the difference of a factor 

~ in (a-4) results from the fact that crystallographers use a different 

rule of writing a symmetric tensor in a vector form than (3.4). Simi-

1ar1y, the vector-tensor coupling (3.10) coincides with the matrix re1a-

ting the electric field to the deformation field in a pyroelectric hex-

agonal class (Forsbergh, 1956). These analogies are of course simple 

symmetry consequences. 

We would like to point out that the absence of a symmetry plane 

is essential for the vector-tensor coupling. In the presence of ~ 

(3.10) becomes 

I (~'~I<\l\ 
K . 

:: 

as one easily shows, app lying (3.5). This matrix vanishes if v" 01 ~ = o. 
The thermodynamic method has allowed us to find the most general 

structure of the relevant transport mechanisms. It does not, however, 
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lead to any information on the phenomenological coefficients (except for 

inequalities deduced from (2.4). 

Part II. Statistical Formulation 

The aim of the second part of this paper is to provide a technique 

to determine the coefficients involved in (3.12), starting from a statisti-

cal point of view. For the sake of simplicity we do not consider the gen-

eral case described by Eqs. (1.1), but we limit ourselves to a Boussinesq-

type system of equations. The only "macroscopic" convective effect we are 

going to investigate with the aid of this model is convective heat flux. 

It is thought, however, that the statistical formulation displayed in the 

following pages, is sufficiently flexible to be easily extended to situa-

tions which are more realistic in the astrophysical context(*). 

1. Relevant Equations and Definition of the Phase Space 

The equations governing the Boussinesq approximation may be found in 

Chandrasekhar's book (1961). We write these equations in a form similar to 

that given by 

(1.1) 

with (1. 2) 

S being the vector of the fluctuation field (1} and 'T are the fluctuations 

of the velocity and temperature field due to convective motions). The sys-

tem of units adopted is the following: 

lengths are expressed in terms of the depth d of the fluid layer 

(*) A discussion of the validity of the Boussinesq approximation is given 
by Spiegel and Veronis (1960). 
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times are given in terms of ljJK-J (K, molecular conductivity; 

Y molecular viscosity 

the unit of temperature is K »/~ 0< cL ~ , 0(, expansion coefficient; 

R is the Rayleigh number, and P the Prandtl number. R = ~ e>( f3 oLj!1< )) ; 

"P=)) /K, j3 constant temperature gradient. R* is the Rayleigh number 

in the presence of the actual temperature gradient imposed by convection. 

(The appearance of R* instead of R is the only difference between our 

formulation and Platzmann's.) ~ is the pressure fluctuation (for its 

precise definition see Chandrasekhar, 1961). In addition to (1.1) des-

cribing the fluctuations, we have to add the equations of mean motion, 

which correspond to the complete equations from which the fluctuations 

are subtracted out. In the latter appears the convective heat flUX, ac-

cording to the results of Part I. 

We briefly recall that the usual technique of obtaining the fluc-

tuation equations consists in separating the different physical varia-

bles according to (1.1.18), where the mean values are understood as 

averages over the horizontal coordinates. At this stage we prefer to 

understand these averages as time averages over a period ~ large as 

compared to the fluctuation time scale (but short in comparison to the 

time scale of "macroscopic" variations; in the present problem, the 

latter time scale is considered infinite. 

In Eq. (1.1) two kinds of non-linear terms appear (see for instance 
...., ~ 

Spiegel, 1966): the so-called fluctuation interactions V· \J S, and the 
~ -+ 

effect of terms of the type R* k· 1/ , in which quadratic fluctuations 
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occur in R*. In our description however R* is given by the mean tempera-

ture field, and is not considered as directly non-linear: the non-linear-

ity plays a role only through the mean equations. The effect of this 

second kind of non-linear terms is that the fluctuations appear as func-

tions or possibly as functionals of the mean field. As, on the other hand, 

one expects that the phenomenological coefficients are related to the 

fluctuations, one concludes that the phenomenological coefficients are 

functions or functionals of the mean field(**). 

The set of vectors S satisfying convenient boundary conditions 

defines a Hilbert space J.e , in which we adopt the following definition 

of the inner produce 

(5:5);: ~ dv(t'.;). + T'~/"R) R> 0 
(1. 3) 

l.r 

where the volume integration extends over the whole configuration of the 

fluid, and where the inverse of the Rayleigh number has been introduced 

for physical reasons (-~ i7'R plays the role of an available potential 

energy density; Lorenz, 1955). 

Let ~' be a complete set of orthonormal functions subtendingJ{ 

(1. 4) 

Then 

(1.5) 

(**)The latter remark obviously applies to more complicated systems than 
the mere Boussinesq approximation. In particular, it allows us to under
stand the presence of velocity components in the phenomenological coef
ficients (I. 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10). 
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where the coefficients xf are vectors in 4-space. We introduce an 

N-dimensional enc1idean space eN finite), in the following way: Let ~ 

be the set of the N first functions in (1,4) 

~=(~"~2) ... t:N) (1.6) 

According to (1.5) we may write 
N -VSe 1t : S =;. ~ + E eN) :: ~ x· c:. + 2: :x,~, (1. 7) 

I."" L (.. l:/'/ ... ) I I. 

The N dimensional space of the coefficients 

":t:=(X\~X'-)'" XN ) (1.8) 

will be called the phase-space r of the convection problem, As any numer-

ica1 attempt to solve the fluctuation Eqs,(II.1.1) has made use of a trun

cated expansion of the form (1.7) (with E(N)taken equal to zero) we have 

introduced a finite dimensional phase-space. The most important expansions 

used up to now have been the Fourier expansion (introduced by Ma1kus and 

Veronis, 1958, in the time-independent case, and by Saltzman, 1962 in the 

time-dependent case), an expansion in terms of the eigenfunctions of the 

~-+ 
linearized equations associated with (1.1.1) (1. e, with V .. \j S neglected) 

(P1atzman, 1965), or a finite difference scheme, 

From the previous definitions, it follows that to any linear opera

tor ({) in 1t we associate a matrix n in r which is univocaUy deter-

mined by 
VE 1l : rP --7 ( ~ ) (0 ~) ~ n e r 

conversely to any matrix.n in r we associate an operator in ')e, 

SL 6 r: Sl. ~ .s. n . F,.~ = V E -U 

with V 5 defined by ~.n.. (5 ? s) 

(1,9) 

(1,10) 

(1,11) 
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Introducing (1,7) into (1.1), we see that these equations take the 

form 
(1.12) 

where the matrix L is obtained from the operator J.. by (1.9). The contri-

bution of pressure fluctuation vanishes, as a consequence of incompressi-

bility provided we adopt as boundary conditions iJ . .;;t::,O (*). The quadratic 

term N :2;:~ corresponds to the fluctuation interactions: 

(f,-;;'V S) = - (i)~'Vi)! 2f t; 
=N:~~ 

(1.13) 

where N is a matrix with three indices, N[J~ In a Fourier representa-

tion, or in an expansion in terms of the linear eigenfunctions we have the 

following property N 

NI ,!;*"f"f == .r~ NLj/q,.xi:tj Xfq, = 0 
L,J'T'<. 

(1.14) 

which again is a consequence of incompressibility and the boundary condi-

44 
tion v-n=- 0(**) . Equation (1.12) is the generalization. of the spectral-

dynamical equation to an arbitrary expansion set (1. 6) . (1.14) corresponds 

to the well-known selection rule on the wave numbers in the Fourier expan-

sion, or the analogous orthogonality condition in the eigenvector expansion. 

Without loss of generality, the matrix N may be replaced by a sym-

metric matrix in its last two subscripts: 

:1J,JJ-it =t( !V;.jk + N£*;) 
Successive operations on (1.14) with o/a:t. lead to the conclusion 

(1.15) 

.J? .. -0 } oJ t.j /..1.. -

fi,jj oj..2. !j,i.j = 0 

ii.Jj-k + !i)U. + !~).J = 0 

(1.16) 

If the set of coefficients is complex, we define 
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v~ = y , 
.Ai - "'-L 

J..i)i:: 0 j fLJjj t 2 tJ,i.j ::0; f..LJJ h + f-;;,L-k t f-k)L;' ::: () 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

As the linear operator £ E Jl is hermitian (Platzman, 1965), LE r is always 

diagonalizable. Without loss of generality, we thus may assume L diagonal 

if needed. 

2. General Properties of the Phase Space 

Equation (1.12) defines a non-linear, autonomous ordinary differ-

ential equation with a second member analytic in X. A well-known theorem 

on autonomous differential equations states that the equilibrium points 

given by 

can only be reached asymptotically, i,e. 

~~(t)=~{ 
t~oo 

On the other hand, the application of the Lie method (Grabner and Lesky, 

1966) shows that this system has a unique solution 

'1. (t) =; ~ (t rt. ) ~" Vn t e [to, t , ] 

wJA J ::.P fx). l = (LoX + f. -X x). 1-J!: ~ AX -0' _0/0 ":1 
_0 O':fo 

(2.3) 

~o == ~(t-o) 

where (to,t l ) is a finite interval. As a condition of physical consis

tency of the model Eq.(1.12), we require that all the solutions ~ (t), for 

any finite initial condition ~o ' are bounded, i.e. a positive constant 

B exists such that 

(2.4) 

Successive applications of (2.3) allow us to conclude that a given ini

tial condi tion ~ Q defines. for any finite time interval, a path .e 6 r) 

which has no double points. Similarly, a set of initial conditions 
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(~011!02 • •• ) leads, for any finite time interval, to a system of non

intersecting paths i 1 ) 15,. ..• e r. In fact, if two paths €a:, ) -c6a' intersected, 

and if the point ~I at time tr is the first point of intersection, we may 

choose ~I. as an initial condition and change t in -t. The unici ty con

dition implies that the paths -&i) (!;i coincide at previous times[tI/tz-t,J, 

which leads to a contradiction(*). These properties are mere consequences 

of the autonomous character of (1.12), and do not rely on the particular 

structure of the right-hand side of this equation, which is related to the 

particular physics of the problem. 

The following properly involves the special nature of the problem 

under consideration: If '11;; is any measurable N-dimentional set of points 

in r , the natural evolution (2.3) continuously deforms l{ into a measura

ble set 1Jt, as it follows from the previous remarks. We prove that the 

measure 

/V\CV;)=t~ 
t. 

(2.5) 

may be rendered arbitrarily small for t -to'> 1:' , being a positive number, 

provided the dimension N of the phase space is sufficiently large. We 

may wri te 1 d. 1 ( ( ~ 
Ml'Vt) rtt MtV;)= M("V;) \,fYJ .1£ d .. f = M ('"II;) )"" d~ 01:!d V 

where 1!=~/d.:t is the velocity in phase space, 1l. the normal to the boundary 

1 of the set lit From (1.12) it follows that 

-lx · y ~ tit. L + 2 ~ (j. ~ ) 
-tn. L is equal to the s~m of the N eigenvalues of the linearized system 

taken into account in the N-dimensional representation. The properties of 

(*)A simpler argument is that the tangent to a path ~ at the point 
~(*~eL)£ r is given by(4/dt)/I~/dtland thus is unique. It is undefined at 
the points ~!.L > which thus may be reached (as asymptotically) by distinct 
paths. 

--~ 
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the spectrum of eigenvalues of the linearized system (1.1) are well-known. 

One distinguishes (Platzman, 1965) 

thermal modes, with eigenvalues .-In 7 -'11'-

kinetic modes 

convective modes, (two sets of eigenvalues if R;> 0): 

forced modes A~ " 0 

free modes ..J~ > 0) 0 oil. < 0 

The number of unstable free modes ~~ is limited, and in addition these 

values are bounded (see also Spiegel, 1966). We thus conclude that, pro-

vided N is sufficiently large, n will be sufficiently large, such that 

tn L <: - AN 
fiN being a positive number depending on N, and increasing as N2 according 

to the results on the eigenvalues. 

On the other hand, the matrix f. ~ increases roughly as N, as it 

follows from a Fourier expansion introduced in (1.13). Hence, provided N 

is chosen to be sufficiently large, the contribution of .2 t/1 -1 • ~ is of 

order liN as compared to tAL, so that we have, by taking into account 

the condition of boundedness (2.4) 

M~vt) it M (Vt,.l < - AN {~ N? No 
The proof follows on integrating the previous inequality, and shows that 

for t ') ~IV the measure /'II tv:;) is rendered arbitrarily small. In other 

words any N-dimensional variety lie evolves toward a variety of a dimen

sion smaller than N, in a sufficiently short time interval 1:'. From a 

practical point of view the variety fum 1{= 'I plays a part analogous to 
t~QC) 

the energy surface in usual statistical mechanics. If the variety Y is 

defined by 
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(2.6) 

where N-m is the dimension of Y , we obtain, after operating with d/dt 

on (2.6) 
~%~ . G (;) =0 (2.7) 

showing that the normal to the "surface" 0 is orthogonal to the direction 

of the tangents to the path at any point ~ G y. 
The variety Y displays the following properties: 

- a path -f5 belongs to Y with a precision £. after a time t'i, . 

once a path ~ "enters" '( with a precision E , it remains in ¥ with 

a precision ~. These properties are consequences of the definition of 1 
It follows that ¥ necessarily contains all the equilibrium points 

defined by (2.1), as the latter are invariant under the Lie-transformation 

(2.3) . In particular X.e = 0 E '( , the origin being always an equi librium 

point (physically it corresponds to the state of absence of convective 

motions). In addition, if periodic solutions exist, they belong to (( , 

as follows again from (2.3) 

The previous remarks suggest a new definition of the turbulent state 

which, according to the generally accepted intuitive picture corresponds 

to an irregular variation of the fluctuating quantities: 

Given a finite dimension N of the phase space, we call a solution 

turbulent if it is bounded and neither an equilibrium point, nor a 

periodic solution of (1. q). 

One may expect that these non-steady and non-periodic solutions will 

cover '( in the sense that, given a point P6'( , a path ~ will approach 

this point arbitrarily close and arbitrarily often in a sufficiently long 

time interval. 
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3. Possibility of Non-steady and Non-periodic Solutions, and 

a Remark on Quasi 

From (2.1) we conclude that the steady state convection solutions 

are given by 
(3.1) 

Except for the trivial solution ~f = 0 , which is assumed to be unstable, 

as otherwise we do not have a convective state, (3.1) defines an N-l dimen

sional variety "'6f. containing all the equilibrium points ~.e : 
* 

We show that for a sufficiently large Rayleigh number R, all the bounded 

steady state solutions are unstable. To do so, it is sufficient to show 

that among the set of eigenvalues A;')~-= 1, '2. ... Nof the equation (1.12) linear-

ized in the neighborhood of any point!~ , at least one value exists with 

F?~ A' > 0 (**) for R sufficiently large. 
J 

The set of :A. i. is given by 

cttrm [ ( L + 2. 1. ~-e ) - A E ] = 0 (3.3) 

From (1.1) and (1.2) it is obvious that the matrix L is of the form 

(3.4) 

where Ll describes the molecular dissipation processes and L2 the destabil-

izing buoyancy effects. As R> Ro the underlined part in (3.3) may be 

written L(I+c) 

( ~ e being bounded). As at least one eigenvalue of L satisfies ~ )..~ > 0) 

(this corresponds to the instability of the "f /:0 state), we conclude that 

for R sufficiently large It. A-h>O, and any steady state solution becomes 

unstable. 

It is interesting to point out that the numerical analyses considered 

(*) v~ does not co;nc;de v 0.... ... ... wi th a , as ~ e :: 0 f ~, whereas ~e = 0 Go. 

C**)In the usual Boussinesq approximation, the eigenvalues A/ are all real. 
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up to now all show a transition of steady state convection to non-steady 

state convection, provided the Rayleigh number is sufficiently high. This 

is for instance the case in the model discussed by Lorenz (1963), who 

limits the dimension of the phase space to N=3, or the model by Welander 

(1967) (the latter model has been discussed in detail by Keller (1966), 

who proves the appearance of a periodic solution, once the (unique, in this 

model) steady state solution becomes unstable), or the extensive numerical 

results of J.Toomre (1965). 

The previous result has been accepted un to now, implicitly or ex-

plicitly, by many writers on convection. For instance Howard (1963) states 

"We must expect that all steady state convective solutions become unstable 

for sufficiently high Rayleigh numbers". Several authors have assumed, 

however, that convection may remain stationary at very high Rayleigh nUill-

bers. In particular, this is the attitude of Wesseling (1969). As far as 

the set of periodic solutions is concerned, let us first mention that the 

latter may be found from a process of successive approximations. The con-

dition of periodicity is 
~(ti""P)=~(t) 

or ex.p (p .L ) ~o -:!; 0 (3.4) 

Expanding the exponential operator, the latter requirement in general leads 

to conditions on the class of initial conditions ~o , on P, and/or on dC . 
Under the assumption of boundedness (2.4) of the solutions X (t), one 

notices that periodic solutions are excluded for R> Rp ' Rp being a suffi

ciently large critical Rayleigh number. 

To show this, we simply note that 

X (t):;..efX.p [tR L, (11- ~).~ ·l~J ~e> ~..vx.p [t R( L,' ~o)· a ~J ?;e> 

if R sufficiently large. 
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As the linear operator has real eigenvalues, this excludes a periodic 

behavior. 

Non-periodic (and non-steady) convection states have been found by 

Lorenz (1963), Welander (1967), and J.Toomre (1969). This type of motion 

is also well established by experimental investigations. 

Assuming now the existence of bounded non-periodic and non-steady 

solutions of (1.12), the following requirement of quasi-ergodicity in a 

bounded variety"1.JJ", which may be identified with Y ) in a "loose sense", 

may always be fulfilled: For a sufficiently long time interval L , any 

trajectory pet) of the non-periodic and non-stationary solutions ~ (t) 

approaches any point G E Ya sufficiently large number of times )( (N), in 

such a way that 
(3.5) 

()( and £ depend on the dimension of the phase space.) The numerical 

results of Lorenz (1963) show a quasi-ergodicity in this sense. Quasi

ergodici ty stricto sensu is achieved provided N arbitrary large, E and)( 

may be rendered arbitrarily small, respectively large. A vigorous proof 

of this point, however, does not seem to be feasible for the system we are 

concerned with, as the usual proof of quasi-ergodicity in statistical 

mechanics crucially involves the volume integral invariant, which does not 

exist for 0.12) (see Birkhoff, 1931). 

These preliminaries show that it is not unreasonable to seek a sta-

tistical description of turbulent convection, in the sense defined in this 

section. It may be noticed that the previous discussion is not limited to 

the restrictive conditions of the Boussinesq approximation. 
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4. The "Liouville Equation" and the Fok~er-Planck Approximation 

The statistical approach used in this section is essentially modelled on 

the usual approach of classical statistical mechanics. 

Consider an ensemble £ of ~ systems ~ , i. e. ~ solutions of our 

equations with different initial conditions. For statistical purposes we 

specify C by a densi ty ~ in r , describing the distribution of phase 

points. As a measure of the probability of any system jf , selected at 

random from C , to be found in a region Sl..t: E '0 at time t we adopt the 

definition 
(4.1) 

in accordance with standard conventions in statistical mechanics of parti-

des (R.C.Tolman, 1938). The density ~ is normed by 

f-v.;: oJ.! f:' 1 
«I 

(4.2) 

1700 being the phase space. The density function f is assumed to have the 

following properties 

[

real and positive, 

J> continuous function of ~ > 

integral (4.2) exists 

An ensemble mean value of any function F(;) is given by 

.:( F> = f-v;,cJ.! F P 
and is to be interpreted as the expectation value of F in any system 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

1. 5 t selected at random. The property of quasi-ergodicity implies that 
L 

the ensemble mean is equivalent with a time mean. I 

Consider the representative points Pi of an ensemble ~ , and let 

~ be the region in phase space which they occupy at t = to' Under the 

natural evolution of the system, ~ is continuously deformed into 1J; at 

t , the deformation being described by the equations of motion (1.12). 
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The number of representative phase points being conserved, the density 

satisfies a continuity equation in 
(4.5) 

with d.lv;:; fo~) y-:= ()~ ~ 
As the velocity 1[ in ~ is a known function of the coordinates, we may 

write 2; = - ~. f (:1.:)0 (~) 1 ot oX _ - \ 
It P = - :~. [( L· ?:; + f! ~ ~)p J 

(4.6) 

The latter equation plays a part analogous to the Liouville equation in 

mechanics. 

As a particular case, Eq. (4.6) includes Hopf's equation, provided we 

add a fluctuating force term in the brackets and consider ~ as the Fourier 

coefficients of the velocity field only (see Edwards, 1964, Eq. 2.15). 

Equation (4.6), just as the Liouville equation in mechanics, provides a 

complete description of our system (1.12), as it is rigorously equivalent 

to the latter. For statistical purposes, we have to introduce some smooth-

ing approximation. To do so, we follow a line of reasoning similar to that 

of Edwards (1964): The components of the operator of the right-hand 

side of (4.6) are of three types: 

- a term corresponding to the buoyancy effect, describing the input of 

"variance" (Platzman, 1964), £13 
- a term corresponding to dissipative effects of molecular friction'£M 

- a term allowing for a flow of variance from unstable convective modes to 

stable convective modes, and to the kinetic and thermal modes,J F (fluc

tuation interaction). 

The variance sharing activity is pictured in a paper by Spiegel 

(*)We may mention that this equation provides a statistical description for 
any system described by equations of motion of the form ~~t ~ =f (~). 
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(1966). As a consequence of incompressibility, the latter term neither 

creates nor destroys variance. 

Explici tly £13 + J..M = - ~ • L . 'X ,., a" - (4.7) 

I.F ,. - oOx • (1: "l:-~) 
We now replace the correct fluctuation interaction operator, J..F ,by an 

approximate operator ;- , essentially displaying the same gross properties 

as l F' The following physical remarks allow us to introduce a significant 

approximation operator 1: Any component 1.. L is influenced by all the 

other components x., j=l, 2 . N. In the state of turbulent convection, 
J 

this effect may be described, at least to a first approximation, by an 

operator with random properties. Let us then select a time scale 1r suffi-

ciently small that ~ is subjected to small variations, during times of 

order r , but sufficiently large, that during the same interval Wr::. /d:J: 
fluctuates and changes it s sign sufficiently often. For systems which ful-

fi 11 the preceding requirements, we may apply the well-known Fokker-Planck 

equation 

(4.8) 

\rf being the distribution function, (fl> the vector of mean displacements 

and (R"R.) the tensor of square mean displacements. The domain of validity 

of this equation is restricted to time scales larger than T. (For a 

clear exposition of the Fokker-Planck equation, we refer to Planck, 1917.) 

Wi th Chandrasekhar (1943) the quanti ties (R) and (RR) may be esti-

mated as 

; < R) e - (3 ~; +- < R R) = 2. t 9 (4.9) 

to order 1 in 1:' . (3 measures the deterministic loss, and 9 the fluc-
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tuating part (*). 

Equation (4.8), with coefficients defined by (4.9), is the usual 

Fokker-P1anck equation in the case of real variables and coefficients. To 

take account of the fact that "X i. and X -'t (= x~ ) are not independent in the 

case of complex variables, we replace the fluctuating part of (4.9) by 

In addition, to ensure the reality of ~ we have to symmetrize the Fokker-

Planck operator in (4.8), in the following way 

N d ( d tV '0 r=,L dx. (3t,'t.~+Qi-i. ox.)+,~ ox. (;3_jtQ.i.i 
t ;. 1 L -L L " 1 - ~ 

(4.10) 

The coefficients ;e~ and Qi-t (4x4 matrices) are unknown up to this stage. 

They will be determined later. When adopting a representation in which 

the linear matrix is diagonal (in r ), Eq. (4.6) may be rewritten in the 

following form 

f-tr=[t ()~! f(/3 i -LJl:L +Q"-1 o~, Jt f o~. [0-L -Lt)X.i. + Q.Lt ddxJ+ e1 p =(t;.g)p (4.11) 
u (:1 ~ -L '(::1 -l L ' J 

where -r; = J.. r: - 'F is a correction operator taking into account the non-

Fokker-P1anckian contributions. 

In a first approximation, we neglect the contribution of ~ , and 

we notice that Eq. (4.11) is equivalent to the statistical equation describing 

mechanical turbulence (Edwards, 1964) (provided we interpret the coeffi-

cients as Fourier coefficients). 

To discuss the validity of the Fokker-P1anck type approximation 
~ / 

~.P =Tp 
we consider a model equation of the form 

(*)Whereas in the usual case f3 and q 
case to 4x4 matrices, as any component 
coefficients (velocity and temperature 

are scalars, they correspond in our 
y. ~ of the phase space describes 4 
expansion coefficients). 
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(4.12) 

where ~ is a constant. The latter may be expected to reflect the correct 

time behavior of (4.11), as the only essential modification as compared to 

(4.11) is a simplification in the fluctuation interaction. For an initial 

S -distribution the solution of (4.12) is given by 

PI [ 1',2 r_ :- ~~ ( 1 \l } 
f(XI t)=~(i1Jt~)tJf (f!1\ ~rt.:X.L2q 1-e-?-;9,:t')J 

LI p L=1 i.1t'Q) (e"(3(t_1)Y~ (4.13) 

(see Appendix I) 

This model equation shows that the system evolves toward a statis-

tica11y steady gaussian distribution for 

t>~~ 
I ~ 1, •• M {;~ } :< 't-rt 

The smallest time constant j5~ thus determines the relaxation time. On 

the other hand, the characteristic time scale of fluctuations is to be ex

pected as a mean value of the time scales 1/~~ 
. /j I 

TF r-J -J;.. L. 1>:', « L:R. 
i =1 I~L 

(4.14 ) 

The latter condition shows, ~ posteriori, that the Fokker-P1anck approxima-

tion to the "Liouville equation" (4.6) is not unreasonable. 

A statistically steady state solution of (4 .11) with ~:: 0 is easily 

obtained: Noticing that 1" has the structure d/d~.~ , we conclude that 

steady state solutions correspond to f p:: 0 (the arguments of M. Planck (1917) 

allow us to reject other solutions). Thus 

o/if = L(~t- LL)Z~+ Q~-i. :X_L +~-i~ h_"Jf =0 l 
Cf-LJi == [C0-i -L \}c~ + Q-ii ;{:. ~ of- Q. ~ _'~ odx.1 p = 0 J 

!. 

showing that the components in phase space are decoup1ed. 

One finds that (4.15) admits of the solution 

(4.15) 

- 1 
! 

- 1 
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(4.16) 

provided 
(3~: (3~L ) Q,'-~= Q-u 

[(3 L > Q L - i J = 0 

(4.17) 

As up to this stage the (4x4) matrices (3t' and Q/-l were arbitrary, the pre

vious requirements (4.17) are always possible to be fulfilled. The commu

tation condition, on the other hand, implies that the symmetric matrices ~i 

and Qt-~ have the same principal directions. The quadratic form in (4.16) is 

thus hermitian. To fulfill the normalization condition (4.3) the matrices 

Q_~;(A,-L'I)have to be positive definite. 

As the matrices ~i and Qi-i appear in the Fokker-Planck equation as 

coupling matrices between vector-vector (velocity components), scalar-scalar 

(temperature components). and vector-scalar fields (velocity components and 

temperature components), the discussion of Part I applies. With the choice 

of axes as defined in Fig.l, the coupling expressions imply that the matrices 
-1 

(3~ ,Q~-l as well as Q-idf3I,-L'L) are of the form 

(4.18) 

In the absence of temperature effects the previous expression describes the 

statistical behavior of non-isotropic turbulence. In the isotropic case, 

and provided we interpret the expansion coefficients as Fourier components, 

we recover S.F.Edwards' expression (5.14). 

To obtain the normalization constants C~ , we have to take account 

of the constraint of incompressibility. Writing the latter 
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The zero-order moment in Appendix II leads to the following result 

N [-1 -
f(~)=- Tr d.tm ~ 'Q~-i.·((3i.-Li.J.~~J .PJth-~ x.Q::··(~i-L~)'<Xt (4.19) 

\ 4,-:.1 rr J r 1::-1 -L It L. 

with 

Pl = (~ 
0 btl 

~) 1 !.l~ 2 

0 C) 

We now determine the 4x4 matrices (?;. and Q .. 
~ I-I 

in such a way that the 

Fokker-Planck approximation describes (4.6) "at best". Denoting by J., the 

Liouville operator in (4.6), and byJr'(P) the associated Fokker-Planck opera-

tor, depending on the set of parameters P, both operators being integrated 

once, with constants of integration put equal to zero as previously, we 

determine the parameters P (matrices ~{ andQl_~) in such a way as to have 

f ~ (l. - I'(p) f P -4 Minimum (4.20) 
V"'oo 

where f is the steady state. distribution function. 

Writing out the minimum condition (4.20) explicitly, one notices 

that it leads to equations of the form 

() 4 LX (,d!+ ,d~.)'(la+*)fJ p)!3+ (i~ 1(:~+ k·)(,~ + :tJ (') Q.' 
~ Do 

(4.21) 

=~~KL.~)(~ .f~Hjtit)L1>}~ 4[~+d;~)J.+ i(;, +k)J 
~ ~ 

These equations are linear in the ~;: and QL-l. matrices, and may thus easily 

be solved. However, to compute the relevant integrals, one has to know 

.p . The latter quantity is approximated by (4.16). In this form (4.21) 

gives p~ and Q~_~ as functions of ch~i. (~t' -L.} This formal solution is 

similar to that indicated by S,F.Edwards in the case of mechanical turbu-

lence, 
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For a practical evaluation, one may first determine Q-LL (!3.-U 
in an approximate manner. To do so we may start from 

~ (x) p = 0 )wn Ct ~<O c4 I: (z.).j (~ ) ? = 0 ( 4 . 22) 

The latter equation implies second and fourth moments, which 
are explicitly given in Appendix II. 

This procedure completely determines the distribution function (4.19). 

5. Remarks on the Determination of the Heat Flux 

Although similar to the corresponding expression in statistical 

mechanics, the distribution law (4.16) shows two essential new features: 

- the coefficient ofX_i ,xL in the exponential is a 4x4 matrix 
. 

- this matrix differs, in general, for the different subscripts ~ 

In fact, these differences from the usual statistical mechanics of particles 

introduce "irreversible effects" already at this stage of the approximation. 

The temperature of the quasi-partic1es,1I~ , may be defined from the 

following expression of the argument of the exponential 

X_if! t X," (~, ,"T: t) (~~ ~~)(~)= (; tA 'J/,,)i[,.v, tilt· "i"11- 'J't "I if, + LL h, ii[+1iXr. (5.1) 

I 
where ~C is a traceless 3x3 matrix. From (1.10) we conclude that 

'rq (n). ~ g, r, i (It)(-tJ>. "J(.J' ((it) (5.2) 

We have written a factor 6 ~p to have an expression analogous to that oc-

curring in the distribution function of an ordinary gas. )A may be inter

preted as a characteristic mass (for example the mean mass of the molecules). 

Equation (5.2) describes a non-uniform temperature fie1d~Q(it). In a sim

i 1ar way we may introduce a pressure PQ and an "internal energy" U-Q ' 

which are obtained from the mean motion equation through the fluctuation 
..... ~ m 

term < '{' ~> , and may thus be related to I Q. • 
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Irreversible effects are related to the non-Maxwellian character 

of (4.16). In particular, the convective heat flux, as deduced from the 

mean energy equation, is given by 
T:pCv<qTf ) (5.3) 

From (1.7), we conclude that 
~ ,.,.., ~ '* ~ it 't: ~ -r'* r'" 

<11:£ It)=~~LCj<~.1f'>=~ ~~<V-~L 'tt)lti 
If L" J t. J l 

(5.4) 

the latter step being a consequence of the orthogonality property of the 

set ;; . The ensemble mean(V6L117> obviously is contained in the 4x4 

matrix<:XLX~) , whose expression is given in Appendix II. 

If we write the z-component of the heat transport by convection in 

the form 
(5.5) 

(5.6) 

This form is particularly interesting if we approximate the expansion (1.8) 

by a single term: in that case K appears to be a constant. 

Our theory allows us to give a rough evaluation of the dependence 

of the Nusselt number on the Rayleigh number: Limiting (5.4) to a single 

mode, denoted by M, we have 

f .;. <~M) TGM /-;- (XMXM > (5.7) 

From (4.22) we derive that Hfv\";- L~ , assuming the lateral wavelength a is 

small as compared to the vertical wavelength (equal to It ). The equation 

of the convective modes (see Platzman,G.W., Eq.3.l3) leads, through a max

imization of the eigenvalue with respect to a, to LM .;. "R Yb • As HM~<XMXM) 

(see Appendix II), we conclude that r +- "R Y.3, which corresponds to the exper-
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imentally well-established power law for the Nusselt number 0 

I wish to express my gratitude to Professors E.AoSpiege1 and 

J.B.Ke11er for stimulating discussionso 

Appendix I Solution of the model equation 

() (d a:l.) fj diagonal matrix 
()t: P = ~:x • ~ • 15. + Q ax'a. p J q scalar 

..-
Following S. Chandrasekhar (1943) we make the follosing substitution 

~ = .e.IX1' (-/3 t) 3. 
which yields 

?;~ VI: (tn.~)W + G( e2f3t
: :; aj, iN 

with p (tit)1 t)::w(~(t)jt) 

Introducing X :: e-(1A.(3)tvr 
leads to the elimination of the first term of the right-hand side 

() 2.(3t: a ~ X ot X -:: Qe : ~ ~~ 
Separation of variables M 

X C~)= ~1 XJ.9) 
yields standard diffusion equations 

2. X' - Q e '"-(.3~t r y.' 
~t 1.- ()9~ ~ 

Appendix II Computation of integrals 

T (H) :::: fda:.. :t. X ••• £ ..f%;b -x· H • X = < X X ••• X) 
_~ .. :))~ r - .,... ""'-,... .-... 

]-oO;oO[ p 

the solution 

wi th H hermitian posi ti ve definite, under the constraint ~.!;::: 0, 

Land Ii being ')) dimensional vectors 0 

We define the following ))-1 dimensional vectors: 
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* = (X 1)x.,.},·,) x l'_l'X ~t1 ~ •• ~ 'X),I) 

~ = (-(31/(3t' -f\/~L ) .. ') -!3/.-?/f.J:. ~ -f3i.,.l(3~ \ ... ) -/.3,;)/(:-")))= (t.1 > A,. ) ... A))} 

The constraint is taken into account through a a -distribution 

Ip(H)= jd.~[~~ ~ ~~{-~. H.~) 6(7.t -9 .~) 
J-OO/.oo f 

Integration over x~ may be performed immediately 

I;p (H );_f.:C~-l.A1t f' (-~ .ty . H·? ~ ) ('Yo ~ )('? ~) ... (t]J. ~) 

, , 
(;; 0 .•• 1 

o 

o 
1 0 •. · 0 
01 0 . , 
00 .. ·1 

'V-1 

which plays the role of a projection operator, in the sense that it trans-

forms 'V -dimensional vectors into )i -I-dimensional vectors. To proof the 

appearance of P in the integrand, we assume, without loss of generality 

~ = V. Then 

and integration over X .... , replaces ~ by(X l:~ ,'1.
11
): (~) ll) ~X= ~. X ~ being 

Y __ "A 1\" A 

the identity matrix in~-1 dimensions. Similarly 

~ . H .! =- (~ ) 1.))). H ~ (~):: (~ ) ~ '1:) . H· (~. ~ ) = ~ • (~ ) ~ ). H (~ ) • ~ 
=~'P.H·ry.~ 

If U is the unitary matrix diagonalizing6}'.H·?, and"d'=U,X, the integral 
1\ A 

one notices that this integral vanishes except if the underlined quantity 

is of the form 

One finds 
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with 
( 2.0<.' -1)11 l .. 

The general result is then given by 

( X ·X· ..• XL)- ~)J-? ~£ ry..,~\/P~fI ~\,UJ"il/'j)~1/ • - .1t.t/UfNI.'1JkI18;'1J;1I,,,/i.II} 
~ J '" - '+-~/~II:rD) ';'';11 ~C ",6 rJ • (J 

<tQ1I11:.£·n'J J'J" 

where the symbol d~IJ'I ... f(' :'i:'k'/ is 1 provided the indices are pairwise equal, 

and is zero otherwise. 

We indicate the most important moments 

1) < 1) = J ~ .QIt.p -~. H·~ = j ~~~~H1P; = C-
1 

2) <;£)=0 
( 1 1 ( """)-1 ,.... 

3) <*-.'£1=)c% ~p(-:f.H'~)~£ ="3:C- p. tj'·H·'P -7 

~ -1 1 ........ 

(note that (:p.W?) fT·H-.P due to the fact that P is not a quadratic 
matrix) 

4) <~~Il=O 

[ 
...... -1'- (( ..... 1 ......... ) 

5) (X X X X....... = C-' .1. (P.(p·H·P), t:p) .. p. T·H·CYf . P 'kf. + 
""'-"'-"'-"'-/LJk{ 4 ..... -J 

+(tp.(f.H·pr1·?)~ft (P.('P.H,Pf'. P)j!. 

-\- (~.(P. H,pr~Ph{ (~(p'H.pr'l. cj5 )jk J 
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GAS FLOW AROUND A STAR 

John D. Trasco 

Introduction 

Previous work on the problem of gas flow in the vicinity of a star 

has, in general, been concerned with the early stages during which the 

ionized hydrogen (H II) region is being formed. We will be concerned here 

with the case of a steady state H II region i.e. one which has come essen-

tially into pressure equilibrium with its surroundings; but, it will be 

useful for the orientation of the problem to consider the results of in-

vestigations on expanding H II regions. 

Interstellar Medium and H II Regions 

The interstellar medium consists mainly of neutral hydrogen gas with 

a density distribution which shows illumps" over a wide range of length 

scales. The classical picture has been of "clouds" of gas with a mean size 

of 'V 10 pc and a mean density of;v 10 atoms/ cm3 covering about 10% of the 
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volume of interstellar space. We wi 11 neglect these density fluctuations 

and deal with an infinite medium with an initially smooth density distri-

bution. An H II region will be created either if a hot star is formed in 

a strong local condensation of the gas or if a hot star encounters a pre-

viously neutral gas cloud. Some concept of the type of star needed to 

create an H II region as well as of the typical parameters involved can be 

obtained from the data in Table I (taken from Mathews, 1965). The first 

column gives the mass of the star in solar masses; the second, the temper-

ature of the star which excites the H II region; the third, the equilibrium 

temperature of the ionized gas, and the fourth the main sequence lifetime 

of the star. 

Table I 

--mIme T~ T~~ t'r#(IO~) 
30 42,000 7700 4.2 
20 35,100 7400 6.2 
11 27,400 7000 12.6 

6 20,200 6500 35.5 

Table II gives the results of Mathews (1965) for a star which is not 

in motion with respect to the gas. Here Ri is the radius at which the 

ionizing radiation is first balanced by recombinations, ~ = R~~(Ta)iS the 

time for a hydrodynamical disturbance to traverse the nebula, If; is the 

radius of the final H II region which is in static equilibrium, and If is 

the time needed to reach this configuration. All of these results are 

given for three values of the density. 

As was noted above, a typical density for an interstellar cloud is 

10 atom cm- 3; however, the higher densities given in Table II might be char-

acteristic of regions where star formation is occurring. It can be seen 



30 
20 
11 

6 

m)m0 
30 
20 
11 

6 

~~ 
(pc) 

13.0 
8:5 
4.0 
1.7 

2.8 
1.8 
0.86 
0.36 

0.60 
0.39 
0.18 
0.08 
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Table II 

h = 10 um-3 

Ii. 
(l04yrs) 

85 
56 
27 
24 

Yl.. = 100 om-3 

18.0 
12.0 
5.9 
2.5 

Rf 
(pc) 

370 
238 
110 

44 

80.0 
50.0 
23.0 
9.2 

YI = 1000 CIYYl 
-3 

3.9 17.0 
2.6 11.0 
1.2 4.8 
0.57 2.0 

1f. 
(l06yrs ) 

25.0 
16.0 
7.7 
3.2 

5.3 
3.4 
1.6 
0.67 

1.1 
0.75 
0.34 
0.15 

from these two tables that the most massive stars evolve off the main se-

quence before the H II region comes into equilibrium with its surroundings. 

However these stars (m ~2c'mlb) are fairly rare and for stars in the mass 

range of 5 to 10 fr1®, equilibrium is reached well before the main sequence 

stage ends. 

The results discussed above refer to a star which is not moving with 

respect to the interstellar gas. Recently, Rasiwala (1969) has studied the 

case where the star is moving at supersonic velocities with respect to the 

gas. Two main problems were considered (1) the deformation of the H II re-

gion which results because the shock does not detach from the ionization 

front at the same time in all directions and (2) the flow of the gas along 

the axis defined by the motion of the star. The results of this work 

showed that the wind velocity is reduced in the region upstream of the star 

with the ionized gas then being continuously accelerated throughout the 
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H II region until reaching the shock front downstream of the star. The 

density distribution- showed an increase upstream of the star with a level

ing off to the original densi ty throughout the central part of the H II 

region and then increasing sharply as the downstream shock is reached. 

At later times, these effects are magnified with a drop in the density oc

curringboth near the center of the H II region and just in front of the 

downstream shock. 

Isothermal Problem 

We will be concerned with a star moving slowly relative to the gas 

i.e. the velocity (W) is small with respect to the velocity of sound in the 

medium. Further, we are considering a steady state, equilibrium model, so 

there is no expansion of the H II region. As a result of these assumptions, 

there will be no shock fronts formed. (The results of Rasiwala discussed 

above are associated with the occurrence of shocks, so our results are not 

directly comparable with his.) In addition, since H II regions are typi

cally 10 pc or greater, gravitational effects are small over the bulk of 

the region and will be neglected here. These assumptions can be used to 

specify the dynamical problem and it is now necessary to consider the ther

mal problem. 

It is known from the calculations for a stationary star in a gas 

cloud that there is a fairly sharp spatial boundary between the ionized and 

neutral gas. If the star is in motion, the values of W which would be ap

propriate for our problems are of the order of a few km/sec. Since the 

time for ionization is typically rv 104 yrs, this gives a length scale of 

~.l pc as the distance the star would move during the time needed to 
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ionize the gas. As this distance is small with respect to the nebula. it 

will be possible to simplify the problem by considering it as an ionized 

region of fixed dimension through which gas may flow being ionized when 

it enters the region and recombining when it leaves the region. The tem-

perature within the H II region is not likely to vary over a large range 

both the heating and the cooling mechanisms are strongly temperature sen-

sitive. The temperature of the neutral gas should, in addition, not be 

greatly altered except very near the H II region. 

These assumptions lead to the following definition of the problem. 

A star moves at a velocity -W with respect to an infinite compressible 

medium. We consider the two-dimensional steady flow of the gas in a coor-

dinate system centered on the star and therefor~ one in which the gas 

velocity at large distances from the star reduces to W ~ 
A 

where -k is a 

unit vector in the direction of the star's motion. (Fig.l). 

Fig.l 

Within a sphere of radius R centered on the star, the gas is completely 

ionized and at a uniform temperature Tl ; outside this sphere, the gas is 

neutral and at a uniform temperature T2 (subscripts land 2 will be used 

to refer to the regions Jt , Rand J1 > R respectively.) 

The relevant equations governing the behavior of the gas can be 

written as 

conservation of mass '0 ~ ~ ( p u.L,) = 0 

conservation of momentum '}'t.': ( PLj') = 0 
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where f is the density, Ut the velocity and ~'j., the stress tensor 

is given by ~j = P u L UJ tp J~J' The pressure p of an isothermal gas is 

gi ven by 'p:: a"- p where a is the constant isothermal sound speed. The bound-

ary conditions at the ionization front are given by 

[ e UL n L J:: 0 

['P~i n~ ] :: 0 

where 11L is a unit vector normal to the ionization front and the square 

brackets denote the difference in the quantity within the brackets on either 

side of the front. 

It was assumed that the variables could be expanded about a zero-order 

solution 

and that for the zero The equations to zero order reduce to 

The solution for this is 

Exterior en > R) 

Interior (fl ~ R) 

where ~ = (~;·r . 
The first order equations are 

( pu,)(t~ D(o)U~I) (I) (() (a) (I) 
\ L - \ ~ + P IJ.; = ~ L.l..L 
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with the boundary conditions 

[fLJ'l'llJ = [pJ:::O 
[ ~ (0) u.~) 'Yl ~ ] ::: 0 

f P('>· d' M R There ore 1S a constant an cont1nuous at 1\-;: 

(1) 

(2) 

Since this is the 

same result as was obtained for the zero order pressure, we can assume that 

this is incorporated 
fa (I) 

(I) 
in the zero order result and set r = 0 and therefore 

4--:.0. 
a.'" 

( 

(I) d !p(ll) 
Assuming potential flow u~ = dX' , the equation for the velocity 

:J. (.) 

becomes \l \jJ :: 0 with the additional condition that the velocity goes to 
/\ 

W k. at large distances from the star. Therefore we have 

tp~') = WJ1. ~ C)-'-) + go Lp'1-~ ;:Y1 (3) 
(,) ~ n 

~ :::';;0 4; 11 Jl 71, 0-) 
where P1') ()J.) is the Legendre polynomial of nth order and p::.101 e. The bound-

ary condition gives 
(0) (I) (0) (.J) _ ~ n::, '0 

f ~ u..)'t.:l. .: PI U.n.1 QA..,." 
or 

Equating the coefficients of each of the Legendre polynomials we obtained 

11 :0 

'Yl :::. I 

l/;o :: 0 

W - '- i~ ::: '1 4111 

LV, ::: - J.. ("HI) 
I'YJ ~ "VI 

(4) 

This does not completely specify the velocity of the first order flow and 

it is necessary to go to the second order equations to obtain the condition 
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(I) 
which determines LL~ (0) (I) 0 d d . Since Vl~ = 0 and f :::. ,the secon or er equatlons 

reduce to 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

The second boundary condition can be rewritten as 

[ 
(0) (I) t,) P Ca.) J 0 

~ u.l'I. u.rt. + ::: 

[
(0) (I) til ] f U. n LLe :: 0 

and (8) 

Combining Eqs. (2) and (8) gives 

[ u.~) J :: 0 a.t n.. ;: R 
(I) 

Substituting for U e in terms of the velocity potential (3) and equating 

coefficients of each of the Legendre polynomials yields 

1') :: J ~ = W+ \fI11 
11 T~3 

11> I 'i1Y1 = - ~ ('h +0 1 
lJI,.-n 1'1 "R ,.1'1+1 

Combining this with (4) gives 

If', n = ~ n :: 0 'YI:j:1 

0/ 5W • 
II ;: yt+l ' 

lU (1-'9) R'W 
T2.1 = ('2.+"1) 

The velocity potential is 
II/') _ ,VI 
", - (Y£4 2..) no;.;.. 

and the velocity is given by 

This flow is shown in Fig.2. 

(9) 
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Fig.2 

From Eq. (5) 

(I) 
This is the same equation and boundary conditions as applied for LL~ • 

Therefore, we can assume that these results are incorporated in the results 
(,) (2) 

for UL and set Ui =0. Equation (6) admits of a first integral 
LI) (I) 1> (;I..) i U;. Ui + I? (0) == constant on streamlines (10) 

('2.) ( (I)) ~ ~ ,. 
For the external flow p -70 and U. /-'> Wand the constant is ~ W 

(.'2.) ~ CJ.) 
which is the same for all streamlines. Since P =a.. f we can solve this 

('2.) 

for f,. (~ f~o) (/-'r[) R'W'2..[ (/-Y/,) R'(t+3wte) + (I-fJc.oJ2.e)} 
~~ = - a.~ (yt+2) 1(YL+ '2; n.t. )1.3 (11) 

0..2. p,-a) 
1 (~) is constant on streamlines. Wi thin the H II region ~ (u.t.~i)y+ 

~ 

These streamlines are in the h 
r, C~ 

d ~ ~ect'; ~~ a~d I J, ;" "'onstan1- a 1 "nO" t-h em -LJ. .LVU H \';-1/ ~-' ~ • ~ --'0 _ .•..• 

Therefore p(~ is also constant on these streamlines. The boundary con-
1 

di tion (8) specifies f\{'2) at J) = 'R.; this then makes it possible to solve 

for f. (').) 
, '). -v.fVl ,\ 

f[~) = ~ (a) [9(W) ~(7 _J:t"mrNJ) - Ct!Jl(W~\{J.. (J.:::!J) (4_'Jn."~·~\j2_ 3n')~l~)lJ (12) 
1 1 Q.l (~+1)'2., R:J. (ytn) oJ) l(7£+2) R:t) \ R!J.jJ. 

The second order density distribution is shown in Fig.3. The results 

along a line in the direction of motion of the star are shown in Fig.3a 

while those along the line perpendicular to the star's motion are given 

in Fig.3b where m:t.:: w 
a.~ 

The third order equations are 

l p (3):: 0 
ox a 
'::~L ( ~('J)u..i.tl) -r fCo) u..~())) = 0 (13) 
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O~----------~--~----=R~------------~ 

Fig.3a 

O~----------~-7--~~~T--------

Fig.3b 

[ p (~) 'Y"Ii J = 0 

[(f(2)u.f>+ ~(o)u../3)"rl~J::o (14) 

Following the same arguments used for the first order equation, we can 

('J) 
set 'P .:: O. Combining Eqs. (6) and (13) yields 

(3) 
pto) dU~ = _,_ l (ll~t) U. ~,) U ~I)) 
A d x. ~ a.. ~ dX} I. L J J 

(15) 

Wi thin the H II region u.f') is constant, so ~.~~ ::;: 0 Al though this is 

the same equation as was obtained for u,t Co), the boundary conditions will 

be different since : i U.i~)t 0 and therefore it is not possible to set 
(~ X 

u,,: I ::: 0 0 However we still assume potential flow, so 

( ('»)) - l LIJ u,. 1 - Ox.~' T11 

\f11 ::..f, 0/71 Jl V\ P'r1 (,u.) 
(16) 

For the external flow, we know the right-hand side of Eq. (15). Assuming 

potential flow and using (9) for !;±" (15) reduces to 

\7'-ty:: ~ (;A)~ Cn)+ ~ (,it) ~ (/1..) 
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where 3;' ell) and 3; en) are known functions of JL alone. We looked for solu-

tions of the form 

The result is 
_ I f 1:.. W3<:J.3_ 1- W~'l.) (. ) -L.{_ 1- W3o<? 1-

\jJ - Q..~ l:3 n8 5 nS J r: )J- + 0..;' 5 n',l. + /I 

and the velocity is given by 

fU(3»):: W
3

;V3{ (,c.( + 300<2_.f:£. oo<'J}+ W:3,wf- I~ ~_'2O<2._ R .,(l} 
~I 11 2 (l..~ rP n'" 1/ I1 q 0..;' .5 n3 n' 33 n':I 

( lL 0)\:: W3 J '-i-I-~C.i. ~ _ 'l.!L 0(1-_ 11 O('} + WJ jl-p. i /A)?-[+ ~ t 3DO("'_ 1fS" b(.'J } 
e J'l a..'i 1 S,,3 5 11ft, IT nit o...~ r rt3 n" U nq 

where of.. = (I-~) 'R,J 
(Y).t2.) 

Using the boundary condition (14), we can now determine the coefficients in 

(16) for the internal flow. All the terms vanish except for n :: 1 and 3 

LJi'l :: 0/, n "P, 0u) + tr'J h 
3 ~ (p.) 

where 

The velocity within the H II region is then given by 

(U.~)), = LJi
I 
~ e + ; 413 rt ? ~ @ (5 ur.:-e -3 ) 

(U.~»)I:: - tpl .drn e -3 % ~ ... .41m e (S- CIn" e -1) 

In this order, the flow within the H II region is a quadruple flow superim

posed on a constant flow in the k direction. For the external flow, the 

leading terms are a quadruple flow. In third order, the flow pattern is 

shown in Fig.4. 

The result of adding this to the first order velocity flow (Fig.3) 

would be to deform it slightly, increasing the "bump" at the sphere which 

appears in Fig.3. However, these new effects are of importance only very 

near the H II region. Higher order effects will influence the flow only 
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Fig.4 

in the immediate vicinity of the H II region. These terms were therefore 

not calculated. 

Thermal Problem 

The previous approach to the problem used certain assumptions to 

eliminate the thermal problem. We next attempted to include this aspect in 

considering the case of a heat source moving through an infinite compressi-

ble medium at a constant velocity. In addition to the equations for the 

conservation of mass and momentum used above, we also must specify conser-

vation of the thermal energy. 
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where T is the temperature, )( is the thermal conductivity and W-, the 

enthalpy, CpT for an ideal gas where Cf is the specific heat at constant 

pressure. 

Unsing the same technique as for the previous problem, we can expand 

all the variables in a series, the zero order equations are then 

_d_ (n(O) ,CD) ,(0) h(O) (' • \ _ 0 
0)(.\ "\ Ll~ LlJ + ,., OL1 J -

'0 ( M .. (0)) 
"d):.':' f u..... = 0 

d ( (~ ~ {I (0) (0) 
d",1. ~ ().rL ~U.i Ui + 

A b f 
,-0) ,. 

s e are, we assume u., ::: 0 gl vlng 
d Ce.) L d' ( d Teo») _ 
~::o ~ X -",,-. _D 
~~,. 0-;'1.. al'L 

If we take)( const, the solution is 

p (0) :::. cansfa. Yl T ;:: fa 

V"T(O)= 0 ~·T(o)::.;[ An ~ ~) + 2: B p'1p..).h.n 
. --;/ "n n'l'l . I n 1'1 '11 l' 

We want T -7 constant ::;- To as J1-+ 00 which implies I3 n= 0 for n ~ 1 So, 

we have T(o) _ T + ~ An Pn (p..) 
- 0 1'1 11"Y1+1 

The only other boundary condition that must be satisfied is that the flux 

is constant and equal to the flux put out by the star. This condition will 

specify;qo As there is no need for any other terms to satisfy the bound-

ary conditions, it will be convenient to set A?J= 0 for 11 >0 and assume 

that these terms will be determined at the higher orders. So we have 

Teo)::: T. + -~ 
() It 

where A ;:: L~nX with L being the luminosity of the star. Assuming an ideal 

gas equation of state 
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This completely specifies the zero order solution. The first order equa-

tions are 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Equation (17) implies p(~= constant which can be set equal to zero fol

lowing the same reasoning as used in the previous problem. 

The second equation gives 
(0) (I) .. 0 11)2 

~ LL~::. cwu. ,. '+' (20) 

where If is an arbitrary function. 

Equation (19) gives 
'1'. n'2. T (1)__ C j» Y/1H h d U. (I) 
Y\ v /=' -k- ro ox. ' /. 

So the temperature distribution in first order is determined by the first 

order velocity. 

As in the previous problem, the first order velocity is not entirely 

The second order equations are 

Equation (22) can be rewritten as 
(0) (I) (;I (I) ..L p(#.) 

P LLl ~ LLj := - ~7d 
gradient of a scalar and 

- .. n [ (0) ~I) ~ (:) ] = 0 . cwu. r ~. o)C.': u. j 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Since ~(O) is a known function, we can substitute (20) into (24) to obtain 

an equation for r which is in general a third order non-linear differ-
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ential equation. Using Cartesian coordinates, we can reduce this equation 

to the form 
~(.L rr tp)+~ (_I k~ lfI) = 0 
dX f d 1. ~ CJ ~ f 2) Iej (25) 

(o..J b):= "da. .2b.. _ 00. ~ 
aX. a~ "!j~"f.. 

where 

Equation (25) admits of a first integral 

(
_I ~ lV) ~ dX 
p ox. ) a'tt 

0f ~)\!')= - ~} 
where I( is an arbitrary function of X and ~ It did not prove possible 

to proceed further along these lines, so we considered an alternate 

approach. 

For an actual H II region, the temperature drops sharply at the bound-

ary and in general the temperature in the H II region is considerably 

higher than in the exterior. Therefore, we considered the flow in the re-
. Teo) 'T A A 

gion near the star where = fo + 7f~ 7L and so where r 0( Jt. Further, we set 

L I. \ 
~lA).This gives a velocity 

t.J.= ~;. -J'-~2. (d<p + ~\ e ~ ft d~ n) (26) 

So this choice of ~ is equivalent to keeping only the first term in a 

multipole expansion of the velocity. Substituting (26) in (24) gives a 

third order non-linear differential equation for ~ 

- 2l'l. <p cp'll- 4- ¢ 4/' t q;" - J..2:!E. 'J.. + 201>1/ = 0 
11 . .'- Jt 

(27) 

where primes denote differentiation with respect to )L This equation 

admits of particular solutions cp:Ad' where "h. = -2.8, +0.6, +3.74. This 

can be reduced to a first order non-linear differential equation 

where 

~~ +P = H (~) 
d~ 

(28) 
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p= d~ {fl dtn£~It-")} 
d.3::! (3n-1 + 3+) ci.f 
f ::. /l c{~ 1m let; n-n) 

[( f, n_~'t1'l..+;(O) f + (bl1;3)f~ _}3] 

3'Yl- 1+3f 
and ~ is any of the values for which ~ = Ar(l solves Eq. (27). We have not 

been able to obtain any further results on this problem. Equation (28) is 

in a form which is convenient for numerical solution. However, we have not 

attempted such a numerical approach to the problem. 

Once the solution to this problem is obtained, the next step would be 

to allow for ionization to occur. This would re-introduce the surface of 

the problem. A further generalization of the problem which in many respects 

would be more interesting would be to consider the case where W is compara-

ble to or greater than the speed of sound in the medium. If this aspect 

of the problem could be solved, it should be possible to go back and consider 

the initial stages of the problem in which the ionization front itself 

moves into the interstellar gas with supersonic velocities. 
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